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Abstract

The electrical resistivity and A.C. magnetic susceptibility of

several þCr alloys containing between .05 and 18 at.% Cr and several

PtCr alìoys containing between .05 and 2l at,% Cr have been measured

over the temperature range 1.4 to 300K. The incremental resistivitjes

of the most dilute PdCr and PtCr a11oys examined (.05<c<0.3 at. % Cr)

are shown to contain a temperature-dependent contribution which can be

fitted wjth a high degree of accuracy to an expression of the form

¡p(T) =Ac* BcLn(T2 *e')U (although deviations from Matthiessen's rule

restrict the temperature range over which the fits can be carried out

to T>68K for PdCr and T>45K for PtCr). These fits y'ield a sing'le-

impurity characteristic temperature 0, for Cr impurities of -43K in Pd

and -73K in Pt. Similar fits at higher concentrations (5<c <1? at.%

Cr for PtCr and 4<c<.|0 at.% Cr for PdCr) show that, while the above

expression for 
^p(T) 

prov'ides a good description of the incremental

resistivity data at "high" temperatures, systematic deviations between

the measured and "predicted" Ap(T) occur at "low" temperatures and

these are attributed to interactions between Cr impurit'ies. For the

PtCr alloys containing between 5 and 12 at.% Cr and for the Pd-4, 5,

and 6 at.% Cr alloys these deviations are such that the measured

values for both Àp(T. g) and d [^p(T..0)]/At are larger than the

"predicted" va'lues. For the Pd-8 and l0 at. % Cr alloys' Àp(T) exhibits

a broad maximum at low temperatures which is characteristic of an



extended magnetic freezing of the impurity moments (although the de'lay

in the appearance of the maximum unti'l the Cr concentration has reached

8 at. % suggests that the conventional 'long range RKKy coupling is
relatively ineffective in these systems, with any extended freezing

arising primarily from direct d-d overlap between nearest-neighbour Cr

impurities). Moreover, the data on more concentrated pdcr alloys

containing between l'l and l8 at.% Cr show that the behaviour of pdCr

resembles that of canonical spin glasses : at low temperatures ¡p(T) e.¡13/2

with A ..-'logc over the concentration range investigated, while at higher

temperatures Ap(T) passes through an infrection point (ut Ttrurt) and then

a maximum (at TtO*) above which it decreases with increasing temperature.

There are, however, severa'l quantitative differences between pdCr and

canonical spin glasses : both rro* and 
^p(TNRx)-¡p(0) 

are typically an

order of magnitude smaller than in canonical spin glasses of comparable

concentration, while the slope of ¡p(T) above TNRX is about an order of
magnitude larger than in canonical spin glasses. These differences

probably arise from the fact that canonical spin giasses are ',good"

moment systems (t* or 0r.. TINF') whereas pdCr is not qer-fr*r,_). No

maximum is observed in the incremental resÍstivities of any of the ptCr

alloys examined here. However, both the electrical resistiv.ity and

A.C. susceptibility data suggest the occurrence of anomalous behaviour

above about 17 at. % cr, which appears to coincide with the onset of an

atomic order-disorder transformation in ptcr: the resistivity p(T)

possesses an inflection point, a "knee', and a high-temperature slope,

dpl ..LJffilr t Trru¡E' whìch increases abruptìy on going from the disordered to

1l



the ordered phase, while the A.C. susceptibility exhibits a maximum as

a function of temperature. From this and existing statìc magnetization

and specific heat data, it is inferred that magnetic freezing of the

spin glass type occurs, brought about primarily by direct d-d overlap

between nearest-neighbour Cr impurities, which also serves to stabilize

the moment on the Cr sîte. Final]y, the effect of interactions between

Cr impurities on the electrica] resistivity is summarized by plotting

the difference 
^p(1.5K) 

- 
^p(4.2K) 

as a function of the nominal Cr

concentration for both the PdCr and PtCr systems. From these plots it
can be seen that the difference Ap(1.5K) - ¡p(a.2K) in'itia'lly increases

with increasing Cr concentration, passes through a maximum (at -5 at.%

for PdCr and -ll at.% for PtCr) and then decreases with a further

increase in Cr content. This type of behaviour is interpreted in terms

of a competition between (a) moment stabilization at a single impurity

site, and (b) correlations between moments at different 'impurity sites,

and the peak indicates a critical concentration which separates the

two regimes.

ill
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CHAPTER 1

THEORETICAL COÑCEPTS
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l.l I n troducti on

When atoms with partial'ly filled inner shells (transition rnetals

or rare earths) are dissolved in small amounts as substitutional

impurities in nonmetall'ic hosts, they often assume a definite ionic

valence state and exhibit the corresponding Hund's rule magnetic moment

(although crystal field effects may have to be taken into account). In

the case of metallic hosts, however, the presence of the broad conduction

band tends to delocalize the magnet'ic electrons (ì.e., the d electrons

in transition metals or the f electrons in rare earths) and hence to

destroy the atomic moment. Even if transition metal or rare earth

impuri ties shor,/ sì gns of possessì ng a urel I -def i ned magneti c moment at

high temperatures, they often appear to lose it when the temperature is

I owered.

0f the theories which set out to solve the probìem of local

moment formation in metals from first principìes, the most important

are the Friedel model I l, 2], the Anderson model [3] and the Hirst

rnodel t 4 ]. (The Hirst model is perhaps more apt'ly described as a

moment survival rather than a moment formation model. ) In essence, these

theori es attempt to answer the fol I owi ng quest'ion : G'i ven a s i ngl e

transition metal or rare earth impurity embedded 'in an otherwìse

nonmagnetic metal, v¡hat are the conditions under which the impurity

rvill be "magnetic" ? l4uch of the difficulty in solving this prob'lem

lies in the apparently dual character of the d-shell or f-shell
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electrons : on the one hand (as in free atoms), these electrons are

responsible for the observed magnetic moments which seem to be well

localized on the'impurity sites, while, on the other hand, they a]so

part'icipate to some degree in the conduction process. The Friedel and

Anderson models re'ly on the app'lication of the Hartree-Fock one-electron

(or s'ingle-particle) approximation, treating the Coulomb and other

'intra-ionic interactions, wh'ich are responsible for Hund's rules in

atomic d- and f-shells, as weak perturbations, and describ'ing the

electronic states of the impurity's magnetic shell (the d-shell in

transition elements or the f-shell in rare earths) in terms of vìrtual

bound states (a virtual bound state is a state strongly admixed with

the free electron states of the conduction band and having a finite

energy width). Recentìy the question has been raised as to whether

these traditional models are rea'lly appropriate to describe exjsting

systems, Since they tend to strongly overemphasize the itinerant

aspects of the problem. The Hirst model (or the configuration-based

approach), on the other hand, leaves the original ion'ic-type many-

e'[ectron states of the impurity untouched, and pred'icts much more

specifically than does the Friedel-Anderson model the conditjons under

ruhich the moment does not survive. According to this model, the'ionic

rnany-electron states can normally only be perturbed and onìy rarely be

wiped out by interactions w'ith the conduction electrons.

As far as interpreting the experimental data obtained from

ffieasurements of the electric and magnetic properties of dilute "magnetic"
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al'loys, two theories are currently available which have met with some

success : the s-d model I S ] an¿ the local ized sp'in f I uctuat'ion (LSF)

model le,,7f. In the s-d model, the impurity is assigned a well-defined
->

spin S which interacts with the conduction electrons through a spin-

dependent potential (the so-called s-d exchange potential) of the form
-+

Hsd=-JS.T, where J is the exchange couplíng constant and T is tne

conductÍon electron spin. This model provides an exp'lanation for the

phenomenon of the resistivity m'inimum (known as the "Kondo effect"), as

weÏl as a useful description of the sp'in polarization around the impurity

ar¡d indirect interactions between spins (the so-called RKKY interaction).

Since it starts from the assumpt'ion of a static spìn (and hence magnetìc

moment), the s-d exchange model omits any consideration of the dynamics

of the local moment or, in other words, the time scale over which a

mornent ex'ists. This is precisely the aspect of the local moment problem

with which the localized spin fluctuat'ion (LSF) model is concerned.

According to this model, the question of the existence of a magnetìc

rnment is a matter of time ; i.e., the fundamental question is whether

or not the fluctuatjons in the spin density at the impurity site can be

sufficiently slow that, on the time scale of a given experimenta'l probe,

there appears to be a magnetic moment. However, whether approached from

the point of view of the s-d exchange model, or from the postulate that

virtual bound states of the Friedel-Anderson type, while satìsfying

søne criterion for being nonmagnetic, are capable of undergoìng local

spin fìuctuations (in the spirit of the LSF model), it is always
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possible to specify approximately some s'ing'le-impurity characteristic

temperature T, (either the Kondo temperature T* or the LSF temperature

T^.) above which local moment behaviour is detected in various properties,
ST'

and below which the impurities appear to lose their magnet'ic moments.

The s-d model and the LSF model describe the behaviour of an

isolated impurity dissolved in a metallic host. However, as the

impurity concentration is increased above the dilute (or singìe-impurity)

limit, jnteractions between different impurity spins become important,

even at very low concentrations, with the domìnant interaction

mechanism being the long-range, oscil'latory RKKY interaction [ 8, 9,

l0 ] -- indirect exchange med'iated by the conduction electrons. For

"good" moment systems (where the temperature characteristic of the

interact'ions is greater than any possible sjngle-impurity characteristic

temperature T, for all concentrations of solute above a small fraction

of I at. %), these interactions lead, at low temperatures, to a

cooperative freezing of the impurity moments in random orientations and

such a disordered ground state is currently described as a spjn glass.

For systems where the impurity moments are not well defined (i.e., LSF

systems), the role of interactions appears to be initially to stabjl'ize

(or sìovr down) tfre spin fluctuations, with sp'in glass behaviour be'ing

observed once interactions have driven T, below the spin gìass ordering

temperature.
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1.2 Friedel Model

The Friedel model [], 2] consjders the case of a sing'le first
row transition metal atom dissolved substitutionally in a simple or

noble metal host. For simplicity, the transition impurity is assumed

to possess a single, orbitally nondegenerate atomic d state ld> with

an unperturbed energy EO which lies within the conduction band of the

host, as shown in FIG.1 .2-1.

In order to describe the modifications to the atomic d state as

a result of embedding it in the conduction band, Friedel introduced an

s-d covalent admixture interaction, V, between the localized d state

and the conduction electron states lLt. The effect of this mixing

interaction is to induce transitions between the localized d state and

the conduction band states. Friedel shor¿red that, as a result of these

mixing transitions, the localized state'is shifted'in energy from its

unperturbed value EO and acquires a finite energy width 2Â as shown in

FIG.l.2-2, forming what is known as a virtual bound state (VBS). in

terms of the covalent admixture matrix element,.dlVlkt, the energy

shift I and the width 2A of the virtual level are given by [2]

l.dlvlk'l'
d3kI = p.p. e-ek ( r . 2- r )

and 2L = 2¡ l.dlvlt>12 ru(e) (1.2-2)

N(e) i s the density of states with energy e in the conduction band of
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the host and l. dlVlk tl' denotes the average value of the adm'ixture

matrix element between the locali.zed state and those conduct'ion electron

states which lie on a surface of constant energy e in k-space. Thus

the sharp ô-funct'ion d level at EO is repìaced by a virtual d level,

with wjdth 2L, centered around EO = EO+ l.
If 

^ 
is assumed to be constant, then the density of states of

the virtual level per spin direction, pdo(e), has the follow'ing

Lorentzian form [2] :

o¿o(e) =
(r- E¿)2 + n2

(r.2-3)

electrons up to energy e in the vi rtual I evel w'i thThus the number

spìn o ìs given

of

by

dr=!
Tf

I
=.J

_co

n (e)

o¿o(e)

ooo( e )
./^\arcf,anf -=- I

\rd _ e/ (1 .2-4)

From Eq . (1 .2-4) , i t fol I ows that an orbi tal ly nondegenerate vi rtual d

state can accomodate a maximum of one electron per spin orientation.

I tt tne virtual state is orbita'lly degenerate, then an extra factor

of (21+1) must be included in Eqs.(1.2-3) and (1.2-a) :

= 29"+1
'ï (r-E¿)'* t'

(1.2-5)



o

and n (r) (t.2-6)

vtith 9,=2. Thus an orbitally degenerate virtual d state can accomodate

a max'irnurn of (2¿+l ) electrons per sp'in orìentation.]

The concept of a virtual bound state can also be approached frorn

the po'int of view of scattering theory. The transition impurity first
gives up all its s and d valence electrons to the conduction band of

the host. The excess charge +Ze of the'impurìty over the host creates

a spherìca'lly symmetric potential, V(r), which scatters the conduction

electrons. A partial wave analysis I ll, 12, 13 ] of the scattering

shows that the presence of the'impurity gives rise to an extra density

of states in the conduction band wh'ich is given by [.l4 ]

29"+l=- fi archnf - - i-\\rd _ e/

^N(e)

Zp
'Íi

x"

dô, (e)
(ze"+t) -fi (t .z-t )

urhere Ou(e) is the 0th part'ial wave ohase shìft and the factor 2(21+l)

accounts for spin and orbital degeneracy. Eq.(l .2-7) leads directly

to the Friedel sum rule [], 2 ], which relates the excess ìmpurity

charge Z to the phase shifts at the Fermi energy:

z = L\
n"L

(ze" + 1) ôs(EF) (1.2-8)
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Since the potent'ia'l V(r) is almost but not quite strong enough to

accept a true bound d state, a scattering resonance u¡jll occur in the

[=2 partial waves at an energy E,^ in the conduction band. Near such

a resonance, the ô, phase sh'ift increases rapìdly from nearly 0 to

nearìy T over a narrow energy range, according to the expression [2]

as shown 'in FIG.l .2-3, where

Eqs. (l .2-7) and (1.2-g), the

spin direction is gìven by

(1 .?-e)

2A 'is the wÍdth of the resonance. From

correspond'ing 9= 2 densjty of states per

(r.2-ro)

or(e) = arctan(_1il+-. )

o6o(e)
dôr(e)
-ã. - _ 29.+l

1ï
- 29.+ 1

î (r-E.)'*t'

Th'is expression is identical to tq. (1.2-5) if the resonance energy E.

is identified with the v'irtual state energy EO= EO+f. If 
^ 

is small

(i.e., 'if the resonance is sharp), the total electronic charge

attracted by the potent'ial ìs strongly concentrated in the vicinity of

the jmourity, giving rìse to a vjrtual bound state wjth a narrot^t spread

ìn energy around Er. The electronic structure of the al'loy is thus

equivalent to that obtained previously by mjx'ing a localized d state

with the conduction band.
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(a)

FIG.I .2-3. (a) The behav'iour of the 1, = 2 partial wave
phase shift near a scatterjng resonance.

The correspondìng [ = 2 density of states
due to the scatterìng resonance.

(b)
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If the intra-atom'ic interactions between the localized d

electrons are neglected, the virtual bound states for both spin

orientations will have the Same energy. However, since the electrons

in a vjrtual level are almost as well localized as in an atom, exchange

and correlation effects, which are responsible for Hund's rules in

atomic d shells, must also be important in virtual d levels,

particulariy for a narrow level. When these effects prevail ' the

virtual bound state sp'l'its into two substates, w'ith opposite spin

djrections and d'ifferent energ'ies, as shourn in FIG.1 .2-4. As a result,

the spin up and spin down virtual states accomodate unequal numbers of

electrons up to the Fermi level and a magnetic moment results,

localjzed on the impurity site. Using a simple variational argument l2),
Friedel derived a condition for the lifting of spin degeneracy, and

hence for the formation of a magnetic moment on the ìmpurity site. If
U is the effective exchange energy for a paìr of localized d electrons

of opposite spin then, for an orbitaìly degenerate, Lorentzian virtual

bound state, this condition is given by

(zr,+l)u o_ 
= >l , (1.2_ll)'tr (E¿ - Er)z + tz

or, from Eq.(l .2-4)"

Up¿o(EF) > I (1.2-12)
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For a given value of U, this condition is more easily satjsfjed the

closer EO is to the Fermj level tF. For EO=E- the condition (1.2-ll)

takes the simple form

Urr
Ã ' Pç +1¡ (l '2-13)
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1.3 Anderson Model

In order to put Friedel's ideas on a more quantitat'ive basis,

Anderson proposed the following simp'le model [ 3 ] to describe the

electronic structure of a metal containing a single ìmpurity atom wìth

one or more inner-shell orbitals. The essential features of the model

are contained in the Anderson Hamiltonian :

H=H.ond*tirp*Hkd (l .3-l )

H__.-, is the unperturbed conduction electron Hamiltonian of the pure
cono

host metal :

(r.3-2)

*
lko = ckocko

where eO is the energy of the free-electron state with wavevector k,

nOo is the occupation number operator for the state with wavevector k

and spin o, and clo and cko are the correspond'ing creation and

annihi lation operators.

ti*O ts the full Hamiltonian of the isolated impurity atom (or

ion). In the Anderson model, the impurity is represented by a singie

Hcond = 
o-I,o 

tknko
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nondegenerate d-shell orbital ô¿ which is described by the following

Hamiltonian:

Hirp = Eo(nd**nd-) + und*nd- (l .3-3)

Eo is the unperturbed energy of the d orbital on the impurity atom and

n¿¡ and nd- are the numbers of spin up (+) and spin down (-) local'ized

d electrons, respective'ly. The term u nd*nd_ in Eq.(1.3-3) represents

the intra-atomic Coulomb repuìsion between electrons of opposite sp'in

in the localized orbital. This term describes the tendency toward the

formation of a magnetic moment on thejmpurity by reducing the

probability of double occupancy of the localized orbital. u is the

Coulomb correlation integral which is given by

, = 
I too{Ë',)t,

e2

'12
I oo (Èr) 12 h, dr, (r.3-4)

According to Eq.(1.3-3), the state with one electron (of either spin

up or down) has the energy Eo, while the state wÍth two electrons (of

opposíte spin) has the energy 2EO+U. The addition of a second

electron thus introduces the coulomb repu'lsion between the two

opposite-spin electrons in the same orbital and increases the energy

of the d state bV EO+U. FIG.I.3-l shows the unperturbed energies of

the spin up and spin down electrons in the rocalized d orbital

superimposed on the conduction electron density of states of the host.
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FIG. 1. 3-l. Unperturbed energy
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The third tern, HOO, in the Anderson Hamiltonjan is a one-

electron term vrhich allows for the mixing of the conduction electron

state k with an electron in one of the localized d levels. Normalìy,

Ht ¿ is taken to be of the form

( r .3-5)

where Vf¿ is the covalent admixture matrix element between the d state

and the conduction electron states, .lo creates a conduction electron

of momentum k and spin o, whjle c.o destroys a d state electron of spin

o and the other quantities are the'ir conjugates. The s-d mix'ing

interaction thus describes the tendency to delocalize the d electrons

and to destroy impurity magnetism.

The complete Hamiltonian for the one-orbital Anderson model is

th us

t =J,oeknko * | Eonoo + unr*no- *olov¡o(cfocoo * tlot¡o) (l'3-6)

Since the Anderson Hamiltonian describes a system of interacting

particles (through the Coulomb term Un.*n¿-), it must be treated
' within the one-electron Hartree-Fock approximation. In the HF approach,

the interaction term U nd*nd_ is replaced by

Hkd = 
ol,o 

uoo(tlotoo * .lot¡o) '

U n¿+. nd- t * U. nd- t nd* e (r.3-7)
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so that the one-electron HF Hamiltonians for up and down spins are

given by

(r.3-B)

When these equations are solved using the Green's function

techniques described by Anderson [3], it is shown that; as a result of

the s-d mixing interact'ion, the sharp sp'in up and spin down impurity

energy levels of FIG.l.3-1, with unperturbed energies EO and EO+U

respectively, are shifted and broadened into virtual bound states. The

energies of the virtual states are given by

,fip = Hcond - 
å [to 

+ u<ro-r'] ndo * Hkd

Edo = E0 * U.hd-o> ,

while the "width parameter" Â of the virtual states is given by

a=îrffirufrl ,

(r.3-e)

(r .3-r 0)

where N(e) is the density of states with energy e in the conduction

band of the host. Moreover, if 
^ 

is assumed to be a constant,

independent of Eoo, then the density of states of the virtual d level

with spin o has the following Lorentzian form :

^ t-r - 1 
^P¿o(e) =; (1.3-ll)

(e - E¿o)z + a2
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FIG.1.3-2 shows the two virtual states (in a typ'ical magnetic case) in

terms of thejr distributions o¿o(e) from Eq.(1.3-ll), centered around

thei r sel f-cons'i stent energies EOo from Eq. ( I .3-9) .

are

the

The occupation numbers,.ñdo>, of the vjrtual levels at T=0

given by integrating Eq.(.l.3-ll) for the density of states up to

. (r.3-r2)

l,lhen this expression 'is comb'ined with Eq. (1.3-9) for the virtual state

energies EOo, two coupìed self-consistent equations are obtained :

Fermi energy E, :

E'r

f1.ndo, = | ooo(e) de = I cot-t
)

-EFtr
"do

_l
'r

,=f
1T

.ot-' (
U<n,o-Eo-Er +

Ã'nd* 
t

(r.3-r3)

<n.o-

EO - Ep + U<nd*t

Dependìng on the relative values of the different parameters EO- E-

U and 
^, 

this system of equations may have a sing'le solution with

( [.r. > - < n,{ > , in which case the impurity 'is nonmagnetic, ot , in
UT U-

addition, two symmetrica1 solutions with <n¿+> t <nd_t , in which

case the impurity is magnetic. Eq.(1.3-'l3) can be solved graphica]'ly

by plotting.nd*> against <nd_t using the first equation and vice

versa for the second equat'ion ; the crossing points of these curves

cor-1 (
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yield the solutions. The "magnetic" behaviour of the impurity can be

conveniently summarized in the "phase" diagram in FIG.l.3-3. For given

values of the Coujomb integral U and the d-state energy relative to the

Fermi energy, EO-Ef, there is a critical value of the level width 4..

For larger values of A the impurity is nonmagnetic while for A<4. the

impurity is magnetic. The equation for the boundary lìne separating

the magnetic and nonmagnet'ic regions in FIG.l.3-3 is given by the

instability condition :

otno* 
1

It"rld-; - - ¡

UA0r =l
n [(Eao - Er)' * ol

Uooo(Er) = 'lor

Clearly the most favourable case for

level fa'lls self-consistently at the

instability condition is given by

(r.3-r5)

magnetism occurs

Fermi energy 'in

(r.3-r4)

when the virtual

which case. the

U

Ã=1I

The solution of the Anderson model discussed above requires the
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appl ication of the Hartree-Fock approx'imation. Such a decoup'led-

fermion approximation is equivalent to sayìng that a given electron

remains in the localized state for a sufficiently short time that it
does not obtain detailed information on the occupatjon of other spin

states or orbitals. Since the addition of an electron raises the

energy by an amount of the order of the Coulomb energy U, the

uncertainty principle requires a one-electron lifetime less than ñ/U

in order that the Hartree-Fock approximation be valid. Such a lifetime

is indeed provided by the mixing interaction which broadens the

localized d state into a virtual state with an associated one-electron

lifetime of the order of ñ/L. Thus the region of validity of the HF

decoup'led-fermion approach is limited to a range of parameters such

that

(r.3-r6)

For smaller values of the level width, electron-electron comelations

play an important role and must be taken into account. Thus the HF

approximation is not adequate to describe the physical system when

U/^ >t l. Notice that it is in this limit (i.e., small 
^/U) 

that the

spin up and spin down electrons become strongly correlated via the

Coulomb interaction to avoid símultaneous occupancy of the localized

level, thereby forming a magnetic moment.

îñ

^-u '

or
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1.4 The Configuratjon-Based Approach To

impuri t'ies In l4etal s : The Hi rst

l'lagneti c

Model

The Friedel and Anderson models tend to overemphasize the

itinerant aspects of local moment formation, treating the Coulomb

interaction and other intra-ionic correlations between local electrons

as weak perturbations. In the configuration-based approach to 3d and

4f impurities in metals, the unperturbed impurity states are taken to

be the conventional ionic many-electron states corresponding to well-

defined configurations 3dn or 4fn, with intraconfigurat'ional splitting

into L-S multjp'lets, crystalline electric field levels, spin-orbit

levels and so on. According to this model, these ionic many-eìectron

states can normally onìy be perturbed and can on'ly rare'ly be w'iped out

by 'interactions with the conduction electrons. The integraì occupation

of the impurity's 3d or 4f shell is thus a central feature of the model

and is assumed to be a consequence of intra-ionic Hund's rule

correl at'ions .

In the Hirst model [ 4 ], a potentially magnet'ic impurity 'in a

metal is described by a generalized Anderson Hamiltonian of the form

H=llton+Hcond+Hmix (1.4-l)

Hron describes the localized intra-atomic interactions at the impurity
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s'ite and is g'iven by

Hion = - vn - !rtäÐ* Hinr.u,

Hcond = 
ol,o 

tt ulouto 
'

(1 .4-2)

where n is an operator for the total number of 3d (or 4f) electrons.

V is the nuclear potential energy at the impurity site and contributes

a term proport'ional to n. U is the 3d-3d (or 4f-4f) Coulomb

interaction and y'ields an energy proport'iona'l to the number of pa'irs of

3d (or 4f) electrons. Hintra sYmboljzes the intraconfiguratìonal

spf itting energ'ies which are responsible for the formation of L-S

mult'iplets, crystal field levels, spjn-orbit levels and so on.

Hcond represents the energy of the non-interactjng conduction

electrons of the host and is given by

( I .4-3)

where eO 'is the energy of a conduction electron with wavevector k and

*
spin o, and aio and aOo are the corresponding creation and annihilat'ion

operatot's.

H_... i s a one-electron mi xi ng 'interacti on between the J ocal i zed
mlx

impurity states and the conduction electron states and may be written as

Hmix = v*i* [l] ttiu"t*o * tlouk.e,o) ' (1'4-4)
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*
where cgo and clo are the creation and annihilation operators for the

3d (or 4f) electrons and.Q, is the orbital angu'lar momentum. A partìal-

wave description is used for the conduction electrons and the mixing

interaction conserves orbital angular momentum.

The term H.,on describes a tendency toward the formation of ion'ic

many-electron states belonging to definite configurations 3dn and 4fn.

The mixing interaction Hrrx, ofl the other hand, tends to break up the

configurations and mix the 3d (or 4f) electrons into the conduction

band. The basic physjcs of the impurìty problem is contained in a

competition between these two tendencies. A natura'l measure of the

mix'ing strength is given by the quantity

À = n lVr.¡rl'z N(EF) (r.4-5)

where tl(Ef) is the density of conduction-electron states at the Fermi

level, while the Coulomb energy U provides a measure of the strength

of H.^-. For potential]y magnetic ìmpurities, U is much'larger than a
lon

and the physically appropriate approach is to deal with Hron first,

before considering mixing effects.

The configuration-based ion'ic energy-leve'l scheme, in the

absence of mixing interactions, is shown in FIG.ì.4-1. If the

intraconfigurational splìtt'ings are neglected, the energies E(n) of the

various configurations, n, fa'll on a paraboìa which is defined by the
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first two terms in Eq.0.a-2) :

E(n) = lntn-l)U - Vn + const

= å(n - hmin)'u + const

( r .4-6)

(1.4-7)

where nmìn= t.å. FIG.1.4-l shows the stable configuration nO and, in

addition, the neighbouring configurat'ions n0+ I and nO- 1 ' with

i ntraconf ì gurati onal sp'l i tti ng i nd'icated schemati ca1 
'ly. The conducti on-

electron states, which are occup'ied up to the Fermi energy, are shown

on the r:ight. Since each ionic energy.level represents the total

energy of a many-electron state, a direct comparison with the

conduction-electron levels'is physically meaningless. 0nly differences

between the energies of the impurity levels, not the absolute energies,

can have physicaì significance. The vertical wavy iine in FIG.l.4-l is

intended to emphasize this point.

If the impurity is initia'l'ly in the lowest level of the stable

configuration n0 in FIG.'1.4-1, the minimum interconfiguration

excitation energy needed to reach the configuration nO- ì js obtained

when the 3d (or 4f) electron removed from the impurity is put into the

conduction band at the Fermi energy. If intraconfigurational

splittings are neglected, then the nequired energy is

tl;l = [E(no-1) + Er] - E(n') = EF * v - u(no- l) ( r .4-8)
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where e(n') and E(nO-

minimum energy needed

tq.(l,4-6). S'imjlarly, the

4f) electron is

by

(or

l) are

to add

g'iven

a3d

so that crossover occurs wfren $ = n0- I

The conduction electrons interact with the

through the mixing term H*i* in Eq.(1.4-4). The

Erl =-!+Un'-EF (1.4-9)

local ized electrons

effect of the mixing

rli¿ = E(no+ l) - tE(no) *

In the zero-mixing 1imit, the condjtion for the configurat'ion n0 to be

stable is that both of these energies be pos'itive :

'ái¿ 
and 'l;J > o (r.4-ro)

From FIG.l.4-1, it is apparent that the configuration no with

the lowest energy depends on nmin and hence on V/U. Thus if the

bindjng potential V is decreased, eventuallV nO- I becomes the stable

configuratìon. The po'int where the two configurations are equally

stable Ís referred to as COI'IFIGURATI0N CR0SSOVER and is illustrated in

FIG.l.4-2 (curve b). The value of nmin at the crossover between the

two configurations n0 and nO- I is g'iven by

n*in(ut configuration crossover) = n0 (r.4-il )

'l-Z '
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interaction is to transfer electrons from the impunity's 3d (or 4f)

shell to the conduction band and back and th'is results in an ìonic

energy level width Â = r lVri*¡2 frf(fr) provided that intra-ionic energy

conservation requirements do not interfere with the mix'ing process. If
the impurity in FIG.l.4-l is initially in the stable configuratiorì rìg:

rnixing transitions can only occur if the ion is excited from the ground

state f(n') to the next higher state, either E(nO+l) or E(nO- l), and

this happens on'ly if the mixing strength A is larger than the

excitation enersy, tli¿ .' ,[;J rr o. r[iJ g¡3 r[;¿ , the mixins

interaction is inoperative, the impurity remains in the stable

configuration nO, and the intraconfigurational level structure remains

well-defined. By contrast, if the impurity is initia'l1y in the

unstable configuration no- 1 in FIG.l.4-1, it wilì spontaneously absorb

a conduction electron via the mixing interaction in order to return to

the stable configuration n0, and the excited state acquires an energy

width Â. The lifetime broadening Â therefore applies only to those

Ímpurity leve'ls which are energetically unstable relative to levels

belongíng to other configurations. This includes all energy levels

belonging to excited configurat'ions but may aìso apply to the higher

intraconfigurational energy levels of the ground configuration.

Thus, the condition for a particular configuration nO to be

stable in the presence of a finite mixing strength Â, is that the

interconfiguration excitation enensies, Eli¿ aro e!;] , be not merety
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positive but larger than the mixing strength A :

The behaviour of a 3d or 4f impurity

convenientìy described by a configurationai

FIG. I .4-3, obtained by pìotting Eq. ( I .4-l 3)

potential V and the mix'ing strength 
^. 

The

plot of A = E^..^ so that the equation of the' exc

(r.4-12)

in a metal can be

"phase" d'iagram, shown in

in the plane of the bìnding

solid curve represents a

curve is g'iven by

.(+)
"exc and 'i;J > 

^

This ensures that spontaneous mixing transjtions are suppressed by

energy-conservation requirements. When a more detailed calculation 'is

performed, the condition for configuratìona1 stabiiity in the presence

of finite mixing becomes :

E"*.tA,withE.r. (r .4-r 3)

Â=E
.(+).(-)

- 'exc "exc (2n-l)UV - n(n-l)U2- V2

^_U
(2n-1) ü - n(n-r) i:

, (1.4-14)exc ;f-f;rlT-exc -exc

or (r.4-r5)
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where Eqs.(1.4-B) and (1.4-9) (with tr=0) have been used for tli¡.rO
/_\Eà*¿. Above the curve, Att.*., while below the curve, A.E"*.

For A = 0, correspondìng to the isolated impurity, each

confìguration n ìs stable over a range of V given by n-l <$<n, with

configuration crossover occurring at V=0, U,2U, .... For finite A,

the confi guration stabi f i ty condj tion ( t.*.r A) i s most easi 1y

satisfied for a value of V lying at the m'iddle of the stability range

of the isolated impurity, i.e., when ü= r - å for the configuration n,

'in wh'ich case Eq.(1.4-13) becomes A.f . For a value of V

corresponding to configuratìon crossover of the jsolated jon, the

maximum allowed 
^ 

approaches zero.

The interior parts of the stable-configuration "phase" in

FIG.I .4-3, where 4.. E.*. , correspond to extreme configurational

stability. In these regions, the behavìour of the impurity approaches

that of an isolated ion. Consequent'ly the stabiljzation of a sìngle

confjguratìon is the condition for local-moment behaviour of an

ìmpurìty.

0utsjde the regions of configurational stability, it is possible

to djstìnguìsh two other types of behav'iour. In the upper part of the

"phase" diagram, where otf, the mixing ìs so strong as to effectively

break dovrn the configurational energy-level scheme. In this region,

nonmagnetic virtual bound state theory, in the sense of the Anderson

model, is applicable, where the Coulomb and otherintra-'ionic
jnteractions are treated as ureak perturbat'ions.
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The portions of the "phase" d'iagram lying between the stable-

configuration "phases" correspond to the IIITERC0NFIGURATION FLUCTUATION

(ICF) regime. Since these regions are close to the crossover between

two confjguratìons, say n and ñ - l, there wjll be spontaneous

fluctuations between the two, dríven by the mix'ing interaction.

However, since the mjxing strength A is not large compared to U, the

various ionic configurations remain well-defined, as does the

intraconfigurational level structure on a scale coarser than Â. For an

impurity in the ICF region, the physically appropriate approach is to
project away a1l impurity states belong'ing to configurations other than

n and n-.l.

Where do real impu¡ities Iie in the confjgurationa'l "phase"

diagram in FIG.l.4-3 ? For 4f impurities, where LlU-10-3, one is very

close to the V axis and FIG.l.4-3 indicates that configurat'ion

stability is by far the most probable, but configuratjon crossover with

ICF behaviour is also possib'le. For 3d impurities, it appears that A/U

can sometimes be large enough to put the system into the VBS region,

where pract'ically nonmagnetic behaviour results. This is probably the

case for 3d impurities in such hosts as Al, where the large density of

states is expected to yie'ld a'large A. However, cases such as Mn in

noble-metal hosts, where nearly ideal local-moment behaviour is

observed, show that A/U can be small enough to put a 3d impurity well

into the interior of a stable-configuration "phase".
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.l.5 
The s-d Model

The s-d model starts with the assumption that the jmpurity

possesses a well-defined magnetjc moment (i.e., the ìmpurity ìs jn the

strongly magnetic reg'ion of the Anderson model where u/^ >> I or jn the

interìor of a stable-configuration "phase" in the Hirst model where

E"xctra) and characterizes the impurity by sìmp1y assìgning it a spin
.>

s, which interacts with the conduction erectron spins I through an

exchange jnteraction represented by the Hamjltonjan

+.
ll , = - JS.s"sd ' (r.s-t )

where J is the exchange coupling constant. (In the Hirst model,

Eq.(1.5-l) is appropriate for an s-state impurity only. For a non-S-

state ìmpurity, the orbital degrees of freedom of the impurìty must be

taken into account and the resulting coupling contajns not only an

exchange term of the form -J3.î, but also large terms wh.ich couple the

orbital degrees of freedom of the ìmpurìty to those of the conduction

electrons t ts J.¡ In terms of the conductíon electron creatjon and

annihilation operatort .lo and coo, Eq.(r.s-ì) may be written as

fol I ours

Hsd = * ¿0, f('i*.*,* 
- .;-.k,-) s, + cl*ck,-s- * .[-.0,*r-] ,1.s-z)
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where N is the tOta'l number of lattice points and S* are the raising

and lowering operators for the components of ð.

An exchange coupl'ing of the form of Eq.(1.5-l) is contained

implicitly in the Anderson model and arises from the covalent admixture

interaction HOO between the localized d state and conduction electron

states k. Anderson showed that, in addition to shiftjng and broaden'ing

the impurity energy levels, the s-d mixing interaction also shifts the

energies of the free-electron states jn the conduction band. For the

conduction electron state r^Jith wavevector k, spin o and unperturbed

energy eo, th'is energy shift is given by [ 3 ]

^E,
KO

I vr¿l' (eo - E¿o)

(ek-Eoo)2+Â2
(r.5-3)

where EOo and A are the energy and width, respectively, of the virtual

d level with spin o. If the impurity is magnetic, then the virtual

Ievel for one spin orientation, say sp'in up, is below the Fermi Ievel

and filled, while the spin-down virtual level is above the Fermi jevel

and empty. It follows that the energy shift for spin up (o=+)

conduction electrons at the Fermi surface (eO=E¡.) is positive since

E¿1<E¡, while the energy shift for sp'in down (o=-) conduction

electrons at the Fermj surface is negative sÍnce Ed_tEF. Thus the

effect of the admixture is to raise the Fermi level for spin up

conduction eiectrons and lower the Fermi level for spin down conduction

electrons as shown in FIG.l.5-1. In order to equa'lize the Fermi levels,
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spin-up conduction electrons "flow" into spin-down states, resu'lting in

a conduction electron spin po'larizat'ion which is antiparal lel to the

impurity spin. It 'is as though an antjferromagnetic exchange coupling

(J.0) existed between the impurity spin and the conduction electron

spins. The above arguments were placed on a sound mathematical basis

by Schrieffer and l^lolff, who applied a canonical transformation to the

Anderson Hamiltonian to eliminate the mixing interaction VOO to first
order. Schrieffer and hlolff showed that vrhen U/L>> l, the Anderson

Hamiltonian transforms into an effective exchange interact'ion of the
+

form - Jeff S. á wi th

Jeff = | vr¿l' Er)-'+ (Er-Eo - u)-I["0 - ( I .5-4)

for conduction electrons at the Fermi surface. The transformation is

valid only when the v'irtual levels are not coincident wjth the Fermi

surface, i.e., when EF- E0>A and EO+U- EF>^. Since E0.EF and

E0+U>EF for a magnetic impurity in the Anderson model, both terms in

tq . ( I .5-4) are negati ve and Jeff. 0 . Thus the exchange coupl i ng whi ch

arises from covalent admixture fs antiferromagnetic.

Covalent admixture can also give rise to an effective exchange

coupling between the impurity spin and the conduction electron spins

in the Hirst model. l^lithin a stable configuration "phase", where

Â.E.*., direct admixture between the ionic energy levels and the

conduction electron states is forbidden by energy conservation
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restrictions. However, there remain hìgher-order mixing processes in

which the impurity reaches another energy level in the stable

configuration via virtual transitions to excited (or unstable)

configurations. When these are treated by a generalized Schrieffer-

l,Jolff transformation, the result is an effective antiferromagnetic

coup'lÍng between the 3d impurity and the conduction electrons of the

form of Eq.(1.5-l) but with an effective coup'ìing strength given by

.r = - lv*i*l' ¿ t\ (1.5-5)Jeff= < o '
"exc

(r.5-6)

When conventional first order perturbation theory is used to

calculate the conduction electron scattering amplitude induced by the

s-d exchange interact'ion in Eq.(1.5-l), it is found that the

contribution to the electrical resistivity due to exchange scattering

is temperature-independent and is given by I l6 ]

(t )
psd =c,cJ2s(s+1¡ , (1.5-7)

where c is the impurity concentration and o=3n m/Be2ñEF is a constant.

However, when the perturbation calculation is extended up to the second
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Born approximation I l7 ], the presence of second order ¡g[-flip
scattering processes, such as those shown jn FIG.1.5-2, leads to an

exchange scattering amplitude which is singular at the Fermi surface

and hence to a term in the resÍstivity which varies logarithmically

with temperature as follows :

(t )

KONDO 
= P Sd

J N(Er) Zn
¡+ (ç)l ( r .5-B)

where N(EF) 'is the density of states in the conduct'ion band at the

FermÍ energy and D is a constant equal to the conduction electron

bandwidth. For temperatures such that kBT. D, .Ln(kBT/D) is negative

and becomes 'increasÍngly more negative as the temperature decreases.

If J is also negative (correspond'ing to an antiferromagnetic exchange

coup'ling between the impurity spin and the conduction electron spins

such as that induced by covalent admixture), then pf'¡¡OO 'increases as

the temperature tends to zero. When this is combjned wjth the other

contributions to the resistivity due to phonon and ordinary potential

scattering, which increase with increasing temperature, the result is

a resistivity minimum as shown in FIG.I.5-3 and this is referred to as

the KONDO EFFECT.

For J < 0, the Kondo res'ist'ivity in Eq.(1.5-8) diverges

'logarithmical'ly as T approaches zero, indicating a breakdown in simple

perturbation theory at low temperatures. An estimate of the

temperature at which this breakdown occurs can be obtained by setting
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Some typìca1 spin-f 'l'ip scattering processes : In (a), a conduction electron in the state È w.ith
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denoted by Mr, flips up to the state Mr*1. Then the conductjon electron, now jn the state {+,'interacts wjth the same local moment agajn and is scattered jnto the state È,1, while the
z-component of the'impurity spìn returns to jts initjal value Mr. In (b) the same fjnal state js
achjeved by revers'ing the order of the scattering. Fjrst, a conductjon electron jn the state {+js scattered into the state È'+ and Ms flips down to Mr-]. Then an electron in R-t is scattered
jnto the empty state {+ and the z-component of the impurìty sp'in returns to the initjal value M

The fjnal result'is the same : no electron in È+ , one jn -È'1, 
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FiG.1.5-3. The formation of a resjstivjty mìnjmum (the Kondo
effect) for an antiferromagnetic exchange coupì'ing
(J < 0).
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the second term in Eq.(1.5-B) equa'l to the first term (for lower

temperatures the second term becomes larger than the first term and the

perturbation series fails to converge). For J <0 this g'ives

(1.5-e)

and this defines the K0ND0 TEMPERATURE T* :

(r.5-10)

It is the characteristic temperature which designates the lower bound

of applicability of a perturbation-type calculation.

If the'impurity is described by the Hirst model, then the

appropriate form for the Kondo temperature, T*, can be obtained by

repìacing J by lv*r*l'/r"*, and N(Er) by n/nlvr.,*l"n Eq.(1.5-10).

This gives

(r .5-l I )

Thus T* is small in the center of a stable-configuration "phase",

where Ea*attÂ, and increases as one moves from the interior toward

the boundary of the stable-configuration "phase" where E.*.=A.

l^Jhen more sophisticated techniques based on many-body

r = -l¡t ru( Er) Ln(+) ,

Dl-rlt¡,=çexP 
[ þtr(rJ
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perturbation theory I ta 1, double tjme Green's functjons [ ì9 ], or

dìspersìon theory 120, 2l ) were app'l'ied to the s-d Hamiltonian in an

attempt to remove the Kondo dìvergence and to gajn some insìght into

the behav'iour of the exchange-coupìed impuri ty-conduction el ectron sp'in

system for T<T*, it was found that below the Kondo temperature the

system undergoes a gradual transition to a nonmagnetic ground state,

with the effective magnetic moment of the system becomjng progressively

weaker with decreasing temperature and eventual'ly vanishing at T= 0.

However the true nature of the ground state was only recently revealed

by LJilson [ 221, who made use of "scalìng theory" 123 ] to achieve the

exact zero temperature solution. !,lilson's approach was based on the

followjng physìca'l observations :

l. The characteristìc temperature T* determines the energy scale

for the Kondo problem.

2. The high energy cut-off (D) cannot be important for the

dynamics of the Kondo problem.

The first observation allows a separation of energy and

temperature regimes. At low temperatures (more precisely, for T<<Tç),

the local moment and conduction electrons (the "Kondo system") are

locked into the ground state. Thermal fluctuations are insufficient

to excite the system. The Kondo energy, kBTK, is thus a measure of the

"bínding energy" for the system. For TttTK, the system unlocks, and

the simple hìgh-temperature perturbation theory leading to Eq.(.|.5-B)

s uffi ces .
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The second observation allows one to obtain the character of the

condensed state. If T* is jn fact a fixed measure of the energy scale'

it should be possible to change the bandwidth D and not affect the

character of the 'low energy ("kgT*) exc'itations of the system' S'ince'

at low temperatures, the only ìmportant electronic states cover the

region of width D'=kBT<<D, this means that, with some reservations'

it is possible to elim'inate the rest of the states provided that the

interaction is renormalized : J +J' . The quest'ion then ìs what will

happen to J' when D'+0.

The Kondo temperature T* is g'iven by the folìowing express'ion

(for J of arbitrarY sign) :

(r.5-r2)

If D+¡+ôD, then T* wìl'l remain the same only if J+J+ôJ where from

Eq.( I .5-l 2) ,

(r.5-13)

Thusif6D<0,whichisequivalenttonarrowingthebandwidthand

lowering the temperature, then 6J <0. But for antiferromagnetic

exchange, J is negative, so that as D+0, J*--. This ìs the ground

State of the Kondo problem for antiferromagnetic exchange' For

r = JN(EF)r(+)
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ferromagnet'ic exchange (J >0), 6J remains <0 as D diminishes, and

therefore J+0 is the ground state

Thus for antiferromagnetic exchange, the ground state of the

system (J*--1 must be a nonmagnetic singlet with completely correlated

localized moment and conduction electron spins. Because the energy

scale has been preserved throughout this process, at T<<TK this state

can never be broken by energy conserv'ing transitions ('i .e., the spìn-

flip scattering rate must vanish). For the ferromagnet'ic case (J+0),

the local spin and conduction electrons are not locked together at all.
There are spatial comelations but no pairing, and the local moment of

the "comp1ex" i s ful 'ly devel oped.

The low temperature antiferromagnetic Kondo prob'lem thus reduces

to an estimate of the response of the electron gas to the bound singlet.

Recently, Nozieres l24l suggested a simple physical model with v¡hich

it appears that finite temperature properties can be calculated rather

directìy. Nozieres pointed out that, while the nonmagnetic singlet

ground state (at J*--) cannot be broken with finite energy

excitations, virtual excitations into 0 or 2 electron states (i.e.,
triplet states) become possible at finite temperatures where J is also

finite. Under such circumstances, one has an essentially nonmagnet'ic

impurity, but with fluctuations at the impurÍty site giving rise to a

temporary magnet'ic moment. Using FermÍ liquid theory 1251, Nozieres
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found the fol'lowing form for the res'istivity for T.. TK ,

p(T << Tç) = p(0) ¡ "'ftI] 
, (r.5-r4)

where p(0) is the

limit) .

zero temperature resi st'ivi ty (i.e., the unitarity
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1.6 The Localized SPin Fl uctuation Model

The concept of locqliZg4 spin fluctuations (LSF) was fjrst

proposed by Lederer and Mills [6] in order to describe the time-

dependent fluctuat'ions in the magnet'ization at the sìte of a neariy

magnet'ic trans i t'ion metal impuri ty di ssol ved i n a paramagneti c host.

The electrjcal resistivity due to the scatterjng of conduction

electrons from the LSF can exhibit two types of behaviour depending on

the affinity between the impurity and host: 'if the ìmpurity and host

have s'imilar electronic structure (e.g. a Nj impurìty in a Pd host) the

res'istiv'ity is an increasing function of temperature, whereas 'if the

impurity and host have a different electronic structure (e.9. a

transition impurity in a noble metal host) the resistjvity decreases

with increasing temperature.

For isoelectronic al'loys, such as RhFe, lrFe' PtFe, and PdNì '

where the host and impurity have similar electronic structure,

potentia'l scattering effects and the associated Friedel bound state can

be neglected. A simple physical picture of localized spin fluctuatìons

in these alloys was provided by Lederer and lulills t 6 ]. When a

spatially uniform, static magnetic field 'is appfied to a pure

paramagnetjc metal, a spin polarization is jnduced in the conduction

electron gas. If the effect of interactions between the electrons 'is

ìgnored, then the response of the conduction electron spins to the

app'lied magnetic field is given by the Pauli paramagnetic
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susceptibility 126)

*o=uiN(tF) , (1.6-l)

where ru(fr) is the density of states jn the conduction band at the

Fermi level. !'lhen the Coulomb interactions between the conduction

electrons are taken into account, then a simple Hartree-Fock (HF)

theory 127) shows that the spin susceptibil'ity of the metal is larger

than the Pauli free-electron susceptibility by the factor

[t-uN(EF)]-1 :

X= ( I .6-2)s I r _ u ru{rr)J

where U is the 'intra-atomic Coulomb interaction between two electrons

'in the same unit cell and [l -UN(EF)]-1 is called the "exchange

enhancement" factor. In transition metals the presence of a narrow d

band, which crosses the Fermi surface and has a high density of states

at the Ferm'i energy E* can lead to a sign'ificant exchange enhancement

of the spin susceptibility. If U N(EF) > I, the susceptibiì'ity diverges

and the system is unstable with respect to the ferromagnetic state.

For Pd, U Il(E.) = 0.9 [ 28 ] and the repulsive intra-atom'ic Coulomb
r

interactions are so strong that the d band is near the threshold of

magnetic instability.
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Novr suppose that a single transitjon metal impurity is added to

the host matrix described above. It is convenient to assume that the

electrons move in a band of the tight binding form ; the d bands of

transition metals have the character of tight bind'ing bands, so that

this discussion is particular'ly appropriate to transition metal hosts.

In this case, the intra-atomic Coulomb jnteraction Ut between two

electrons in the impurity cell will d'iffer from the value UO appropriate

to the host. If UitU0, then a uniform magnetic field will induce a

spin polarization in the impurity cell which is larger than that induced

in the host matrix, because the exchange enhancement effect'is larger

for electrons 'in the impurity cel'l . In fact, if the host is

paramagnetic and if UI exceeds a certain critical value rÍt), then

Hartree-Fock (HF) theory predicts that the paramagnetic state becomes

locally unstable [3], and a magnetic moment forms on the impurity s'ite.

The discuss'ion up to this point has been confined to the

enhancement of the spin moment near the impurìty cell induced by a

static external field. However, this enhanced static response implies

that the intrinsic fluctuations in spin density in the conduction

electron gas of a paramagnetic host will have an ampì'itude in the

vicinity of the impurity cell which is large compared to their

amplitude in the host matrix far from the impurity. These'local]y

enhanced spin density fluctuations are termed loca'lized spìn

fluctuatioqs (LSF) and lead to a strjking temperature-dependent

contribution from electnon-electron scattering to the electrical
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resi sti vì ty of the al 1oy.

if the exchange enhancement in the host matrix is apprecjable

and if UI.UO, then the Coulomb interactions lead to a local suppression

of the response of the host matrix to an applied magnetic field, and

the enhanced spin fluctuations characteristic of the host will be

suppressed near the impurity.

The exchange-enhanced fluctuations in rnagnetization (or spin

density) at the site of a nonmagnetic transition metal impurity have

a finite lifetime rsf called the sp'in fluctuation l'ifetime. The

electric and magnetic propert'ies of an impurity undergoing spin

fluctuations are a consequence of the finite lifetime of the LSF. At

low temperatures, when the conduction electron thermal lifetime

rtherm= ñ/kBT is longer than the spin fluctuation lifetimetr* the

conductÍon electrons "see" the fluctuations in magnetization at the

impurity site and the impurity wilì appear to be nonmagnetic. However,

when the thermal energy kBT is'larger than Orri so that the

conduction electron thermal lifetime is shorter than the spin

fìuctuation lifetime, the conduction electron, as a probe, does not

have time to see that the magnetization on the'impurity site is
fluctuating before losing memory of its own spin through thermal

- fluctuations. In this region, the spin fluctuation is indistinguishab'le
' from a genuine spin and the resistivity displays the logarithmic

temperature dependence characteristic of the scattering of conduction

electrons by a well-defined local moment. The transition from
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nonmagneti c

f I uctuat'ion

to magnetic behaviour is

tempenature T-- which is5t

conduction electron thermal lifetime

I ifetime :

smooth and occurs near the spin

the temperature at whjch the

is equal to the spin fluctuation

(l .6-3)frsr = Eç

The spin fluctuation temperature Tr, is thus the analog of the Kondo

temperature T* in the s-d model.

Lederer and Mills [ 6 ] showed that at sufficìent'ly 'low

temperatures (T<<Tsf), the scattering of conduct'ion electrons from

enhanced spin density fluctuations (LSF) at the site of a nearly

magnetic transition metal impurity leads to a large concentration-

dependent contribution to the electrical resistivity wh'ich increases

as T2 with increasing temperature. Kaiser and Doniach [ 7] extended

the calculation of Lederer and Mills to higher temperatures and

obtained a universal curve for the spin fluctuation resistivity in

which the temperature dependence changes gradually from T2 to T at

temperatures of the order of 0.25 of the characteristic temperature

Trt (kgT.f is the enengy of the peak in the localized spin fluctuation

excitation spectrum). At higher temperatures the model predicts a

significant decrease with temperature in the local exchange enhancement

leading to a reduction of the scattering below the linear law.

Recently, Rivier and Zlatic 129 I developed a formalism which is
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capable of yielding an expression for the spin fluctuation resist'ivity

which is valid at all temperatures. The expression obtained by Rivier

and Zlatic is

our¡(T) = A [' {'."(Ð.,(å.*þ) '(.#+")} 1.6-4)

where ú is the diganrma function. The resistivity in Eq.(1.6-4) is a

universal function of f /Tsf and is plotted in FIG.l.6-l as a funct'ion

of the reduced temperature x r = 2r T/Tsf . The knee occurring around

x-1 = 2r (i.e., at the spin fluctuation temperature T = Tr¡) separates

the nonmagnetic and magnet'ic regimes. The resistivity exhibits four

distinct temperature dependences :

(i) At very'lor,r temperatures, the resistivity increases as

P.q,s f= |n'{t lt ,r)' .

(ij) At temperatures of the order of 0.9 (Irr/2r) tne resistivity

becomes lineart p.q,rf =y(T-0) where y=1.12/Tsf and 0=0.67T.r.

(iii) Above the spin fluctuation temperature Tr, the resistivity

is logarithmic, p.q,sf =C+B I-n(T/Ir¡) where B=0.24 and C=0.68, which

is characteristic of the scattering of conduction electrons by a target

having an internal structure (here : up and down).

(iv) Final'ly, as T+- the resistivity approaches the unitarity

I imit as e¿rf = 
'l - (Trr/T).

When a transition metal impurity is placed in a simple or noble
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metal host the effect of potential scattering can no longer be

neg'lected. Under these circumstances, the electrostatìc potential at

the impurity site is strong enough to produce a virtual bound d state

(or scattering resonance) in the conduction band of the host and the

Friedel-Anderson model provides an appropriate description of the

system. A simple physical picture of localized spin fluctuations in

the Friedel-Anderson model was first provided by Rivier and

Zuckermann [30, 3] I and Cap'lin and Rizzuto 1321. Consider a Frjedel-

Anderson nonmagnetic virtual bound state (i.e., Updo(EF)<l). In its

ground state it contains an equal number of localìzed spin-up and spìn-

down electrons, but excitations with an unequal number become of lower

and lower energy as Uo.o(E¡) approaches unity (the Friedel-Anderson

condìtìon for the impuríty to become magnetic). If the excitation has

an energy e above that of the ground state, then'it follows from the

uncertainty princ'iple that the lifetime, rsf- ñ/e, of the excitation

(and its associated magnetic moment) becomes ìonger and longer as one

approaches the Hartree-Fock condition for the appearance of a static

local moment. In fact, a more rigorous treatment [ 30 ] shows that,

for a singìe nondegenerate virtual d state of energy EO and width A,

the lifetime tr, of these I'magnetic" excitations (i.e., the spin

fluctuation lifetime) is given by

ä pO(Ep)
4='sf I - u po(Er)

(r .6-5)
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Thus when U OO(E') = l, the l'ifetime 'r., becomes infinite and a stat'ic

jocal moment appears. FIG.1.6-2 shows a plot of the spin f'luctuation

lifetime .sf IEq.(1.6-5) ] for the case of a virtual level at the Fermì

energy (EO= E¡) where pd(EF) =1/rL. Localized spin fluctuations in

the Anderson model are thus a consequence of the dynamics of a

nonmagnetic virtual bound state which is fluctuating between its
nonmagnet'ic ground state and a magnetìc exc'ited state at a rate rr|.

As in isoelectronic a11oys, the electric and magnetic propertìes

of an impurity undergoíng spin fluctuations in the sense of the Anderson

model are determined by the time scale of the LSF. when the LSF are

fast compared with thermal fluctuations (j.e., vuhen rsf< ñ/kBT), the

impurity appears to be nonmagnet'ic and contributes an enhanced

temperature-independent Pauli susceptibility. However when the spìn

fluctuation lifetime is longer than the thermal lifetime (i.e., when

rsf> ñ/kBT), the temporary magnetic moment may have sufficient time

to equilibrate in an applied magnetic field or to flip the spin of a

conduction electron and so will contribute a Curie susceptibiljty and a

ìogarithmic resistivity. An impurity in the "slow LSF" reg'ime

therefore appears to be magnetic.

Rivier and Zlatic [ 33 ] calculated the resistivity due to the

scattering of conduction electrons by a virtual bound state undergoing

spin f'luctuations and obtajned the following expression for the LSF

resistivity :

pßsr(T)= 
['- 

2rn. (l+)-'.,*(1jrr) -,-(ïo)] 
-'

(r.6-6)
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where rf is the digamma function and o-t =2nUoO(Ef). This expression is

p'lotted in FIG.l.6-3 as a function of the reduced temperature

x-1= ZnUp^(Etr) T/T..". The resistivity decreases w'ith increasing
rl I 5t

temperature. Four different temperature dependences can be

di sti ngu'ished :

(i) At very Iow temperatures (T<<Tsf), the res'istivity varies as

p.Q,sf ='l - cr(T/Tr¡)2, with cr = (n U o6(E)//Ð2.
(ii) As the temperature increases, the resistivity becomes linear :

p.q,sf =o[ l - ß(T/Tsf) ] where s= 1.074? and ß=¡ U pd(EF) /2.831.

(iii)Above the LSF temperature Tsf r the resistivity exhibits the

logarithmic dependence characteristic of magnetic ìmpurities:

gl,sf = A-BLnI .

(iv) Finally, for T*@: the resistivity tends to zero as Trr/T.
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1.7 interactions Between Irnpurities Via Conductjon

Electron Spjn Polarjzation

The s-d exchange jnteraction, - J i"i, betr¡leen a magnetic

impurity and the conduction electrons jnduces a spin polarizatjon in

the conduction electron gas and thjs, in turn, leads to an indirect

coup'ling between the magnetic moments on different impurity atoms.

Thjs ìndirect interaction between magnetic impuritjes via conduction

electron spin polarization is referred to as the Ruderman-Kittel-

Kasuya-Yosìda (RKKY) interactjon I g, g, l0 ].
An expression for the spin polarizatjon induced in the

conduction electron gas by a magnetic impurity can be obtained by

assuming a ô-function exchange'interaction between the impurjty spin 3

and the conductjon electron spìns Ë., of the form

where the impurity spin is assumed to be located at i=0 and J js the

exchange coupling constant (J can be either posjtive or negative).

Each conduction electron thus experiences an effective magnet'ic field
due to the ìmpurity spin which is gìven by

-rl3.ii ô(Èi) ,
'i

(l .7-l )

(1 .7-2)
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The response of the conduction electron gas

be obtained by making use of the fol'low'ing

spin poìarization i(ï) due to an arbitrary

to this effective field can

expression [ 34 ] for the

static magnetic fiel¿ ütÊl :

irir = I
9ug

In this expression, X({)

the conduction electron

ÈtÊ). Since the Fourier

(r.7-3)

(1.7-4)

->
induced bv H' eïï

(r.7-5)

I
->
q

'is the wavevector-dependent susceptjbil ity
-)':

gas , whi 1e H (d ) 'is the Fouri er transform of

transform of ieff rs

of

ü"rr{ô) J
9ug

->

S,

it follows from Eq.(l .7-3) that the sp'in

is given by

poì ari zati on

iiÈ¡ = r
g'uå

exp(i("Ë)l ,
[+

x(ðl

fnus i(i) is proport'ional to the Fourier transform of X(ô1.

For a free, non-interacting electron gas, the suscept'ibility

x(ô) is siven by t rs 1

a{ô) - 2uâN(EF) u(q/zkr) (r.i-6)
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where N(EF) is the

energy, and U(x) is

u(x) = *Sz"

conduction electron density of states at the Fermi

the Lindhard function :

l[' F++l ] (1 .7 -7)

When the free-electron value for X(i) is substituted into Eq.(1.7-5)

and the sum over { evaluated by converting it into an integral [36],
the resu'lt for the free-electron spin po'larizat'ion is

î***r(È) =-Ar[-g
[ {zr.r.1'

sin 2k.r I -+- ' l. s
(2krr)a 

_j

( r .7-B)

where A is a constant depending on the Fermi energy E' the Fermi

vlavevector k, and the number of lattice poìnts per un'it volume in the

crystaì. Eq.(1.7-B) is knolvn as the RKKY sp'in polarization and is

piotted in FIG.l.7-ì (curve l) as a function of the distance r from the

impurity. From FIG.l.7-l and Eq.(1.7-B), it can be seen that the RKKY

spin po'larization has the follolving characterjstic features : (a) Most

of the spin po'larization is confined to a smal'l region in the vicinity
of the impurity atom. lloreover, the sign of the spin polarization in

this region depends upon the sign of the exchange couplìng constant J.

Thus, for J>0, the spin polarizatìon is parailel to the impurity spin

(resulting iry a so-ca'lled "giant moment" when exchange enhancement

effects are taken into account), while for JcC, the spin polarizatjon

is antiparallel to the impurity spin. (b) For large values of r, the
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spin polarization oscillates with a period (2kF)-1 and the ampìitude of

the osci I I ations decreases rapi d1y as 1/13 .

The free-electron RKKY spin polarization in Eq.(.|.7-8) is

appropriate for simple metal hosts where the conduction electrons are

essent'ially noninteracting. However, in transition metal hosts like Pd

and Pt, where the d electrons wh'ich contribute to the conduction

process are confined to a narrow band, the effect of Coulomb

interactions between the conduction electrons must be taken into

account and the free electron suscept'ibjlity Xg(l) must be replaced by

the susceptibìl'ity of an interacting e'lectron gas. If the Coulomb

interactions are assumed to be ô-functions of strength V localized on

the lattice sites, then the susceptibility of an interactìng electron

gas is g'iven by [ 35 ] :

x(q) = 2uå
N(EF) u(q/zkr) _ xo(o)

, ( I .7-9)
l -N(EF) vu(q/2kr) I -N(EF) vu(q/zkr)

where U(x) is the Ljndhard function defined'in Eq.(1.7-7). As a result

of the exchange enhancement factor n= [ I - N(EF) V U(q/2kf)]-1 , the

susceptibility of the host in the presence of electron-electron

interactions is enhanced over its free electron value Xg(A) for all q.

However the enhancement is much greater for smal'l q as shown in

FIG.l.7-2.

From Eq.(.l.7-5), it follows that the spin polarization induced
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gas susceptibììity for the case VN(tF)=0.9. Note that the

enhancement is q-dependent, bejng ìargest at low q.
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in an interacting electron gas by a magnetic ìmpurity is given simp'ly

by the Fourier transform of the exchange enhanced susceptibility X(q)

in Eq.(1.7-9). Since the effect of exchange enhancement is to "build

up" the low q reg'ion so that X(q) looks more and more peaked at'lour q

as N(EF)V increases, the result is a longer and longer range tor i(r)
in r-space as the condition for ferromagnetic instability in the host

[N(EF) V= ]] is approached. The exchange enhancement thus pushes out

the first zero of the RKKY oscillations and increases their amplitude

as shown in FIG.1.7-1 (curve 2). However, at suff icìent'ly large

djstances from the impurity the spin polarization is again osci'llatory.

If the finite range of the Coulomb interaction is also taken ínto

account, then the V appearing in Eq.(l .7-9) becomes effectively

q-dependent. This causes an even more rapid rise in X(q) with

decreasing q and accordingly contributes to make the range of the spin

polarization even longer.

The conduction electron spin polarization provides a mechanism

for the ind'irect coupling of the magnetic moments on two magnetic

impurities. Consider a magnetic impurìty with spin 3., o..upying the
'lattice site Ë., in a metal. As a result of the s-d exchange

1

interaction, the conduction eJectrons develop an oscillatory spìn

po'larization itË-Ël), given by Eq.(.l.7-B), in the vjcinity of the

impurity. If there is another magnetic ìmpurity with spin 3., at Ê., it, J J-
interacts wi!h this induced spin polarization via the s-d exchange

interaction, - J 3j.3(È - ñ., I otï - ñr) , reading to an indirect coupt ìng

'. ,rt.r'4: ¡.,:-: ;)1. -P 
't
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between the localized spins of the form

flRrry = J(Rij)

with an indirect exchange couplìng constant J(Rij) gìven by

Si'sj 
'

(r.7-ro)

(r.7-il)

as the

s trength

and that

(2kF)-1

J(R.,. ) = A r, l-to"o,*ii - 'in zkrRi¡ IrJ 
| {zrrnr, )' (zkFRi j )- 

__J

where Rr., = lñ., -ñrl. This exchange-type interaction is knownlJ r l "J¡

RKKY interaction. From Eq.(1.7-ll), it can be seen that the

of the interaction falls off as l/nf, for large va'lues of R'
the sign of the coupl'ing constant J oscillates rvith a period
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l.B Interactions Between Impurities Via Covalent Admixture

Interact'ions between impurities can also arise from s-d and d-d

covalent admixture. These interactions can be studied by genera'lizing

the Anderson model to treat the problem of two similar impurity atoms,

each possessìng a single nondegenerate d orbital, dissolved in a metal.

The general ized Anderson Ham'il tonìan has the fol lowìng form :

lo+

+C
o

The first term represents the energy of the free electrons in the

conduction band ; eO and nko are the energy and occupation number

operator for the conduction electron state wjth wavevector k and spin

o. The second and third terms constitute the i{amiltonian for the

unperturbed atomic d orbitals on the two impurit'ies ; E0 is the

unperturbed energy of the atomic d states (]abelled I and 2) in the

absence of mixing interactions, U is the Coulomb repulsion between

opposite spin electrons ín the same d orbital, and nio is the

_ occupation number operator for the ith d or"bital with spin o. The

' fourth term describes the mixing between each localized d state and

the free eleótron states in the conduct'ion band; Vff is the covalent

admixture matrix element between the conduction electron state k and

nzo) + u(n.,*n., _ + nr*nr_)

io.oo) + I vl zklorzo * .lo.,o) . (t.B-r )
o

t =ot,o tknko + | Eo(n

+ i I v. ,. (cloc.,
i=i ,z kio 'r K
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the ith d orbital, and.lo{.Oo) anC cfo(.io) are the creation

(annih'ilation) operators for the conduction electron state ko and the

atomic d orbital io, respectively. The last term represents the d'irect

covalent admixture between the two d orbitals, and V.,, is the transfer

'integral (or admixture matrix element) between the two d states.

Fror.'r Eq.(1.8-l ), it follows that interactions between impurities

arising from covalent admixture can have one of two forms : (a) an

indirect coup'ling, mediated by the conduction electrons, arising from

the s-d mixing betv¡een each d orbital and the free electron states of

the conduction band (the fourth term in Eq.(l.B-l)), or (b) a direct

coupl'ing, between nearest-neighbour impurities, due to the direct

overlap of the two d orbitals (tfre tifth term in Eq.(l.B-l)).

(a) Indirect coupling via s-d admixture

t'lhen the impurities are far enough apart so that the two d

orbitals are non-overlapping, the last term in Eq.(.|.8-l) can be

neglected. Under these conditions, the impurities interact indirectly

vja the s-d mixing term (the fourth term) in Eq. (1.8-l ). This

indirect interact'ion is referred to as double-resonance coupling and

can be vi s ual i zed s imply as fol I ovrs .

Consider two impurities, each with a sing'le nondegenerate d

orbital and separated by a distance R. For isolated, noninteracting

impurities the effect of the s-d mixing term in Eq.(l.B-l) is to
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broaden each atomic d state into a virtual d state, with an energy EOo

and a density of states O¿o(e) which are given by

Edo = E0 * U . n_o> + f ,
(r .8-2)

(l.B-4)

and o¿o(e)=l ^= îT ,. - Edrr - 
^, 

(l '8-3)

f and 
^ 

are the energ¡y shift and width of the virtual d state,

respect'ively, and are related to the admixture matrjx element

Vik = < klVldi > between the atomic d state ldi r and the conduct'ion

electron states lLt by

l'
1

e"k

le
klv

+¿s
I:
E

=I
k

ri - .íLi

If a conduction electron with wavevector Ì and spin o, described

by the plane wave lk t = exp(¿È.Ë), 'is scattered by the electrostatjc

potential due to the first impurity, then, for large values of r, the

wavefunction of the scattered electron 'is given by [ 37 ]

ú1.= .*p(¿Ê.È) * exp{¿kr) exp(iof) sin ôf , (l.B-5)
kr
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rlrhere of is the 1, = 2 partial wave phase shift due to the f irst impurity

(al1 the other phase shifts for wh'ich 9.*2 have been neglected). Thjs

electron is then scattered by the electrostatic potential due to the

second impurity and the probìem can be treated exacily as in the

original sing'le-inrpurity Anderson rnodel . In particular, in the

vicinity of the second impurity, the conduction electron staies are

mixed with the localized d state ldZr. However, sìnce the conduction

electrons are no longer described by simple plane waves, the adm.ixture

matrix element <klVld2> must be replaced bV [38]

. uf lv ldî, =. klv¡a, ' [exn(¿È.Ë) 
- *4P exp(.cof) sin 6i] (r.8-6)

where < klVldZ > is the admixture matrix element between a plane wave

state I tr and the local'ized d state ldZ t . l,,then Eq. (l.g-6) for
.,¡fl¡V¡a!t is substjtuted into Eq.(l.B-4) in ptace of < klVld2 > , rhe

foìlowing expression is obtained for the effective energy shìft r) and

width Âi for the virtual d state on the second impurity :

rL -,í^à = rZ - 
^Z 

- l, sinôf
expr L (2kR + ôT) l

(1.8-7)
(rn ¡'

where r, and Â, are the energy shift and width for the isolated second

impurity. Thus the presence of the first impurity (via the phase

shift of) moaifies the effective energy shift r) and width n) of the
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virtual d state on the second impurity. This, in turn, leads to a

change in the number of localized d electrons on the second impurity

and consequently an'indirect coup'ling between the two impurities.

The problem of double-resonance coup'ling between impurities has

been treated formally, with the use of Green's functions, by

Blandin [39] and Caroli [40]. For two nondegenerate virtual d states

separated by a distance R, the fo'l'lowing expression is obta.ined for the

interaction energy due to double-resonance coupling, for large values

ofR:

r''nr(R) = sin sln
cos(2krn+oT+oå)

( krR) '

tr
L-

¡r

-ìTU
^tJÒz^ool ( I .8-8)

where

and k,

"o'l
is

and ô! are the phase shjfts produced by an isolated impurìty

the Fermi wavevector.

(b) Direct coupl 'ing vi a d-d coval ent admi xture

l,Jhen the impurities are nearest-neighbours, the interactions wjll
be domjnated by direct d-d covaJent admixture between the two localized

dorbitals(the1astterminEq.(l.a.l))andlVlz|>>

The effect of d-d covalent admixture between two impurity atoms on the

populations, f,lo and nro, of the virtual d states and on the magnitude

of the loca'lized moments has been studied in detai'l , in the Hartree-
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Fock approximation, by Moriya t4l ] and Alexander and Anderson [42],
using the Green's function formalism described by Anderson in the

solution of the singìe-ìmpurity problem [ 3 ]. in particular, when both

impurities are magnetic, and if uv/u << l, then a calculation of the

interaction energy due to d-d covalent admixture shows that the

localized moments can be aligned either parallel or antiparallel to

each other and the sjgn of the magnetic coupling is determined by the

fol I owi ng simp'le rul es :

(a) Atoms with nearly half-filled d sheils (like Cr or Mn) have

a tendency to couple antiferrornagnetically.

(b) As the number of d electrons increases (Fe and Co), there js

an increasing tendency towards ferrornagnetic coupling.

The theory is also applicable to the case where one of the

impurity atoms is 'initially nonmagnetic. under these conditions, the

covalent admixture between the tvro impurity atoms induces a spìn

poìarization in the originally nonmagnetic atom and, for small values

of v., ,/u, the following qua'litative conclusions are obtained as to the

sign of the induced moment :

(a) Atoms with nearly half-filled d shells have a tendency to be

polarized antiparalìe] to the neighbouring atomic moment, while atoms

with nearly filled d shells have a preference for parallel spîn

poì ari zat'ion . '

(b) As for the magnetic atom, one with a nearly half-filled d
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shelI has a tendency to polarize neighbouring atonrs antiparalIel, whiIe

one with a near'ly filled d shell has a tendency to induce a para'llel

spin po'larization in a neighbouring nonrnagnetic atom.
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1.9 Spin Glasses : The Cluster Relaxation Model

A spin glass Ís a nonmagnetic metal containing a small

concentrat'ion of magnetic impurities located at random and exhib'its no

long range magnetic order at any temperature, in spite of having its
impurity spins frozen in random orientations at 1ow temperatures. The

impurity spins interact via the RKKy coupìing mechanism, i.e., a long

ranged, osciìlatory, indirect exchange interact'ion mediated by the

conduction electrons. The absence of long range magnetìc order is a

consequence of the randomness in the positions of the spins together

with the oscilìatory nature of their interaction.

In order to exhibit spjn glass behaviour in its simplest form,

an alloy system must satisfy two'important requirements : (a) the

impurities should have a high solubi'lity in the host (at least up to

10 at.%), and (b) the Kondo temperature of the system should be low

(TK<lK), so that one has "good" magnetic moments and no complications

are encountered with the weakening of the local moments at jow

temperatures. 0f the systems consistìng of 3d transition metals

dissolved as impurities in the noble metal hosts copper, silver, and

go]d, there seem to be five highly favourable combinations which

satisfy the above two requirements. These are AuFe, AuCr, AgMn, AgMn,

and cuMn, and the spin glass regime occurs roughìy between 0.5 and

l0 at. % inBurity.

Systemat'ic studies of the electric and magnetic properties of
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these five archetypal noble metal host-3d transit'ion impurity spin

g'lasses show that the fol'lowing features are characteristic of all

five systems : (a) The magnetic susceptibility measured in a small

alternating field exhibits a sharp peak (or cusp) at the "freezing"

temperature TO [43], as shown in FIG.l.9-1. However, the application

of a static external field of a few hundred Oersteds wipes out the

cusp, replacing it by a broad maximum. (b) The static susceptibility

(i.e., the magnetìzation in a constant field) may have a different

behaviour depending on the experimental conditíons. The

magnetization, measured after cool'ing to T.T0 in zero field, js

reversible (i.e., no after effect and no remanent magnetization) as

ìong as the measuring field H is smaller than a critical value H., and

the corresponding reversible susceptib'i1ity, defined by the slope
MIH) I

fflH*O of the magnetization measured in a field H smal'ler than H.,

has a thermal behaviour [ 44, 45 ] which 'is identical to that of the

susceptibility measured in an alternating field (i.e., sharp cusp).

l,lhen the measuring field H is higher than H., and for T <TO, the

magnet'ization loses its reversjbility [ 46,47, 48] and an isothermal

remanent magnetizatíon (I.R.t{.) is observed when the field is
suppressed. The corresponding susceptibility, obtained by taking

M(H)¡H on a first magnetjzation curve with H>H., exhibits a broad

maximuni as a function of temperature. Cooling the sample to T.T0 in

an external.field H. resujts in a thermoremanent magnetìzatjon (T.R.M.)

and a displaced hysteresis 'loop [ 49 ]. Both the I.R.M. and the T.R.M.
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decay with characteristic relaxation times tr(c,H,T). (c) The

behaviour of the "magnetic" component of the electrical resist'ivity [ 50

is illustrated schematica'lly in FIG.l .g-2. The resistivity has a

large residual contribution, ap(0), due to the "disorder" scattering

from the randomly frozen spin glass matrix. As the temperature is

increased, the resistivity initially increases as A( ù¡312, with A(c)

decreasing weakìy wjth increasing concentration, 'i .e., A(c) - -Lnc or
-rlq,c -t ". At higher temperatures, the temperature dependence changes

fronT3/2 to T, and the resistivity passes through an inflect'ion point

and then a maximum at temperature Tr, above which it falls off with

increasing temperature. In AuFe, there appears to be a good

correlation between the temperature of the maxjmum in d(Ap) /dT (i.e.,
the temperature of the inflection point in ¡p(T)) and the temperature

of the cusp in the A.C. susceptibiìity [ 5l ]. However, this

relationship breaks down for AuMn and Aucr. Rjvier and Adkins t bz ]
have suggested that the initial -13/' te^perature dependence is a

consequence of conduction electron scattering from the elementary

excitations of a spin giass. since a spin gìass is characterized by a

lacl< of well-defined long range order, âry spÍn f]ip excitation on an

impurity site is unable to propagate like a magnon, but dies away w.ith

some diffusion constant Â. starting from such an assumpt'ion, Rivier

and Adkins have shown that the resistivity increases initia'lly as

G/ge/2. The negative slope of ¡p(T) above the maximum is probab'ty

due to single-impurity Kondo scattering since, at these temperatures,
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the impurity spins are essentially noninteracting.

The magnetic properties of spin gìasses can be interpreted in

terms of a s'impìe, physical model [ 53 ] which requ'ires two basic

assumptions : the presence of 'large, independent, strongly 'internal'ly

coup'led magnetÍc clusters and an anìsotropy barrier to the coherent

rotation of the cluster moments. It is assumed, as usual, that the

impurity spins interact via the long range oscillatory RKKy exchange

interaction which has the form

H=- I J(Rr.)
<ij> '| 

J

A cos ( ZkrR)

( 2kFR) 
3

kFR >> l.

(r.e-l)

(1 .e-2)

-> -à
s. "s .1J

where J(R) =

At any given temperature T, a magnetic cluster is defjned as a group

of spins which are linked by exchange bonds (i.e., by RKKy exchange

interactions) with magnìtudes greater than the thermal energy kr.

Thus all the spins in a cluster are completeìy arigned by the'ir

internal fields and each cluster is free to rotate as a rig.id body in

response to an app'lied magnet'ic field. An equivalent geometricaì

picture of magnetic clusters can be obtained by replacing supra-thermal

exchange bonds by bonds whose spatiaì ìength is less than a "thermal

cutoff length" R., such that the internal fjeld from a spin at this
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d'i s tance i s down to therma I va I ues :

slJ(Rc)l---il-- =kT (l.e-3)' (zkFRJ 
= kT

The clusters are thus temperature dependent: as T is reduced, the

maxjmum allowed bond length R. increases and the clusters grow ìn size.

By analogy with the properties of normal superparamagnetic

particles discussed by N6e'l I s+ 1, a bìockìng temperature T, ìs
associated with each of these clusters, above which the cluster
behaves superparamagnetically and below which the cluster magnetization

is frozen. In the superparamagnetic state, each cluster has onìy two

stable orientations determined by the minima in the anisotropy energy

density and separated by an energy barrier to. Transitìons between

these two states require thermal activation over the energy barrier EO

and occur at the rate

1/'r = c exp(-EA./kT) , for EA >> kr, ( r. e-4)

with c = 108 - l0I0 seclt I ss ]. l,Jhen the relaxation time t of the

cluster becomes longer than the measuring tìme.r, the cluster moment

appears to be frozen and the corresponding bìocking temperature Tu is
given by

EA(TB) = kTB Ln(C"r^) (r.e-5)
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Thus, in a typical static magnetization experiment where the

measurement is performed over a finite time interval rm, all those

clusters with relaxation times r.., respond with the full D.C.

susceptibility, whereas those with t>rm are blocked and contrjbute

nothing. An equivalent approach, appropriate for A.C. measurements at

frequency c,:, is to give all clusters for which c,lr < I the full D.C.

susceptibility and to ignore the rest. If a significant fraction of

the spin system evolves into magnetic clusters with about the same

amount of anisotropy energy EO, and hence approximately the same

relaxation times t, their simultaneous freezing will cause a sizeable

perturbation to the susceptib'i1ity which measures their dynamicaì

response, resulting in a peak in the low-field A.C. susceptibility.

Because of the exponentia'l varíation of the relaxation time r with the

inverse temperature l/T and the anisotropy energy Eo, which is itself
strong'ly temperature dependent, this freezing occurs over a narrow

temperature interval such that on a linear scale it appears to be

sharp. The rounding off of the cusp, which is produced by the

appiication of an additional moderate steady field, is consistent

with the above relaxation picture, since the presence of a stat'ic

magnet'ic field introduces asymmetry in the relaxation times of

superparamagnet'ic particles causing a broadening of the distribution

of blocking temperatures, even among a collection of identical ''

superparamagnetic particles t 56 ]

The relaxation model also predicts a tìme-dependent remanent
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nragnetization : vrhen the exc'iting field H is removed, the clusters

begin to relax over their anisotropy energy barriers and the

magnetization decays logarithmical ly with t'ime [ 45 ] :

l-1(t1 =M(0) -SLnt. (r . e-6)
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2.1 lleasurement of Electrical ResÍstivity

This section begíns with a brief, genera'l description of the

method and equipment used to obtain temperature-dependent resistivities
for the various alloys.

The alìoys were prepared by me'lting together appropriate amounts

of the pure elements in an argon arc furnace and then formed'into long,

thin strips approximateiy l0 cm. long, 0.2 cm. wide and, typically,

.0'l cm. in thickness. small cross-sectional area-to-length ratios

(form factors) were used in order to obtain reasonab'ly high resistance

values (between -10-3 and l0-1 ohns). Sets of up to six alloys, of

differing percentage composition, were mounted in a 6-sanrp'le hoìder,

and the resistances of the samples were measured using a standard four-

probe technique t I l.
Since resistivity as a function of temperature was being

measured, a means of varying and control'ling the temperature was

necessary. Below 4.2K temperatures were obta'ined by pumping on a

liquid helium bath, and stabilized w'ith a manostat in the pumping line.

0il and mercury manometers were used to determjne the precise

temperatures. Above 4.2K, a heater in a feedback circuit was used to

obtain and regulate the temperatures, and prec.ise measurements were

made with a nonlinear gas thermometer.

A more detailed discussion of the equipment now follows.
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2.1 .1 The Vacuum Sys ten

FIG.2.l -l shows a flow diagram of the vacuum system. The ma'in

pump, for refrigerating the helium bath and hence the samples, was an

Edwards High vacuum Ltd. speedivac ES330 with a pumping capac.ity of

about 330 liters per minute. A speedivac vapour diffusion pump, backed

by a Speedivac ES 
.l00 

mechanical pump, was used to control the pressure

in the inner and outer vacuum cans, and to evacuate the reference side

of the manometers. The pressure monitoring system r{as composed of a

Pirani gauge for use in the range 760 mm. to l0-'rr. Hg, and a penning

gauge for pressures dov¡n to l0-7 mm. Hg.

The inner vacuum can (IVC) was machined from z|" aiameter solid

brass stock and was attached to the gas thermometer bulb using 1?

symmetrically located #2-32 bolts and an indium O-ring seal. Details

of this construction are shown in FIG.z.1-2. The IVC was suspended

from the top plate of the outer vacuurn can (Ovc) by two low thermal

conductivity stainless steel tubes. The outer vacuum can was attached

to the OVC top plate with Wood's metal. The entire vacuum can assembly

uras suspended from the cryostat top plate by three stainless steel

tubes, each about 2! feet long. One of these tubes served as a guide

for inserting the Hea transfer tube when filiing the He dewar, one was

a vacuum line to the 0VC, and the third Ì,/as a vacuum line to the IVC as

well as a channel for the hook-up wires to the samp'les.

The hook-up wires consisted of twenty-two #39 enamel'led copper
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wires bound ìn a Systoflex insulating sheath. These were connected to

various points on the mounting block (12 to voltage contacts, 2 current

supply wires, 3 to the temperature sensing carbon resistor,2 for the

heater coil, and 3 spare). The wires were passed through one of the

stainless steel columns to the cryostat top plate, where they were fed

through a brass "lead-through" capable of acceptìng up to 22 wires.

silicone seal was used to seal the wires to the lead-through, and

Stycast epoxy cernent provided a vacuum tight connectíon between the

lead-through and a machined brass mount. Details of the top p'late

assembiy are shown in FIG.2.l-3.

2.1 .2 The Sampl e Bl ock

The samp'le mounting b]ock was machined from oxygen-free h.igh

thermal conductivity (OFHC) pure copper stock in approximateìy the

dimensions shown in FIG.z.1-4. The upper end of the block terminates
.1 il lilin about a f length of f, N.c. threads for fitting to the bottom of

the gas thermometer bulb. Slots were mach.ined Ín the block for the

knife-edge sampìe supports and heaters, and a hole was drilled through

the center of the block in order to accornodate the temperature sensing

carbon resistor.

The block was designed to accept up to six samples, each of
these to be mounted on a pair of knife-edge supports located near

opposite ends of the block, about B cm. apart. These supports were
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electrically insulated from the block with strips of newsprint paper,

and fastened in place with generous amounts of General Electric (G.E.)

No. 7031 varnish. The varnish prov'ided reasonabìy good thermal contact

betleen the knjfe-edge supports and the sarnple block.

Four # 2-32 bolts, a itlylar insulating strip, and a thin brass

yoke held the ends of the samples in good electrical and thermal

contact with the knife-edge supports. wires soldered to the base of

each knife-edge support provìded the voltage tap-off connections. The

samp'les were connected in series by soldering copper shunts between

consecutive ends, and the end-points of the series were connected to

the cument supply leads.

Two heater coils were wound around the copper sample block, one

for active use, the second as a standby. Each heater was formed from

20 feet of 0.036 " diameter enamelled cupron wire having a room

temperature resistance of about 500 ohms. since cupron has a very low

temperature coefficient of resistance this value changes very little,
even at ìow temperatures.

For temperature sensing, an Allen-Bradley carbon resistor (100 a

nominal value) was fitted into the hole in the center of the samp'le

block, ôrld fastened in place with G.E. varnish to ensure good thermal

contact. The temperature dependence of the resistance is roughly

logarithmic,,increasing with decreasing temperature as shown in

FrG.2.l-5, and this calibration curve was used to se'lect approximate

temperature points. The actual temperatunes were obtained more
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precÍsely by other means.

?.1.3 Electronics

FIG-2.1-6 outlines in block diagram form the electronic system

used to determine the resistance of the sampìes at a particular
temperature. A Gui'ldline constant current source (mode1 97708),

stable to I part in 106 , was used to supply a highly stable current
to the series connected samples. A Guildline low-thermal selector
switch (model gl4s Al0) appried the voltage drop from across a

particular sample to a Tinsley Diesselhorst thermoelectric-free
potentiometer (type 3589 R). The potentiometer, 'in comb.ination with a

Tinsley photocell galvanometer amplifier (type M.s.z 4s E), was used

to measure both the sampìe voltage and current. (The potentiometer-

gaìvanometer combination was capable of measuring potentiaì differences
as small as l0-8 volts.) The current through the samples was

determined by measuring the vo]tage that it produced across an 0.r o

Guildline standard resistor (model g2OO) connected .in series with the

specimens. A Tinsley thermoelectric-free reversing switch (type 4OgZ)

allovred voltage measurements to be taken in both the,,forward,,and

"reVerse" directions, thus eliminatÍng thermal emf's .in the

. potentiometer circuit (i.e., external to the cryostat).
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2.1.4 A.C. BrÍdge Circuit

The temperature of the sampres was controlled using an A.c.
phase-sensitive wheatstone Bridge (see FIG .2.1-7). The A]'len-Bradìey

resistor, in thermal contact with the mounting block, formed one branch

of the sens'itive bridge c'ircuit. A resistance box (Rr) in another arm

of the brìdge, together with the temperature-vs_resjstance curve in

FrG.z.l-5, was used to "d'ial" an approximate temperature. The output

of the bridge was fed into a phase-sensitive detector which supplied a

D.C. feedback current to the heater to achieve temperature regulation

to within 0.5% .

The feedback current from the bridge was sufficient to obtajn

reguìated temperatures up to about zsl<. Above this po.int, a Heathkit

rP-27 power supply was connected in series with the output of the

detector, thus permitting temperatures up to room teniperature to be

achi eved.

2.1 .5 The Manostat

tIG.2.l-B illustrates the construction of the manostat, which

was a flexible-membrane aneroid type lzl. It was used to achieve high

temperature stability below 4.2K by controlling the vapour pressure

above the liquid helium bath. Pressure control was achieved via the

motion of a thin (-0.0'l ") latex rubber membrane rvhich responds to the
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differentìal between the bath pressure and the reference pressure in the

reservoir. if the reference pressure exceeds ilrat of the bath, the

inlet is sealed and remains so until the differential is reversed, at

which time the membrane is forced back, opening the inlet and alìowing

enough vapour to escape to restore the bath pressure to the reference

level.

The reservoir was constructed from a machined brass cylinder
which was hard-soldered to a solid disc at one end and to a perforated

retain'ing plate at the other. This p'late had l rr, +" holes drjlled
through it to permit fast response to small pressure differentials and

to protect against membrane rupture in case of'large or sudden pressure

changes. The inlet and ouilet ports were similarly perforated to
protect the menlbrane.

2.1 .6 The Manometer System

The temperature of the samples below 4.2K was monitored with a

system of manometers connected to the helium bath as shown in FIG.Z.1-g.

The system was composed of two manor¡eterS, orìê vlith mercury for use

over the pressure range -3 cm. to 85 cm. ilg and one w'ith oil for use

- below this range, êhd measured ternperatures to better than 5

mi jlidegrees. Ap'iezon B low vapour pressure o.il was used and a

comparison of oil and mercury pressures in the range I cm. to 3 cm. Hg

showed that the oil had a density of 0.063b0 times that of mercury.
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The measured pressures

vapour pressure tables

were converted into

(Ref. 2, page 367).

temperatures using heìium

2.1 .7 The Gas Thermometer

Temperatures above 4.2K r^Jere rneasured with a non-l.inear gas

thermometer. This device is composed of a machined brass gas bulb, in
thermal contact wjth the sample mounting block, connected to a series

1500 l^lallace and riernan (w a r) pressure gauge via 0.032" 0.D.

stainless steel tubing. The tubing, of wall thickness 0.004,,, runs

unbroken from the gas bulb to the lnj & T gauge. However, for the sake

of discussion, it is convenient to divide the tubing .into two portions

as shown in FIG.Z.l-.l0. Ll F 28.7 ") is the 'length of the tubing

inside the cryostat, while L, (= r09',) is the portion outside the

cryostat which remains essentiaìly at room temperature.

The nonlinearity of the gas thermometer was due mainìy to the

dead space volume consisting of the length Lrof stainless steel tubing,
gauge fittÍngs, and the pressure-dependent internal volume of the gauge.

0ther contributions to nonlinearity were the thermal gradient along 1.,

between the samples and room temperature, therma'ì contraction of the

gas bulb, and the non-ideality of the Hea gas due mainly to van der

l,laals-type interatonic interactions.

The róom temperature gas bulb volume, calculated from

measurements of its dimensions, is 1.4g7 in3, Its volume at 77K,
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computed usìng a table of thermal contractions (Ref. z, page 377), is
1.481 in3 and at helium temperature (4.2K).is l.4Bc in3, illustratìng
that the thermal variance of the volume is essentiaìly "frozen out,,

below 77K. The calculated volume of the cryostat tube 1., js

VLI=0.0130 in3 at room temperature, droppìng by onìy ì % at 77K.

The internal dead space of the ',,1 & T gauge was assumed to vary

1Ínearly rv'ith pressure, thus giving for the total dead space volume of
the gas thermometer,

V(P) = VO * oP , (2. l-l )

where vo is the pressure-independent portion of the volume, vrhich

includes Vr,, and c is the gauge constant (actua'lly VO=VO(T), but

room temperature variations were small and changes in vo entìre.ly
negìigible). The constants VO and o were computed by solving the ideal
gas law

P. V.

I -F = constant ,. l.11

Pvo Pv,-l ,PVtz, P(Vo+sP)or J-9- +-Tt --f --ï =constant , (2.r-3)

(2.1-2)

at the two fjxed temperatures T* (room temperature) and r* (77K) for
several sets of values of p* (the pressure at room temperature) and p*
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(the pressure at 77K). Averaged values from the above analysìs gave

V0= l.lB in3 and o, = 0.00.ll5 .in3 per inch HrO pressure.

The pressures measured on the l.J & T gauge were converted into
the correspondìng temperatures as follows. First the non-ideality of
the llea gas was taken i nto account by repl acì ng the j deal gas 'law,

PV = RT, by a vjrjal expansion of the form [ 3 ] :

PV = A + BP

AoT

z7î:Tr

AoT

271:Tt

+ BP

g\
T/'(.

273.15 B----Ï--
^o

where A0 = 0.999488 for hel i um gas,

functÍon of temperature. Thus the

and Eq .(2.1-2) is replaced by

Pi vi

Pv - Ao

m= nTTs = constant
' f ' '---Tl-T)
\ "o '/

and the virial coefficient

equation of state becomes :

(2.1 -4)

B is a

(2.1-5)

Tj(,
I
'i 273.15 t. -p I

+ I l\Ao 
', )

= constant (2.1-6)
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Letting P be the measuned pressure when the sample temperature is T,

and assuming a linear temperature gradient from T to T* along the

cryostat tubing 1.,, then Eq .(Z.lr-6) becomes

'*('.'ä:5î)
P(Vo + ç¿ P1

= k, (2.1-7)

where ç=273:158P , E is the average varue of the viriar coefficientA0

along L., between T and T*, and ß is the thermal expansion coefficient
of the gas thermometer bulb. The constant k was determined by

evaluating Eq.(2.1-7) at the fi'l1ing temperature To (either 4.zK or
273.15K) and the fillíng pressure pO.

The temperature T was computed using successive approximations.

As a first approximation, Eq. (2.1-7) was rep.laced by

PvU Pvs
-6-

P(VO + q P¡

giving, âS ô first estimate for the temperature,

'*(.'ä*-Ð

V0 * oP _lffi

=k

r -r[ko r[-
vtl

---
lR (2.1-8)
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tq. (2 .1-7) usì ns

was made for the neglect of

this first estimate for T :

the "X,n" factor ln

vo * oP

P vr-r

\=ï

P(VO + o P¡

"Gt:).?. -k

l
I
T-
'2

Ð
To)

/. . ztt.ts ,I I r -------;-\^o t;

I
I
-=T

'3

-/T', 
* T"\

urhere g = B\+l Finally, the thermal contraction of the\'/
bulb and the neglect of the vjrjal coefficient B were accounted

using thjs second estimate for T :

f1 r,(++r\, P vBrr + ß(T2 - To)l * P(vo + o P)/-ffi"ffi-
/r^ + 1^1wherea=n\ff/.'a B-

temperature:

gas

for

Vu[ I + s(Tz-

l0

P\
r-)
(2.1-

'*(..#*Ð
and an improved temperature value was

rI v¡ "/to*r\rrl ]-=r ¿'\rirtr/ -

'*(.'+Fî)

obtai ned :

vo * oP
(2.1-e)

e(Tr), gìv'ing the final value for the

I 09.

'*(.'+#
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trî.Z.'l-11 illustrates the deviat'ion from linearity of the gas

thermometer for the case T0=4.2K and pO=4.2.
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2-2 Measurement of A.C. Susceptibility

The A.c. susceptibility of the samples was measured using a

phase-locked magnetometer designed by I. Maartense t4]. A block

diagram of the electronics is shown in FIG.2.2-i. The system consists

of two sensing coi]s, L1 and L. each of wh.ich forms part of a resonant

LC círcuit. (The resonant circuits are labelled I and 2 in FIG.z.z_1).

Resonator I is allowed to oscillate at its natural frequency, rl=,+,
and forms part of an oscillator which is used to drive resonator 2.

The signa'ls from the oscillator and from the output of resonator 2 are

cm'pared in a phase detector which is sensitive to signaì phase, but

not ampìitude. The phase detector converts the phase difference

between the two signals into an equivalent D.c. voltage which is used

to control the resonant frequency (or) of resonator 2 by means of a

voltage-dependent reactance element. If the LC products of the two

resonators are identical (i.e., if ur., =^2), then the output signals

from the oscillator and resonator 2 will be in phase and the output
frsm the phase detector is zero. If a sample with a permeability is
now inserted into the coil of resonator 2, thus changing the effective
LC product (and hence the resonant frequency) of the resonator, the

two signaìs will be out of phase and the magnetic susceptibility of
the sample is proportional to the corresponding correction voltage

requíred on the control reactance in order to make the effective LC

prod'uct (and thus the resonant frequency) of resona tor z equal to that
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of resonator l. The output of the magnetometer was fed into an x-y

recorder which was used to plot the susceptibility of the sample as a

function of thermocouple vortage. The ',zero set" in FiG.z.z-l consists

of another voltage-variable reactance which can be used to adjust the

resonant frequency of resonator I (and hence the frequency of the

oscillator). Thìs may be necessary if the natural frequencies of the

tv¡o LC circuits (without a sample in Lr) are initialìy so mismatched

that the phase detector is incapable of supplying the correction

voì tage required to make r,r, equaì to to.,.

trG.2.2-2 shows the arrangement of the sensing coirs, the

external field coil and the sampìe probe in the cryostat. The sensing

coils each consisted of 4000 turns of 35 gauge enamelìed copper wire
ulound on a ny]on coil former (of approxirnately the dimensjons shown in
FrG.2.2-2) and had measured inductances of 205 mh and 202 mh. The

external field coil in FIG.z.z-z was used to apply static magnetic

fields to the sample and consisted of 3500 turns of ZZ gauge enamelled

copper wire wound on a brass former. The magnetic field along the

axis of the field coil was calculated to be 250 0e. per ampere of
current in the windings. Both the sensìng coirs and the field coir
were'immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath in order to (a) elimr'nate any

instability of ihe sensing coíls due to temperature dr.ift and

(b) provide a heat sink for the joule heating from the field coil.
The sample was suspended inside a bundle of fine copper wires

which was anchored to the bottom of a machined copper brock with soft
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solder to ensure good thermal contact. A heater coil of njchrome wire
(13.2 A/ft and .010 " in diameter), wound around the copper block was

used to vary the temperature of the sample. The resistance of the

heater coil was 50 e at room temperature. The temperature of the

sample was measured rvith a Au-.03 at.% Fe-vs-chromel p thermocoupìe

which was embedded in the copper bundle close to the sample. The

background signa'l (prima.i'ly due to the copper bundle) was monitored by

extracting the samp'le from the sensing coil at regular intervals.
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2.3 sample Preparation and x-ray Di ffraction lrleasurements

The PdCr and PtCr a'l1oys used in the present investigation were

prepared from 99.ggg% pure pd wire, gg.9995 % pure pt wire, and

99.999% pure cr beads, ar1 supplied by Johnson Matthey and co.(London).

The alìoys were prepared in the form of 5 gm. buttons by melting

together appropriate amounts of the pure metals on the water-cooled copper

hearth of an argon arc furnace using a tungsten electrode. Each a1ìoy

was inverted and remelted several times to ensure homogeneity. l4eìting
losses were negìigibly small. The buttons were cold-rolled into sheets

with thicknesses varying from 0.005 cm. (for the very dilute alloys) to
0.025 cm. (for the more concentrated aì1oys), and resistivity samples

in the form of long, thin strips approiimately 0.2 cm. wide and r0 cm.

long were cut from these sheets. (For the A.c. susceptibility
measurements' these strips were folded into a multiple-hairpin shape

with contacting surfaces electrica'l'ly insul ated from each other) . The

specimens were etched to remove surface contamination, washed and then

annealed for 24 hours at 650oc in a vacuum of l0-, To.. (with the

exception of a set of five ptcr aì'loys which required a special heat

treatment).

The form factors (cross-sectional area to length ratios) of the

samples were determined to within t o.s% us.ing a method described by

Loram, l,úhall .and Ford t 5 ]. The knife-edge samp'le supports (voltage

contacts) ìeave impressions on the samples and the distance (z)
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between these marks was

microscope. The density

following expression :

measured accurately with a travelìing

(O) of the samples was computed using the

o = # (Alxl + Arxr) (2.3-l)

where ll is Avogadro,s number, A., and A, are the atomic weights of the

elements used' x., and x, are the corresponding fractional atomÍc

composÍtions, and rrarr is the concentration-dependent lattice constant

of the alloy. The factor 4 indicates that there are four atoms per

unit cell in an FCC lattice. Values for the lattice parameters were

obtained from lattice spacing data tabulated in |^J.B.pearson,s ',Handbook

of Lattice spacings and structures of Metals and Aìloys,' [ 6 ].
From the density and an accurate measurement of the mass (M),

the volume of the sample (V = M/D) was determined. The trave.l.ling

microscope was used to find the total 'length (L) of the specimen wh.ich,

together urith the volume, yier.ded the average cross-sectional area

(ff=v/L)- The ratio of the cross-sectional area to the inter-knife-
edge distance (L) vielded the requ'ired form factor for the specimen

(f=A/'L)- This method allows the form factor of each specimen to be

determined to within t 0.5 %, even if there is significant irregulality
in the cross-sectional area of the specimen. The resistivities (p) of
the samples were then obtained using the following expression :

o=*(Ð , (2.3-2)
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where R is the measured resistance of the sampìe.

FIG.2.3-l shows a phase d'iagram [ 7 ] for !!cr, from which .it can

be seen that the PtCr system undergoes an atomic order-disorder phase

transition at around lB or l9 at.% cr. In sec. 3.5, the effect of
atomic order on the electrical resistivity and A.C. susceptibil.ity of
five PtCr alloys containing ì7, lg, ]lg, Z0, and Zl at.% Cr is examjned.

For each concentration, two resistivity samples were prepared, as

described above, and these were subjected to different heat treatments :

one of the samples was annealed, in the usual way, at 6b0.C for 24

hours in a vacuum of 10-6 Torr and then slow'ly cooled, while the other

sample was sealed in a vycor tube under a fraction of an atmosphere

(-.l20 mn. Hs) of Argon gas, annealed at ll70"c for a period of -30
minutes, and then quenched rapjdly in water. According to the phase

diagram in FIG.2.3-1, the ',anneal ing', and ,,quenching', procedures

produce samples which are atomiçglJ ordered and disordered,

respecti ve1y.

The thermal treatments were checked with x-ray diffract.ion
measurements. The measurements were performed on a rotating crystaì
camera using Cu radiation and a Ni filter. (This camera is useful for
polycrystallÍne sampìes, and yields diffraction patterns similar to
those of powders. ) Each sampre was mounted on the goniometer head so

that one of its ìong edges was coincident with the rotation axis of
the camera and was thus in the path of the incident x-ray beam. The

motion of the specimen consisted of an oscillation about this axis
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with an amplitude of 16'. Exposure times were about B hours.

FIGS.2-3'2 and 2.3-3 show the results of such X-ray measurements

for both the annealed and quenched pt-21 at.% cr samp'les. The

quenched sample shows the diffraction pattern characteristic of an FCC

lattice, with no evidence of superlattice lines, indicating an

atomically dÍsordered structure. (rnis result was also obtained for
the quenched .l7, lB, 19, and 20 at.% Cr samples.) However,

super'lattice lines are clearly visible in the diffraction pattern of
the annealed sampìe, suggesting an atomicaily ordered amangement of
cr impurities. These superrattice lines are also present in the

diffraction patterns of the annealed pt-19 and z0 at.% cr sampìes and

their intensity becomes progressively weaker with decreasing cr
concentration. No superìattice lines were observed in the diffraction
patterns of the annealed pt-17 and lB at.i[ Cr sampìes ; however, the
electrical resistivity and A.c. susceptibility data presented in

Sec. 3.5 suggests that the annealed lg at.% cr sampìe also possesses

some degree of atomic order, a]though it may be of a short_range nature.
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FrG.2.3-2. The djffractjon pattern of the DIS0RDERED (or quenched)
Pt-21 at.i[ Cr sampìe.
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FIG.2.3-3. The diffraction pattern of the ORDERED (or annealed)
Pt-21 al. % Cr sample.
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3. I Introduction

The electric and magnetic properties of dilute alloys consisting

of first row transjtjon elements (Tj, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni)

dissolved as subst'itutional ìmpurit'ies in the noble metal hosts (Cu, Ag,

and Au) exhibjt a wide variety of anomalous behaviour. In the dilute
(orisolated impurity) l imit, a substantial portion of the experimental

data can be explained in terms of the effect of an exchange jnteraction,

Hsd= -J3.i, between the conductjon electron spins, î, and a well-

defined localized impurity spin, l, where J js the exchange coupling

constant. When the conductjon electron scattering ampìitude jn.Juced

by such an ìnteraction is calculated beyond the fjrst Born

approximatl'on I I ], using conventjonal perturbation theory, the

fol lorv'ing expressìon for the jncremental (or impurity) resistivity,
¡p(T), 'is obtained :

^p(T) 
- J3 LnT ,forTtTK (3.r-l)

where T* is the Kondo temperature, i.e., the temperature below r¡rh'ich

simple perturbat'ion theory is no longer valjd. For J < 0, thjs

expression reproduces the observed logarithmic increase of Ap(T) with

decreasing temperature. The Kondo temperature T* ìs.given by

kBTK = D exp

i lJlN(EF)
( 3 . r -2 )
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where D and N(Ef) are, respectively, the conduction electron bandw'idth

and the density of states at the Fermi leve1 EF. Below T*, the

impurìty undergoes a gradual transition to a nonmagnetic ground state,

with the 'incremental resistivity at very 1ow temperatures (T<<TK)

having the form

Âp(T << TK) = ¡p(o) [ I - (T/TK)2 ] (3.1-3)

Estimates of the Kondo temperature, T*, for the 3d-shell transit'ion

series as 'impurities in noble metal hosts reveals a systematic

variation of T* with the posit'ion of the impurity in the periodic

table l2l, as shown in FIG.3.l-.l. Above the solid curve, which

represents a prediction based on a simp'le s-d model [2], the

impurities are magnetic, while below it they are nonmagnetic.

The interaction HrO also induces a ìong-range oscillating sp'in

density polarization in the conduction electron gas -- the RKKY spin

polarization t 3 ] -- which provìdes an indirect coupling mechanism

between impurities as their concentrat'ion (c) is increased above the

isolated impurity regime. At high temperatures, when the thermal

energy, kBT, is ìarger than the interaction energy, the randomly

distributed impurity spins behave paramagnetically and contribute a

"magnetic" component to the electrical resistivity which increases as

LnI with decreas'ing temperature. However, as the thermal energy

approaches the average RKKY coupling energy, the presence of the
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interactions leads to a reduction in the number of inelastic spin-flìp

scattering events, and hence a suppression of the logarithmic increase in

¡p(T) with decreasing temperature, eventua'l1y resulting in a resistivity
max'imum at a temperature TMAX , as shown in FIG.3.1-2. Reducing the

temperature even further results in a collective freezing of the impurìty

spins, accompanied by a sharp peak in the A.C. susceptìbi1ìty at a

temperature To, as shown in FIG.3.1-2. The nature of the ground state

into which these magnetic impurities order as the temperature Ís reduced

in this intermediate concentrat'ion regime, is still the subject of

considerable speculation. However, the oscìllatory sign of the RKKy

coupling suggests that the spins become locked into random orientations

belor,r the freezing temperature TO , and the term "spin g'lass,, [ 4 ] is

current'ly used to describe such a ground state.

The behaviour of these same first row transition impurities in

hosts such as Pd and Pt shows no such uniformity. In these hosts, in

the isolated impurity limit, the incremental resistivity is Kondo-like

(^p(T) increasing with decreas'ing temperature) onìy for impurities from

the first part of the first transition series (Ti, V, and Cr), with

those impurities from the latter part of the series (Mn, Fê, Co, and

Ni) inducing a temperature dependence in Âp(T) of the opposite sign.

Loram, l^lhite, and Grassie [ 5 ] have suggested that a unifjed descriptjon

of, at least, the electrical properties of such pd- and pt- based

alloys can be achieved via the localized spin fluctuation (fSf¡ model,

with the incremental resistivity, 
^p(T), 

represented by an express.ion
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of the form

¡p(T) = Ac + Bc Ln(T' * o')% (3.1-4)

where 0 is to be ident'ified with the LSF temperature (i.e.,
o =ñ/k'tr¡). This function was chosen because it closely resembles the

universal curves predicted by Kaiser and Doniach [6] and Rivier and

Zlatic 17 ], varying as ZnT at high temperatures (TttO) and as T2 at

low temperatures (T << o) :

¡p(T << 0) = Ac + Bc Ln1 Í /o)2 (3.r-5)

l4oreover, when the LSF model is phenomeno'logically modified to include

potential scattering of arbitrary strength [5], it is found that the

sign of the coefficient B (and hence of the temperature coefficjent

d [¡p(T)ii Of¡ is related to the effective valence difference ÂZ

between the host and impurity, and to the impurity spin S,v.ia

(3.r-6)

where 29"+1 accounts for the orbital degeneracy of the impurity state

under considération. B is thus posjtive for Mn, Fê, Co, and Ni

impurities in Pd and Pt ([=2, L7<s/2) and negative for Ti, v, and cr

in Pd and Pt (n.=2, L7>5/2).

* |e.

B o st"(#:-).,,(r#l
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It is interesting to note that an expression of the form of

Eq.(3.1-4) has also been predicted from Kondo theory when interactìons

betleen impurities and impurity-spin-lattice-relaxation processes are

included i8l. In this case the coefficient B is given by

D-Õ- ,t3 s1s + t ¡ (3. r-7)

where z is the number of s conduction electrons (with effective mass

m*¡ per atom, E, is the Fermi energy, and (N/V) is the number of atoms

per unit volume. Thus a change in the sign of the temperature

coefficient, d [¡p(T)1/¿1, requires a change in the sign of the

exchange coupling constant J.

As the transition impurity concentration is increased above the

singìe-impurity limit, interaötion effects occur, but once aga'in the

s'ituation'in Pd- and Pt- based alloys js more complicated than in noble

metal hosts. For a system of fluctuating impurity spins, the effect

of interactions at low temperatures (T<0) wilì be twofold :

(a) when kuT - interaction energy, the interactions tend to srow

down or stabilize the spin fluctuations at individual impurity sites,

resulting in an increase in the spin fluctuation lifet.ime, r.¡: ând

a decrease in the spin fluctuation temperature, Tsf or 0 (=Í/krtr¡).
According to Eq.(3.1-5), this leads to an increase in the magn'itude of

the low temperature T2 coefficient, Bc/202, over its isolated impurity

+[ffift)]
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value, so that the values for both c-l np(t. o¡ and
_l

c '(d [^p(T)l/Of)r*O in the presence of "stabilizing', interactions

are larger than the corresponding "single-impurity" va'lues.

(b) As the concentration increases, the interactions beg'in to

induce correlations between fluctuating spins at different impurity

sites, and eventually lead to a cooperative freezing of the impurity

moments be'low a temperature TO. As in noble-metal-based alloys, this

freezing is reflected in a decrease in the low temperature incremental

resistivity due to the removal of spin-flip scattering events.

The behaviour of the system for a particu'lar impurity

concentration c is determined by the competition between these two

interaction effects and can be conveniently summarized by the "phase"

diagram in FIG.3.l-3. In this figure, the curve labelled "0"

represents the behaviour of the singìe-impurity characteristic

temperature 0 (or Trf), which decreases with increasing concentration

due to the stabilization of the spin fluctuations (effect (a) above).

The curve labelled "To" illustrates the behaviour of the freezing

temperature, Tn, for a system of well-defined impurity spìns (O*0),
tJ

and increases with increasing concentration. The concentration at

which the two curves cross, i.e., where 0=T0, js denoted by c*. In

the sing]e-irnpurity (c*0) 'limit, the response of the system is

determjned sole'ly by the single-impurity characteristic temperature 0,

above which the impurity exhibits paramagnetic behaviour, and below
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which it becomes progressjvely less magnetic. For impurity

concentrations c. c*, lvhere O > T0, the behaviour of the system is

dominated by the dynamics of the spin fluctuations, so that the T'-vs-c

curve is shown as a broken line in this region. At higher

concentrat'ions, where c r.* and TO >0, the correlations between

impurities, which are responsible for the cooperative freezing of the

impurity moments (effect (b) above), are sufficiently strong to overcome

the dynamics of the spin fluctuations. For these concentrations, the

system behaves paramagnetically at high temperatures (T>>T0). However,

when the temperature is reduced below the T,-vs-c curve, the system

freezes into a spin-glass or ferromagnetic ground state and the

corresponding behaviour is dominated by the collective excitations from

this ground state. In th'is region the 0 values are of minorimportance,

so that the O-vs-c curve is shown as a dashed line.

The consequences of these 'interaction effects for the electrical

resistivity have been outlined previously by Coles et al [9, l0].
Briefly, the behaviour sketched for 0 and TO as a function of c implies

that the differenc. lp(Tl) - p(Tz)l with, say, T., = l.5K and T, = 4.2K,

should initially increase as c is increased from the singìe-impurity

limit, peak at concentrations around c*, where the effects of magnetic

ordering begin to play an important role, and then decrease at higher

concentrations, where magnetic freezing leads to the removal of spin-

f'lip scatteri¡g processes. Such behaviour has a'lready been observed

in systems like PclNi and thFe (see FIG.3.l-4), and the peak in
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lp(Tl) - p(Te)l inOicates a critical concentratjon for magnetic order.

In the present investigat'ion, the electrjcal resistivity and

A.C. susceptibility of a series of PdCr alloys, contain'ing between .05

and l8 at. % Cr, and PtCr alloys, containing between .05 and 2l at.% Cr,

are examjned over the temperature range 1.4 to 300K in order to study

the way in which interactions between Cr impurìties modjfy the single-

impurity behaviour as the Cr concentrat'ion is increased from the dìlute

(or isolated jmpurity) I'im jt, as wel I as to determ'ine whether the

magnetícally ordered ground state resulting from these interactions is

sjmilar to that occurrìng in spin glasses.
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3.2 Tlne Behaviour of PtCr and PdCn in the Dilute Limit

In this section, the electrical resistivity of several PdCr and

PtCr aÏToys containing .05, 0..|, 0.2, and 0.3 at.% Cr is examined.

For these concentrations, the Cr impurities are expected to be

essentialìy noninteracting, so that the temperature-dependence of the

incremEnrtal (or impurity) resistivity, ¿p(T), should be characteristic

of the scattering processes occurring at a sÍngle impurity site.

3.2.1 General Features

xn FIGS.3.2-l and 3.2-2, the measured a'l'loy resistivities, p(T):

for boÊh the Pdcr and Ptcr al]oys are plotted as a function of

temperature from I.4 to 300K. For all the al'roys examined, the

resistiuity increases monotonicaì'ly with increasing temperature and

exhibits no anomalous features, aside from a slower-than-linear

temperature dependence above about 150K. This departure from the

linear temperature dependence expected from electron-phonon scattering

at high temperatures, indicates the presence of a temperature-dependent

contribu,tion to p(T) from the cr impuritjes. In FIGS.3.z-3 and 3.2-4,

the incnementa.l (or impurity) resistivities, ¡p(T) = pALL.y(T) - pHOST(T),
' for alÏ the PdCr and ptCr alloys, are pìotted against temperature in

order to permit a more detailed examÍnation of the temperature-

dependent contrÍbution from electron-impurity scattering. From these
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figures, the residual jncremental res'istivity, Ap(T = 0), can be

extracted and these values are plotted jn FIG.3.2-5 as a functjon of

the nomjnal Cr concentration. Thìs figure shows that, for Cr

concentrations c < 0.3 at. % , Lp(T = 0) varies lìnearly w'ith the nomjnal

Cr concentration in both the PdCr and PtCr systems, w1th

Ap(1= 0) = 3.75 t .20 uf¿ cm./at. % Cr , for PdCr, (3.2-r )

and 
^p(T 

= 0) = 4.26 r .1 5 ue cm. /at . % Cr , for !!Cr. (3.?-2)

These values are in good agreement w'ith those obta'ined by Star et

al I l1 ] for PdCr and PtCr alloys of comparable concentratìon.

The incremental resistivities ìn FIGS.3.2-3 and 3.2-4 contain two

temperature-dependent contributions. The first contribution decreases

monotonjcal ly wjth jncreasing temperature, resu'lting in a negative slope,

d [^p(f)]/Of. O, at low and high temperatures. The second contributjon

increases with jncreasing temperature and, in combination with the first,
results in a local maximum in Âp(T) between 30K and 40K. This type of

behavìour closely resembles that observed in djlute nonmagnetìc

aìloys 1121, where it is attributed to a breakdown jn Matthiessen's

rule. In its most generaì form, I'latthiessen's rule states that the

electrjcal resistivity of a metal containing impurjtjes is given, at any

temperature T, by the express'ion

oRttov(T) = ororr(t) * otrruorrr(t) (3.2-3)
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!'rhere oOrrOr(t) is the measured resistivity of the al loV, or.rr(T) is

the resistivity of the pure host (and is due primarily to electron-

phonon scattering), and plNpURIty(T) =^p(T) is that due to the

impurit'ies (which may or may not be temperature dependent). Basica'lly,

Eq.(¡.2-3) assumes that the electron-phonon and electron-impur.ity

scattering processes are independent of each other, and that a sing]e

(isotropic) relaxation time can characterize each type of scatterìng.

Departures from Matthiessen's rule occur, (a) when the phonon spectrum

of the host is modified by the addition of the impurít'ies, (b) when the

Fermi surface (or, more generally, the electronic band structure) of

the host metal is altered by the presence of the impurities or,

(c) when the relaxation times for phonon and impurity scattering have

different anisotropies. At the lour concentrations examìned here, the

presence of the impurities is not expected to alter the phonon spectrum

or the band structure of the host, so that any deviations from

Matthjessen's rule probab'ly arise from the different anisotropies for

electron-phonon and electron-impurity scattering. Recent

jnvestigatÍons [ 
.l3, l4 ] of Matthiessen,s rule deviations, defined by

^(T) 
= oRl_l_oy(t) - ororr(T) - orrouRlTy(T), in various Pd and Pt based

a'lloys of comparable concentration to those examined here(i.e.,

c<l at.%), show that A(T) is negligible at low temperatures and then

increases rap-idly with increasing temperature, finally leve'l'ling off
at a temperature-independent plateau, for temperatures T > 60K. Clear'ly,

a Matthíessen's rule deviatíon of this form can account for the local
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maximum observed in the incremental resistivities in FIGS.3.2-3 and

3.2-4.

3.2.2 High Temperature Fits

Follow'ing the discussion in Sec.3.l, an attempt was made to fit
the incremental resjstivities in FIGS.3.2-3 and 3.2-4 to an expression

of the form

¡p(T) = Ac + Bc Ln(Tz * O')" , (3.2-4)

using a least-squares fitting procedure. The fitting procedure vras

based on an evaluation of

(s.z-s)

where N is the number of experimenta'l points (labe'lled i ) included in

the fit. The best fit was taken as the minimum in Eq.(3.2-5) and

denoted rmsd (root-mean-square deviation). For the very d'ilute alioys

examined here, the fit to Eq.(3.2-4) was carried out over a restricted

' temperature range, T > 68K for PdCr and T > 45K for PtCr, where the

contribution to Ap(T) from Matthiessen's rule breakdown was expected

to have reached its temperature-independent (high-temperature) p'lateau.

+{, i , þot")rro, - ¡p(Ti,ro,r] ']' '
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(at. % Cr)

TABLE 3.2-1 . Best-f i t parameters for Eq . (3 .2-4)

(a) þcr

.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

RANGE OF FIT

(K)

68 - 300

68 - 300

68 - 300

68 - 300

RMSD OVER THIS RANGE

( I 0-aun cm. /poi nt-at . % Cr)

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

6.67

5.35

5. 95

6. l6

RANGE OF FIT

(K)

0

(K)

45 - 300

45 - 300

45 - 300

45 - 300

A

(uCI cm. /at. % Cr)

RMSD OVER THIS RANGE

(10-3u0 cm./point-at. % Cr)

(b) !!cr

43. 5

45.0

43.0

44. 0

7.24

8.19

7 .61

8.03

B

(uCI cm. /at. % Cr)

I .78

I .43

I .34

0. 90

- 0.95

- 1.12

- 0.89

- 0.99

A

(K)

A

(ua cm. /at. % Cr)

73

71 .5

74

72.5

l7.lB

14.93

13.22

ll.6l

B

(uCI cm. /at. % Cr)

2.82

2.44

1 .97

I .65
J

Þ
LO
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The curves drawn in FIGS.3.2-3 and 3.2-4 are the incremental

resistivitjes computed from Eq.(3.2-4) using the "best-fit" parameters

listed in Table 3.2-1. The solid curves in these figures relate to the

temperature range actually covered 'in the fitting scheme (see

Table 3.2-1), while the dashed portions of the curves are extensions of

the computed fits to lower temperatures, where the situation is

complicated by the l4atthiessen's rule deviations, previous'ly described.

Clearly, an expression of the form of Eq.(3.2-4) provides an excellent

description of the experimental data, wjth the point-by-point devjation

of the computed fit from the measured value being, typica'l'ly, better

than 7xl0-auCIcm. /at.% Cr for PdCr and 2xl0-3uQcm./at.% Cr for

PtCr.

An inspection of the "best-fit" parameters in Table 3.2-l

reveals that, over the concentrat'ion range investigated here, the best-

fit values for the parameters A and B are concentration-independent for

I{Cr, but decrease (in magnitude) with increasing Cr concentration for

PtCr. However, the best-fit values for 0 are concentratìon-independent

in both systems, givin,g a single-impurity (c+0) characteristic

temperature 0 of -43K for PdCr and -73K for PtCr.

._2
I emperature I3.2.3 Low Term

At very 1ow temperatures

for the incremental resistivity

(T..0), Eq.(3.2-4) predicts a T2 form

¡p(T) (see Eq.(3..l-5)), the coefficient
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of which is gíven by

T2-coeff. = B.; (3.2-6)
2e'

in FIGS.3.2-6 and 3.2-7, the measured incremental resistivities, Ap(T),

of all the PdCr and PtCr alloys are p'lotted against T'rp to about

T=6K. These figures show that, at low temperatures, the incremental

resistivities of both the PdCr and PtCr al'loys contain a term

proportional to T2. Tabl e 3.2-2 Iists the "measured" T2-coefficients

obtained from these p'lots, as well as the "predicted" T2-coeffìcients

computed from Eq.(3.2-6), using the "best-fit" values for the

parameters B and 0 deduced from the "high-temperature" fits (see

Table 3.2-l ).

An inspection of Table 3.2-2 shows that the measured and

predicted T2-coefficients are in reasonably good agreement for the PtCr

a11oys, but not for the PdCr a'l1oys. A possible source of this

discrepancy lies in the procedure used to extract the measured T2-

coefficients from the experimental data. The resistivity of both pure

Pd and pure Pt contains a large, positive T2 term at low temperatures

I l5' 16] which arises from conduction electron-paramagnon scattering

- (i.e., the scattering of s conduction electrons from enhanced spin-
' 

density fluctuatíons in the d band). Thus the resistivities of the

PdCr and PtCr al'loys examined here contain contributions from two T2

terms : the first contribution arises from the scattering of conduction
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TABLE 3.2-2. List of T2 - coefficients

(a) PdCr

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

T2 COEFF. FROM Ap-vs-T2
PLOTS

(un cm. /K2 )

PREDICTED T2 - CoEFF. = %-
2e-

(un cm. /K2 )

.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

-5

-5

-5

-4

- 0.93 x l0
- 2.65 x l0
- 6.15 x l0
-1.20x.l0

-1.26x10-s
-2.76 x l0-s
- 4.82 x l0-s
-7.65x10-s

(b) !!cr

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

- COEFF. FROM

PLOTS

(usl cm. /K2 )

Âp-vs-T2 =Bc
202

T2 PREDICTED T2 - COErr.

(uç¿ cm. /12 )

.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

-1.38x10-s
-1.75x10-s
-3.78x10-s
-4.60x10-s

-1.32x10-s
- 2.38 x l0-s
-3.60x10-s
-4.68x10-s
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electrons from LSF and is associated spec'ifical'ly with the presence of

the Cr impurities, while the second contribution is the T2 term of the

host, discussed above. The T2-coefficient due to the impurities (i.e.,
from contribution one, above) was obtained from the experimentaì data

by subtracting the resistivity of the pure host from the resistivjty of

the alìoy, and then p'lotting the result (i.e., 
^p(T)) 

as a function of

T2. This procedure is equivalent to subtracting the T2 term of the

pure host from the T2 term of the a11oy. However, this method cìearly

neglects any changes in the T2 term of the host due to alloying, and

this could account for any discrepancies between the ',measured,' and

"predicted" values for the impurity T2-coefficient. The data in

Table 3.2-2 suggests that the T2 term of pure pd is more sensitive to

alloyÍng than that of pure Pt

3.2.4

The incremental resistivity, Ap(T), of several dilute pdCr and

Ptcr alìoys containing between .05 and 0.3 at.% cr has been shown to

contain a temperature-dependent contríbution which can be fitted, at

"high" temperatures (T>6BK for pdcr and r>45K for ptcr) , to an

expression of the form ¡p(T) =Ac + Bc In(T2 * o')'", with the sing]e-

impurity characteristic temperature 0 for Cr impurities estimated at

-43K in Pd and -73K in Pt. In addition, the measured incremental

resistivities for all the aìloys exhibit a limiting, low-temperature

Di scussion
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T2

of

dependence, which is consistent with the low-temperature expansion

the above express'ion, í.e., Âp(T << 0) * (I/o)2 .

With the above estimates for the single-impurity characteristic

temperature 0, the corresponding characterjstic energies, kgO

(-4x10-3eV for PdCr and -6x10-3eV for !!Cr), are orders of magnitude

smaller than even the most conservat'ive estimates of the width of a

virtual bound state for 3d impurities (n > 0.S eV for 3d impurities).

l4oreover, as shown i n FI G. 3. 2-8, the s'ing'l e- impuri ty characteri sti c

temperature 0 for first row transition'impurìt'ies in Pd and Pt varies

wÍth the position of the impurity in the periodic table [17] ìn much

the same way as the Kondo temperature, T*, for these same impuritjes in

noble metal hosts (see FIG.3.l-l), being'low at the center of the

series (Mn) and high near the ends (Ti and Ni).

Both the variation and magnitude for 0 suggest that an

interpretation of single-ìmpurity behaviour in terms of the

configuration-based model of Hirst [ 18, l9 ] is more appropriate than

one based on the virtual bound state (VBS) descript'ion of Friedel and

Anderson :

1. In terms of the traditional Friedel-Anderson VBS approach, 'it

is difficult to understand how energy differences, krO, as small as

l0-seV can be resolved at the impurity site, against such a broad

single-partic_le "uncertainty" 
^. 

This, however, is precisely the

strong poínt of a configurat'ion-based approach, since it rules out, on

energy conservation grounds, first order impurity-conduct'ion electron
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mixing processes (which would presumably mask such structure) in those

situations where the interconfigurational energy differences, Eexc, âFê

substantia'lìy larger than the potential impurity energy level width, A.

2. Recal'ling that the single-impurity characteristic temperature

is gìven by TK=TFexp(-nE.*./Â) in the Hirst model, then the data in

FIG.3.2-8 implies large values for the ratio E.*./Â near the center of

the diagram (Mn, Fe), with the ratio presumab'ly decreasing towards

either end (Ti, Ni). A significant reduction 'in the E.*./Â ratio can

lead to ejther interconfiguration fluctuation (ICF) behaviour or

locajized spin fluctuation (LSF) behav'iour. However, the high value for

0 for Ni and Ti, coupled wjth the expectation that 3d-4d covalent

admixture should be rather iarge in Pd and Pt hosts, suggests the

applicability of an LSF approach for these impurities, with the míxing

strength Â (= nlVUtX¡2 f'f {fr)) ¡etng sufficient'ly strong to cause

admixture between several many-electron states at the impurity sìte.

Impurities near the center of the series (Mn, Fe, and Co), on the other

hand, with a very low value of 0, are probably best described in terms

of a singìe many-electron configuration, which is stable (at least in

first order) against admixture with the conduction electron states.

Cr impurities appear to lie betr¿¡een these two extremes, having a

single-impurity characteristic temperature 0 estimated at -43K in Pd

and -73K in Pt. Consequently, it is uncertain whether Cr impurìties

should be described as (a) having a well-defined sp'in (i.e.,
configurationaì1y stable) with a high Kondo temperature T*, or
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(b) configurationally unstable but with a comparat'ively ìow LSF

temperature, Trr.
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3.3 Interaction Effects and the Onset of l¿lagneti c 0rder

in this section, the electrical resistivity of five PdCr a11oys

containing 4, 5, 6, 8, and l0 at.% Cr and five PtCr alloys contaínìng

5, 6, 8, 10, and 12 at.% Cr is examined over the temperature range

1.4 to 300K.

3.3.1 General Features of the Res i sti vi ty

In FIG.3.3-1, the measured resistivitÍes, p(T), of the five PdCr

alloys contajning between 4 and l0 at.% Cr are plotted as a function of

temperature T from 1.4 to 300K. The data for the 4, 5, and 6 at. % Cr

a'l1oys possess well-defined resistjvity minima [ 20, 21,22 ] occurring

at approximately TMIN= 65, 70, and 75K, respect'ively. Furthermore, the

data on these three less-concentrated PdCr alloys do not dispìay, in an

obvious manner, the effects of impurìty-impurity interactions (v'ia a

resistivity maximum at 1ow temperatures). This contrasts with the

behaviour of the 8 and l0 at. % Cr alloys. The data on the B at.% Cr

samp'le possesses a resistivity minimum at a temperature TMIN= 75-80K.

tselow this minimum, p(T) initially increases with decreasing temperature,

hut then flattens considerably as the temperature i:s further reduced.

The resistivity of the Pd'10 at.% Cr a'lloy c'learly demonstrates the

onset of magnetic ordering via a broad maximum centered around T**= 20K,

below a rather weak local minimum at Trr*= 55K.
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TABLE 3.3-1. Estimates for

( a ) Pc!_Cr

TMIN und rNRx

ÃtLOY

(at. % Cr)

T¡,rtt,r

(K)

TNRx

(K)

4

5

6

I
t0

65

70

75

75 - g0*

55*

3

3

3

3

3

NO MAXIMUM

NO MAXIMUM

NO MAXIMUM

4 ! 0.75

20tl

* loc:al, not absolute, minima

(b) !!cr

Aü-LOY

(at. % Cr)

Tt',ril,¡

(K)

TuRx

(K)

5

6

I
l0
12

40t
50t
58t
63t
49t

3

3

3

3

3

NO

MAXIMUM

IN

THESE

ALLOYS
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In FIG.3.3-2, the rneasured resistivit'ies, p(T), of the five PtCr

al'loys containing between 5 and l2 at.% Cr are plotted as a function of

temperature from 1.4 to 300K. All of the PtCr a'lloys possess a well-

defined resistivity minimum, with the temperatur., Tt.lIN, at which the

minimum occurs initia'l1y increasing with increasing Cr concentratjon,

from 40K for Pt-5 at.% Cr to 63K for Pt-10 at.iÁ Cr, and then decreasing

to 49K in the Pt-12 at. % Cr aì'loy, as can be seen from Table 3.3-l . One

striking difference between the observed behaviour of the PdCr and PtCr

systems concerns the onset of magnetic order. In PdCr, magnet'ic orderìng

occurs for a Cr concentration c=8 at.l", whereas, in PtCr, such effects

are clearly absent above 1.4K, even in the 12 at. % Cr aìloy. Th'is point

wil I be discussed 'in more detail later.

3.3.2 Incremental Resistivjty --- High Temperatures

In FIGS.3.3-3,3.3-4,

¡p(T) = oALLoy(r) - poa(T), of

temperature from 1.4 to 300K.

and 3.3-5, the incremental resíst'ivities,

the five PtCr alloys are pìotted against

Since an expression of the form

¡p(T) = Ac * Bc Ln(I2 + O2)1á (3.3-r)

was shou¡n, in Section 3.2, to accurately reproduce the observed

incremental resistivities of the very d'ilute Ptcr a'l1oys containìng

between .05 and 0.3 at.% Cr" a similar fit v¡as attempted on the more
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concentrated PtCr data presented here.

First, an attempt was made to fìt the experimental data to Eq.(3.3-l)

over the entire temperature range from 1.4 to 300K, using the least-squares

fitting procedure previously described in Sec.3.2. The soljd curves in

FIGS.3.3-3, 3.3-4, and 3.3-5(a) represent the calcurated incremental

resistivities, ¡p(T) =Ac* BcLn(T2*O')%, obtained from this fittìng
procedure usíng the "best-fit" parameters A, B, and 0 listed in Table 3.3-2.

For the 5 and 6 at.% cr alìoys shown in FIG.3.3-3, Eq.(3.3-l) provides

a good fit to the experimental data at temperatures above 30K; belor,¡ thjs

temperature, however, systematic deviations from the calculated curves

begín to appear. These deviations become more pronounced, and begin at

higher temperatures, in the B and l0 at.% cr alloys shown in FIG.3.3-4.

Moreover, for the alloys containing l0 and 12 at.% cr (see FIG.3.3-5(a)),

there is also disagreement around room temperature. Consequentìy, it was

decided to fit Eq.(3.3-l) to the experimental data over a restricted

temperature range, nameìy 0 <T< 300K. The corresponding calculated ¡p(T)

curves are shown in FIGS.3.3-5(b), 3.3-6, and 3.3-7, and the associated

"best-fit" parameters are listed in Table 3.3-3. These curves provide a

substantially better fit to the experimental data over the appropriate

temperat,ure range than do those discussed above. In FIGS.3.3-5(b), 3.3-6,

and 3.3-7, the solid curves relate to the temperature range actuaìly

covered in the fitting scheme (i.e.,54-300K), while the dashed portions

are extensioní of these curves to lower temperatures. An inspection of

Table 3.3-3 reveals that the parameters A, B, and 0 are not concentration
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(at. % Cr)

TABLE 3.3-e. Best-fì t parameters for Eq. ( 3. 3-l )

PtCr

5

6

8

l0
12

RANGE OF FIT

(K)

.4 - 300

.4 - 300

.4 - 300

.4 - 300

.4 - 300

RMS DEVIATION
OVTR THIS RANGE

(10-auç¿ cm. /poì nt-at . iL Cr)

3.0

3.8

6.1

6.9

4.8

(K) (uf¿ cm. /at. % Cr) (uCI cm. /at. % Cr)

50

50

52

56

67

7 .15

7.04

6.71

6.31

5.76

0.61

0.59

0. 54

0.46

0.42

Ol
LO
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TABLE 3.3-3. Best-fit parameters for Eq.(¡.3-l) : Restricted fjtting range

llcr

ALLOY RANGE OF FIT

(at. % cr) (K)

5

6

I
10

12

54 - 300

54 - 300

54 - 300

54 - 300

54 - 300

RMS DEVIATION
OVER THIS RANGE

(10-ausl cm. /poìnt -at. % Cr)

5.1

4.7

6.2

6.0

4.9

(K) (uf¿ cm. /at. % Cr)

52.5

56

60

73

B5

7 .19

7 .16

6.87

6.61

6.06

B

(uCI cm. /at. % Cr)

- 0.62

- c.6l

- c.57

- 0.52

- 0.47

\¡
N)
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independent; the "best-fit" values for A and lBl decrease stightly with

increasing Cr concentration, while the I'best-fit" values for the

characteristìc temperature 0 increase w'ith increasing Cr content.

The incremental resistivities, Ap(T) = oALL'y(T) - ppd(T), of the

five PdCr alloys containing between 4 and l0 at.% Cr are pìotted against

temperature from 1.4 to 300K in FIGS.3.3-8 and 3.3-9. Following the

procedure used in fitting the PtCr data, it was decided to fit the PdCr

incremental resistivity data to Eq.(3.3-l) over a restricted temperature

range as well. The solid curves in FIG.3.3-8 correspond to a least-squares

fit of the ìncremental resistivities of the 4, 5, and 6 at.% cr aììoys to

Eq.(9.3-l) above 20K, while the solid curves in FIG.3.3-9 represent a

ìeast-squares fit of the experimental data for the I and l0 at.% Cr alloys

at temperatures above 28K and 40K, respectively, where the effects of

magnetic ordering should have little 'influence (i.e., for temperatures

T > 2TMAX). Table 3.3-4 conta'ins a comprehens'ive list of the "best-fit"
parameters A, B, and 0. In PdCr, as in BlCr, the characteristic

temperature 0 increases with increasing cr concentration, wh'ile lBl

decreases with increasing Cr content. The coefficient A, on the other

hand, initially decreases wjth increasing Cr concentration, reaching a

minimum at around 6 at. % cr, and then increasing with the further

addition of Cr.
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tlG.3.3-8. The incremental resistivities Âp(T) of the pd-4, 5, and 6 at.% cr
alìoys plotted agaìnst temperature'from 1.4 to iOOf. The solid
curves are fits of the data above 20K to Eq,(3.3-l), while the
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TABLE 3.3-4.

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

Best-fit parameters for Eq.(3.3-l) : Restricted fitting range

4

5

6

I
l0

RANGE OF FIT

(K)

20 - 300

20 - 300

20 - 300

28 - 300

40 - 300

RMS DTVIATION
OVER THIS RANGE

(l O- 
3usl 

cm. /point -at. % Cr)

PdCr

1.24

1 .12

0. 95

0. 60

0. 34

(K) (u0 cm. /at. % Cr)

25.4

28.2

33.4

57 .7

80.4

A

6.76

6.71

6.58

6.64

6.68

B

(u0 cm. /at. % Cr)

- 0.67

- 0.64

- 0.62

- 0.61

- 0.60

J

!
O)
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3.3.3 Incremental Resistivity --- Lov¡ Temperatures

It is apparent from the above discussion that, while Eq.(3.3-l)

provides a good description of the incremental resist'ivity data in both

the PdCr and PtCr systems at "h'igh" temperatures, systematic deviations

between the measured and pred'icted Ap(T) begin to appear at low

temperatures (for the Cr concentrations examined here). At low

temperatures (T..e), Eq.(S.3-l) pred'icts a T2 form for the incremental

resistivity Âp(T << 0) :

¡p(T << e) = Ac + Bc Lnl + (gc/Zg2) 12 (3.3-2)

and hence a temperature coefficient

w'ith temperature for T << 0 :

d [Ap(T..0)]/Ol which varies f inearly

(3.3-3)

Such a T2 term was indeed observed in the very djlute PdCr and PtCr a'l'loys

(containing between .05 and 0.3 at.% Cr) examined in Sec.3.2. However,

in the more concentrated alloys examined here, the presence of interactions

between impurities modifies the low-temperature single-impurity behaviour

in such a way ihat, for all five PtCr alloys and for the PdCr aìloys

containÍng 4, 5, and 6 at. % Cr, the measured values for both Ap(f.0)

d [¡p(T << e)]
= (Bclo2) T

dT
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and d [¡p(T..e)]/¿r are significant'ly larger than the corresponding

values predicted by Eqs.(3.3-l) and (3.3-3) using the ,,best-fjt,'

parameters from the high-temperature data. In order to illustrate this

point, the measured and calculated low-temperature incremental

resistivities for the five PtCr aìloys containìng between 5 and l2 at.%

cr and the three Pdcr al'loys containìng 4,5, and 6 at.% cr are plotted

against T2 in FIGs.3.3-10, 3.3-ll, and 3.3-lZ. Table 3.3-5 lists the
I

values of rwo parameters, 
lfootl.5K)lrror- [¿p(l.sK)rrorr] and

¡p(1.5K) -^p(a.2K), extracted from the low-temperature incremental

resistivity data. From these figures, the differences between the

observed and predÍcted low-temperature behaviour are clearly visible,

with the measured values for the incremental resistiv'ity, Âp(T<0), and

the low-temperature slope, d [Ap(T..0)]/¿f, being larger than the

predicted values. As discussed in Sec.3.l, this type of behaviour can

be attributed to the dominance of the resistivity by single-site

scattering events, with interactions between ìmpurities stabjlizing the

spin fluctuations at individual impurity sites. Moreover, an inspection

of the tabulated vatues for 
^p(1.5K) 

-^p(a.zK) and Ilootl.5K)].
I L MEAS

[ ¡p(].5K)lCnfCJ shows that the magnitude of the low-temperature slope,

as well as the difference between the measured and pred'icted values for

Âp(T < 0), initial]y increases with increasing cr concentration, passes

through a maxímum (at around l0 at.% cr in ptcr and s at.% cr in pdcr),

and then decreases with the further addition of cr. As pointed out in

sec.3.l, such a decrease signals the onset of correlations between

fluctuating spins at different impurity sites, indicating a trend
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TABLE 3.3-5

(a) PtCr

^p(l 
.5K) - 

^p( 
4.2K)

(un cm. )

I rootr . sK) ]*ro, - [np( r . sK) rro.r]
(uCI cm. )

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

5

6

I
l0
12

0. 079

0.224

0.342

0.606

0.510

.021 8

.0290

.0435

.0633

.0550

(b ) Pc!_Cr

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

I roorr . sK)]rro, - t¡p(r . 5K)l
CALC ] ^p(l 

.5K) - 
^p( 

4.2K)

(uCI cm. )(urì cm. )

4

5

6

I
t0

1.295

I .588

I .365

0.41 3

- 0.646

+ .390

+.419

+ .337

- .040

- .078
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towards a magnetic ordering of the impurity spins. (In fact, for the

Pd-8 and l0 at. % Cr alloys, Ap(1.5K) -Ap(a.2K) is negative, indicatìng

the presence of a maximum in the corresponding incremental resistivjties

due to the gradual freezing out of spin-flip scattering events. This

point wi'l'l be discussed in more detai'l 'later. 
)

Such stabilization and correlation effects require the thermal

energy krT to be of the order of the interaction energy. An estimate

of the magnitude of the interaction energy for Cr impurities'in Pd and

Ft can be obtained from the double-resonance coupling model of

Carol i L23 ] and Blandi n l2al. Double-resonance coup'ìing between two

impurities separated by a distance R [25] leads to an interaction

energy of the form

urnr(R) = T
o

I,"#L'z E, s in ol sin
cos(2krR+of+oi)

(3.3-4)
(krR)3

where 1, labels the various partial waves, EF is the Fermi energy, k, is
the Fermi momentum and ôl and 6n are the phase shifts for the appropriate

[spin up (+) or spin dor,rn(-)] .Q,th partìal wave. The phase shifts

appearing in Eq.(3.3-4) can be obtained from the Friedel sum rule [26] :

ôn

l= ,29.+l [^+
f "[ôr

(rr) + ô; (EF)] (3.3-5)

where Z is the effective valence difference between the impurity and host,
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while the impurity spìn S is gìven bV lZ7 )

25=

Assuming d-wave (L= 2)

and using Z = -4 and S =

and (3.3-6) yield

(Er) (3.3-6)

contributions domìnate Eqs.(3.3-4) to (3.3-6),

5/2 for Cr impurities in Pd and pt, Eqs(3.3-5)

(3.3-7)

r 2I-+ I ["+/ 

-lô^

7_ Tr LL
6; (EF)]

3n -.^r l3n-n and ö2=--70"+oz=

In order to estimate E.nt(R) from Eq.(3.3-4), it is necessary

to evaluate k, and Er. Recent band-structure calculations for pt t 2g ]
indicate that the Fermi velocity vF for xl,J5, the open d-hole surface
'in the fifth zone, averages approximately to 0.3 a.u.. The bare band

mass for this surface [ 29] 1s 6.2 and the enhancement factor is
1.67 1287. The effective mass rj ir thus estimated at 10.3m¡, which

gives kF = 5.9 Å-1, and the product krR for nearest-neighbour cr

impurities is 16.3. The estimated Fermi energy E,, for pt is g.9ev

(reìatìve to the zero of potentiaì between muffin-tin spheres t 2g l).
Then, from Eq.(3.3-4), the interaction energy for nearest-nejghbour

pairs of Cr impurities in Pt js

Eint(n.n.) = l.35xl0-3eV = l5K, for ptCr. (3. 3 -8)
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Thjs calculation can also be performed for cr impurities in pd. For

the open d-hole surface xl.ls in Pd, the average Fermi velocitv v, is
approximately 0.2 a.u. [ 28 ]. The enhancement factor for this

surface [ 28 ] is 1.66 and its bare band mass lz4l is 9.1, so that the

effective mass mi is '15.ì mO. This gives kF = 5 .7 Ã- I and thus the

product krR for nearest-ne'ighbours is 15.6. Taking E, as 7.6 eV [29 ],
then the interaction energy for nearest-neighbour pairs of Cr impurities

in Pd ìs

Efnt(n.n.) = 6.0 x l0-3eV = 70K, for PdCr. (3.3-e)

The values for Eint in tqs.(3.3-B) and (3.3-9) are'in reasonably good

agreement wjth the observed temperature at whìch deviations between the

measured and calculated incremental resistivit'ies ¡p(T) first begin to

appear. ldhile it ís true that estimates for Ernt âre very sens'itive

to the choice of parameters, this calculation is included in order to

demonstrate that such a coupìing mechan'ism is capab'le of yielding
jnteraction energies of the appropriate magnìtude, with a reasonable

selection for Z and S.

The difference between the measured incremental resistivities
and the calculated, isolated-impurity curves at low temperatures in

both the Pdcr and Ptcr systems should be dominated initially by "pair,'

interactions, the energy of which is given by Eqs.(s.¡-g) and (3.3-9)

(at 'least for nearest-neìghbour pairs). In FIG.3.3-.l3, an attempt is
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made to establjsh the pa'ir dominance of the excess low-temperature

'incremental resistìvìty in Ptcr by plottìng the difference

Ifooft)]*ro, 
- [¿p(t)lrorr]..-t againsr temperature for the pt-5, 6,

B, and l0 at. % cr a'l'loys. The error bars in this figure correspond

to a change of t0.5K in the characteristic temperature 0 (tfr'¡s js the

estimated uncertainty in 0). From FIG.3.3-13 it is clear that, within

experimenrat error, the differenc. 
{toott)lrrOr- [¡p(t)]rOrr] does

.2scale as c-. The data on the Pt-12 at.% cr alloy are not included in

this figure. tlhile the differer I
ìce 

ltaofrllrro, - [¡p(t)]rorJ.. ror

this a'l'loy exhibits a similar dependence on temperature, its magnitude

is cons'iderab'lv smaller. For exampre, 
ltao(1.5K)1,¡ro, 

- [¿p(1.5K)tro,-r] . .
for the Pt-12 at. % cr sampte ìs (3.s t 0.2s) x rO-3usl cm./(at. % cr)z,

compared wìth typically 5 x l0-3p0cm ./(at. % cr)' fo" the other alìoys.

As discussed prevìous]y, th'is decrease is interpreted as arjsing from

the increasing importance of correlation effects betu¡een fluctuating

sp'ins at different impurity sites, indicating a trend towarcls magnetic

order. The corresponding trend in pdcr appears above about 5 at. % cr.
As a resutt, rhe 

Iiooft)],,,ror- t¡p(T)rrorrJ. c-2-vs-T ptots ror rhe

Pdcr aìloys examined in th'is sect'ion do not l'ie on a common curve, as

do those for the Ptcr alloys in FIG.3.3-13, since, even in the

Pd-5 at.% cr alloy, ìnteraction effects have a'lready progressed well

beyond the stage where "pair" interactions dominate.

Thjs leads to the next point -- the absence of magnetic order

above l.5K in PtCr, even for 12 at.% Cr in pt. A comparison of the

187 .
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magnetic ordering temperature for Cr in Pd, pt, and typically, Au,

indicates that Ín spite of the effects of exchange enhancement, this

temperature decreases across the sequence Aucr, pdcr, ptcr, which is

aïso the variation followed by the LSF lifetime rr, [30J. For djlute

aïXoys in general (c . 1 at. %), magnetic order is induced by

interimpurity coup'ling via an oscillatory conduction electron spin

polarization. In real systems, there are several factors that

contribute to nt(Ë), the spin density at a distance Ë f.or a magnetic

irnpurity. The final form for nt(Ë) can thus be rather complicated tsr 1.

However, in the case of a spherical Fermi surface, and for exchange

n¡atrix elements ;(È,È') between the initial conductìon electron state

i an¿ the final state È', *hich are functions of ô=Ê- È, alone,

then [ 3l ]

xi (o) J(q) cos(ô.Ê) ¿q (3.3-r0)

where X1(O) is the Fourier component of the static exchange-enhanced

(interact'ing) conduction eìectron susceptibility. For the systems

studied here, particularly at low temperatures, where the conduction

eìectron thermal lifetime ñ/kBI becomes very long compared with the

spin fluctuation lifetime rsf, the above form is no longer appropriate.

In the same way that an understanding of localìzed spin fluctuations

requires a calculation of the full dynamic (rather than the static)
response of an impurity, so the spin polarization s(È,t) induced by a

n1(È) - 'I
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J

s(È,t)-f oi, Iollf or*.,(ô,r) .¿Ó'(í'-f' 
) .--(t-t')r(i,,t,). (3.3-r)

q

fluctuating spin should be calculated using the dynamic conduction

electron response function Xi(q,rrf), with osf= kBø/ñ, the LSF

frequency.

The calculation is based on the following expressìon [ 32 ] for

the spìn po'larization s(Ê,t) = n*(T,t) - n-(i,t) induced at the point î
at tir¡re t by the perturbing fie'ld H(l' ,t') :

The simplest representation for the field H(T',t') induced by a

fluctuating spin at site ï', interact'ing with the conduction electrons,

is to take H(T',t') as sinusoidal in time (with frequency c^rrr) and we'll

I ocal'ized i n space :

H(È',t') = -JSl "^"t ô(È') (3.3-r2)

Substituting this expression in Eq.(3.3-ll) yields

iu-"t ¿A'.i
s(ï,tlo-JSle sr Ixi(ô,rrr) e'

i
(3.3-r3)

For a "static" local moment (rrf= 0), Eq.(3.3-13) reduces to the

conventional RKKY result [ 33 ].
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If this time-dependent spin polarization s(Ë,t) is now coupìed

to a second fluctuating spin at position È, then, using the adiabatic

approximation, one obtains for th'is coup'ling

flor.(È,rrf) - Jr3, .3, ."0 
I xi (ô,rrr) .iô'È. I tl [.t(t'rt 

*to)t'0.,

q , n*0ó

r + ¿ô .-+-+
- J's1 'sr L I xi (ô,rr1) e¿9'r , (3. 3-r 4)t, 

6

where ô'is simply a phase factor which accounts for the fact that spìn

fluctuations at different sites are incoherent. If the precise form

for xr(ô,rrf) 'is negìected, then this rather crude calculation implies

that the coupling represented by Eq.(3.3-'14) decreases as the spin

fluctuation frequency ursf (or LSF temperature 0) increases. This is a

physica'lly reasonable result in that, ôs osf * - (no localized magnetic

moment), the RKKY-type coup'ling vanishes. It also allows a qualìtative

understanding of the decrease in the magnetic ordering temperature

across the series AuCr, PdCr, PtCr.
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3.3.4 Low Temperature Incremental

Pd-8 and 10 at. %

Resistivjty of

Cr Al loys

In Sec.3.3.2 it was shown that the high temperature incremental

resistivìties of the Pd-B and l0 at.l, Cr alloys were well represented

by an expression of the form ¡p(T) =Ac+ BcLn(T2*ot)'", with 0 estimated

at about 60K and 80K, respectiveìy. However, at 'low temperatures, these

two alloys undergo magnetìc ordering. The low-temperature deta'ils of

the jncremental resistivities for the pd-B and l0 at.% cr alloys are

plotted in FiG.3.3-14, which indjcates that Ap(T) for both ailoys

passes through a rather broad maximum occurring at TMAX =4 r0.75K and

20tlK, respective'ly. Thìs type of behaviour is famjliar in dilute

alìoys of first row transitjon metal ìmpurities in noble metal hosts[34],

and sjgnals the onset of magnetic order induced by RKKy-type spin

density osc'illat'ions t 3 ] in the host's conduct'ion band. However, the

de'lay in the appearance of a resistivity maximum in PdCr until the Cr

concentration has increased beyond about I at.% (and the absence of

any such anomaly below l2 at.% cr in Ptcr) suggests that the

effectiveness of long-range coupling via conventjonal RKKY oscillations

is considerably reduced in spin-fluctuating systems ljke PdCr (and ptCr)

and hence any magnetic ordering that does occur must, in addition to

any RKKY coupìing, result prìmarily from nearest-neighbour d-d overlap

between impurities. Accordjng to Moriya I is 1, direct exchange between

nearest-neìghbour impurities wíth near'ly half-fil led d shel ls (l ike Cr)

the
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in Pd favours antiparallel spin aìignment, so that such a coupling

should assist the "conventional" RKKY coupling to produce a "disordered"

antiferromagnetìc ground state [ 36 ]. The temperature T** at wh'ich

the maximum occurs is thus taken as the trans'ition temperature to this

spin 91 ass-l i ke ground state.

The first point of interest is that, for a given concentration,

T** occurs at a much lower temperature than, Sôy, for Cr in Au [ 3a ].
In addit'ion, the rat'io [lo(rror) - lo(0)]/¡p(Tmnx) is also rather small,

as can be seen from Table 3.3-6. Us'ing an effective mass treatment of

s conduction electron-'impurity moment scattering, the following

express'ion can be derived [ 37 ] for the difference ap(T¡44u) - ¡p(0) :

¡p(T,'o*) - 
^p(0) _

c

^*J1TM
J2s/LL\

\N/
(3.3-15)

2ñ e2E-r

vlhere m* is the conduction electron effective mass, tF is the Fermi

energy, and N/v'is the number of atoms per unìt volume. J is the

appropriate averaged wavevector ({)-aependent effect'i ve exchange

coupling [ 38, 39 ]; for resistivity it is strongìy weighted around

lil =zkF. s is the irnpurity spin. using parameters appropriate to

the Pd s band [40], the numerical factor on the right-hand side of

Eq.(S.3-15) assumes the value 6.56 ua cm./(eV)2-at. % impuritV I al ].
Using a "free-ion" spin of 2 for Cr L4Zl, and the differences

[lp(T¡r¡¡) -^p(0)]c-r tisted in Table 3.3-6, estjmates for lJl can be



TABLE 3.3-6.

ALLOY T¡,lRx

Summary of various parameters for the Pd-B and l0 at.% Cr alloys

(at. % Cr) (K)

B

l0

cc
(uCI cm . /at. % Cr) (uCI cm./at . % Cr)

^p(TNRx) 
¿p(0)

4 t 0.75

20t1

* Based on a higll-temperature spìn of
reduction in (S.t) rrO* ; this is

4.2190

4.01 95

¡p(T'rl'o*) - 
^p(0) lr'-rl lrrrl---Ãr(Tj4T-

(eV) (ev)

4.?130

3. 981 0

2, and attributing the entire difference to a
a lower limit.

0.00.l 4

0.0096

(t.t)iro*

0.022

0. 054

0.27

0.27

0.01 3

0. 0B

J
(O
Þ
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obtained from Eq.(3.3-15). These are listed in Table 3.3-6 as lJrrl
In the same effective mass treatment, the coefficient B

appearing in the expression ¡p(T) = Ac + Bc Ln(Tz + g2¡', is given by

(3.3-r6)

where z is the number of conduction electrons per atom (0.36 for pd t40]).
Using the same value for the numerical factor in square brackets as that

used in Eq.(3.3-15) (with EF=1.33 eV, again from an effectjve mass

treatment of the s band [41 ]) and with the values for B listed in
Table 3.3-4' one obtains the values for J listed in Table 3.3-6 under

IJHTI(aìthough, sÍnce B is negative, J must also be negative). The

magnitudes deduced for the exchange coupìing J at high (Jr1) and low

(Jrr) temperatures thus appear to differ by at reast a factor of s.

For other Pd- and Pt- based transition metal alloys showing simi'lar

effects to those observed here -- ldco [43] and !!.Fe [ 44] -- such a

procedure does not lead to substantia'lly different values for J* and

Jrt' Provided that s is identified with the "on-site" impurity spin

rather than the "giant moment" spin (on-site spin plus induced d-band

polarization). For example, in pdCo, using an ',on-site" spin of

S=l [45] gives JHT=0.140 eV and JLT=0.134 eV, while for !!Fe,
JHT=0.082 eV and JLT=0.061 eV with S=1.5 (as for Fe in pd t+S1¡.
(In both systems, JLT is obtained from the step height measured in a

B = F¡3s(s*r)[ 3nT*

"F fz te' t, (Ðl
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magnetic field, 'in whìch case Eq.(3.3-ls) is appropriately mod'ifjed by

'including an extra factor of I + 45 [ 37 ].
The apparent discrepancy between these values for J at high and

at low temperatures derived from the PdCr resistivity data can poss'ibly

be accounted for by a more careful analysis of the relative values for

the impurity spin s in Eqs.(3.3-.l5) and (3.3-16). The estimates for B

used in tq.(3.3-ì 6) are obta'ined from f jtting the experìmenta'l data to

tq.(3.3-l) over the temperature range O<T<300K. At 300K the incremental

resistjvìty ìs approaching its temperature-'independent "plateau", and

so the use of the "free-ìon" spin ìn Eq.(3.3-16) appears to be justified
(several propert'ies of a number of systems exhib'it free-spin behaviour

at temperatures above 0 [ 43, 44, 46, 47 l). However, thjs is not the

case 'in tq.(3.3-.l5). Both resistivity max'ina occur at temperatures

TMAX..u, and tire effective ìmpurity spin js thus expected to be

reduced belovrits high-temperature value | 44, 46, 49, 49 ] (Ürls .is in

agreement with experjmental observatjon 147, 50], and such effects

are clearìy demonstrated jn the susceptìb'i1ìty of the closeìy related

Ptcr system [ 5l ]) . It fol lows that values for the effect.ive sp.in

/"\
feft) frO* at the appropriate temperature TrO* can thus be estimated

by substituting into Eq.(9.3-ls) tne high-temperature values for J

obtained from Eq.(3.3-16). These estimates are l'isted in Table 3.3-6lSZl.
Attributìng the entire discrepancy between the values for J to

a reduction in (^ \
,.s.fÐT'AX, results in an apprec'iable lowerjng of the
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effective-spìn value below 'its high-temperature value. However, the

result that (t.rr(10 at. % cr)) rro* t (t.rr(8 at. % cr)) rro*

follows the expected pattern. Thìs approach also suggests that as the

Cr concentration (and henc. TNRx) increases, (.t) r*o* should

increase, tend'ing to the h'igh-temperature spin value when T¡,IAX = 
0'

3.3.5 Dev'iat'ions from Matthiessen's Rule

F'inally, the possibility of deviat'ions from Matthiessen's rule,

wh'ich are expected to occur at temperatures such that Or'rr(t) =Ap(T) [12 ]'

must be considered. An ìnspection of the incremental resistivìty data

jn FIGS.3.3-3 to 3.3-9 reveals that this condit'ion is approached as the

temperature increases. However, even for the least concentrated aì'loys

examined (Pd-4 at.% cr and Pt-5 at. % cr), and at the highest

temperature attained ìn this experiment (300K), the condit'ion is never

actually satisfjed. For example, for the Pd-4 at. % Cr alloy'

^p(300K) 
=12.15 uCI cm. compared with ppd(300K) = 10.8 pfi cm.. S jm'ilarlv,

for the Pt-5 at ' % cr alloy, ap(3001() =18'2 uQ cm' while

oOr(300K) = 9.8 uft cm. Wh'ile l4atth'iessen's rule dev'iations are thus

not expected to occur, the effect of fitting the data for the

Pd,4 at.% Cr alloy over the range 20R<T.To, for To varJing from

200K to 300K, has been jnvestigated. hjhile thjs procedure changes 0

by up to 1.5K, ìt does not improve the. rms deviation, nor does the

calculated curve (using the approprìate best-fìt parameters) pass
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below the high-temperature experìmental data, as would be expected if
l'1atthi essen' s rul e breakdown occurred. It i s thus concl uded that

deviations from Matthiessen's rule are not an'important consideratìon

here.

3.3. 6 Summary

l4easurements of the electrical resistjvity of several PdCr

aìloys containing between 4 and l0 at.% cr, and several Ptcr aìioys

containing between 5 and l2 at.% Cr, over the temperature range

1.4 to 300K, shovl that at "hjgh" temperatures, the incremental

resistivìty, ¡p(T), for all the alloys is well represented by an

express'ion of the form ¡p(T) =Ac* BcLn(Tz*O')% , with the characteristic

temperature 0 increas'ing with increasìng cr concentration in both

systems. However, at low temperatures (t.e), differences between the

measured and predicted values for ¡p(T) begin to appear. In all the

PtCr alloys exam'ined, and in the PdCr alloys containing 4, 5, and

6 at. % Cr, the nature of these deviations is such that the measured

val ues for c- t¿p(t 
< 0 ) and .- t ¿[¡p(r .. 0 ) ]/¿l are si gni ficantìy

larger than the values predicted by the above expression, using the

best-fit parameters from the high-temperature fits. such behaviour

can be attributed to the stabilizat'ion of spin fìuctuatjons by

interimpurìty interactjons. Moreover, the temperature at which the

deviations occur can be approxjmately reproduced by calculatjng the
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nearest-neìghbour-pair ìnteract'ion energy using the Blandin-Caroli

double-resonance coupl ing mechanism.

For the PdCr alloys containìng 8 and l0 at.% Cr, magnetic

"freezi ng" occurs at I or,r temperatures , as ev'idenced by the presence of

resistìvìty maxima (at 4K and 20K, respect'ively). However, the delay

in the onset of magnetic order in PdCr untjl the Cr concentration js

increased beyond about 7 or 8 at.%, coup'led with the absence of

magnetic orderjng above l.4K in Ptcr, even in the Pt-12 at.% cr alloy,

suggests that the effectiveness of ìong-range coupling v'ia RKKY

oscillatjons is consìderably reduced in systems l'ike PtCr and !gCr,

and hence any magnetic ordering whjch does occur is due prìmarì]y to

near-neìghbour d-d overlap.
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3.4 An I nves tì gati on of I'lagneti c " Freezi ng " i n PdCr Vi a

Electrical Resisti vity Measurements

The analysis of the PdCr data in Sec.3.3 revealed the presence

of a broad maximum in the incremental resistivitjes, Ap(T), of both

the 8 and l0 at. % cr aì'loys. This type of behaviour is famil jar in
dilute a'lìoys of first row trans'ition metal impurities in noble metal

hosts I s+1, and s'ignals the onset of magnetic order resultìng from an

indirect couplìng between impurities, v'ia RKKY sp'in-density oscìllatjons

in the host's conduction band. However, the delay 'in the appearance

of a resistivity maximum in PdCr until the Cr content has increased

beyond 7 at.%, suggests that the conventional long-range RKKY couplìng

'is jneffective'in this system. Hence, âhy magnetic ordering that does

occur ìs probably due primarì1y to near-neighbour d-d overlap between

cr impurities. However, the structure of the ordered ground state

resul ti ng from such ì nteracti ons i s currentìy not weì I understood, j .e. ,

is Pdcr a spin glass? Although much theoretical and experimentaì

effort has been expended ìn studyÍng the propertìes of spjn glasses,

the most sìgnifjcant portion of this work has concentrated on systems

in which the characteristic sìngle-ìmpurity energies (kgTrt or krT*)

are well below typicaì spin-giass "freezjng" temperatures. In the pdCr

system this is not the case, and the attendant effect on the ground

state is unclear. In this section, the electrical resjstivity of

several PdCr al'loys containìng between ll and l8 at. % Cr is examined,
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between .l.4 
and 300K, 'in order to provide a

behaviour of PdCr and that of canonical sp'in

so on).

comparìson between the

gìasses (AuFe, lql'ln, and

3.4. I General Features of the Resistivity

In FiG.3.4-1, the measured res'istivities, p(T), of the five pdCr

alloys are plotted as a function of temperature between 1.4 and 300K.

The resistivity of the Pd-11 at.% cr aì1oy possesses a weak local

minimum around 55K (actua'l1y a m'inimum in the s1ope, dp/dr, rather than

zero slope), below which a broad maxjmum appears in the temperature

range 30-35K. This structure becomes less pronounced as the cr

concentration increases, with the res'istìvity of the most concentrated

alìoy examined (Pd-18 at. % Cr) increasing monotonjca'lìy wìth increasìng

temperature above 4.2K. Below 4.2K, however, the two most concentrated

a]loys containing l6 and l8 at. % cr exhibit a very weak m'injmum, the

posit'ion and depth of which increase with 'increasìng Cr concentration,

as shor¡rn in FIG.3.4-2. Table 3.4-l l'ists various characteristic

features of the resistjvity of Pdcr al'loys containing between 4 and

18 at.% cr, the range 4 to l0 at.% cr havìng been covered in detail

in sec.3.3. The incremental resistivitjes, ¿p(T), are shown in FIG.3.4-3;

below 4.2K' weak min'ima are observed in the incremental resistivities
of the Pd-16 and lB at. % cr aìloys, as ouil jned above. Above 4.2K,

¡p(T) initially increases faster than T w'ith increasìng temperature,
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TABLE 3.4-2. incremental res'istivìty data

Concen tra t'i on

(at. % Cr)
^p(T 

= 0)

(un cm. )

¡p( T'RX )

(ua cm. )

TNRx

(K)

Infl ection poì nt Ttruft

(K)

4

5

6

o(J

l0

ll
12

14

l6

l8

20.09 t 0.03

24.80 r 0. 03

28.07 t 0.03

34.12 t 0.03

40.21 t 0.03

4?.63 t 0.03

45 .77 r 0. 03

52.61 r 0.03

58.27 t 0. 03

64.30 t 0.03

4tl
20t1.5

25 t1.5

31.5 t 1.5

39t1.5

4l .5 r I .5

43t.l.5

34.17

40.60

43.11

46.40

53. 30

58.77

64 .61

2.5 t0.75

4t1.5

9t2

12 t3

17 t4

l9 t 4

25 t 4.5
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then passes through an 'inflection poìnt (at

maximum (at temperature T¡nX), above which

temperature. The estjmated values for both

in Table 3.4-2 for each alloy.

temperatur. TINFL) and a

it decreases with ìncreasing

TIHft and TrO* are I isted

(¡.+-l)

the rate at

The behaviour described above is typìca1 of the onset of magnetic

freez'ing in many d'ilute alìoy systems [ 53 ], although rro* for pdcr is

roughìy an order of magn'itude smaller than that associated with archetypal

spin g'lass systems (Fe, Cr or Mn in Ag or Au). However TMRX lå comparab'le

with the corresponding temperature in PtMn allo,vs [ 54 ] of simílar

concentration (in th'is system, however, the behaviour of Ap(T) is
jnverted with respect to the usual spin glasses, and thus the appropriate

temperature 'in PtMn is that of the min'imum). Varjous concentratìorr

dependences for T** have been observed; in the nobl e-metaì -based spì n

glasses, TMAX is found to be approximately proportional to c1'" [ 53 ];
in PtMn , bel ow l2 at. % lún, "TMAX" (actuaì ly TNIr,¡) i s proport'ional to c

(above 12 at. % ltln, the resistjvjty, p(T), increases monotonìca'lly with

increas'ing temperature [ 54 ] and the inflect'ion poìnt in p(T) falls on

an extrapolation of the "T*r" - vs - c Iine for the more dilute aìloys).

The behaviour of TNRx in Pdcr js shou¡n in FIG.3.4-4. From thjs figure,

it can be seen that

3.4.? Behaviour of TrO* and ¡p(TURx) - ¡p(0)

TMAX..-.0

As in þMn a dìstinct reduction inwith cO =7 at. % Cr.
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which TURX increases with jncreasing concentration occurs at around

13 at. % ìmpurity, but unl i ke the PtMn system, the inflect'ion poìnts

in p(T) for PdCr ('listed in Table 3.4-l) do not lje on an extrapolation

of the TrO*-vs-c curve for the less concentrated aìloys.

It is also 'interesting to compare the djfference, Ap(TUnX) -^p(0),

i n PdCr with i ts val ue 'in canoni cal spi n gl ass systems . As the data

'in Tabl e 3.4-2 shows, not only is this difference a strong'ly nonlinear

function of Cr concentratjon, but it js also up to an order of magnitude

smaller in !-d_Cr (0.4 uQ cm for l0 at. % Cr in Pd) than 'in archetypal

spìn glasses (4 uCIcm for l0 at. % Fe in Au).

3.4. 3 Behav'iour of 
^p(T) 

bel ow I*0,

Recent invest'igat'ions [ 53 ] of noble-metal-based sp'in g'lasses

have identjfìed the spìn "freezing" temperature, T0, as the temperature

at which the derivative d [Ap(T)]¡Of exhibits a maximum. (Th'is estimate

for the freezing temperature is'in rough agreement with the temperature

of the cusp in the low-field susceptibil ity. ) FIG.3.4-5 shows the

details of the jncremental resist'ivitjes, ¡p(T), belo* TMAX, ìn order

to allow further comparison wjth the behaviour of archetypaì spìn

gìasses. The vert'ical arrows in th'is figure mark the estimated inflectjon

points (Tlrufl) in Ap(T) for the various alloys. The rapid increase in

¡p(T) w'ith increasing temperature above 4.2K is cìearly visible in this

fìgure. However, unl i ke canon'ical spìn glasses, Ap(T) is I inear only
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over a small temperature range around Tlrurt. such a difference may

simply arise from the compressed temperature scale over whìch spin

glass-1ike behaviour is observed in PdCr, as compared with canonical

spin glass systems. The estimates for Tl¡lrl are p'lotted as a function

of Cr concentration in FIG.3.4-4, from r¿rhich 'it follows that

Tt¡rrlot-to (s.+-z¡

over the concentratìon range B to lB at.% Cr, with ,0=7 at.% Cr.

One of the characteristic features of spin glass orderìng is

the presence of a T3/z term in the incremental resistjvity, ap(T), at

temperatures belo* TINFL, with the coeffjc'ient, A, of this term vary-ing

only weakly with impurìty concentration (A*-log.,Oc or c '/t). The

origìn of this term in such systems is currently attributed [55 ] to

the inelastic scattering of conduction electrons from the low-temperature

eiementary excitations of the spin gìass (known as sp'in-diffusion modes).

FIG.3.4-6 summarizes the results of a Ap(T) vs T3/2 plot for the pdcr

al'loys examined here. From th'is figure, it can be seen that, for the

Pd-ll and l2 at.% Cr samp'les, ¡p(T) does indeed vary as I'/', down to

the lowest temperatures atta'ined in this investigation. In the

Pd-14 at. % cr al ìoy, deviat'ions avtay fron T3/2 (towards T2) are observed,

thus resembììng the behaviour reported for comparable amounts of Cr in

Au [53, 56], and smaller amounts of Mn jn Cu IS21. For the

Pd-16 and lB at. % cr aì'loys, the presence of the weak minimum in the
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incremental res'istivìty below 4K rules out the possib'i1ity of a l'im'iting

(T*0) T3/2 tenperature dependence. However, at temperatures above

the minima, ¡p(T) does follow a T3/2 dependence over a substantial

temperature range. Table 3.4-3 conta'ins a I ist of the coeffic'ients A,

estimated from the data jn FIG.3.4-6, along with the temperature T.,

above which the incremental resistivity, ap(T), departs from the jnjt.ial

T3/2 1aw. FIG.3.4-7 shows that the coefficient A exhibits a -rog.,oc

concentrat'ion dependence as in canonical spin glasses" (The concentratjon

range covered by the present investigatìon ìs very much smaller than

that covered in canon j cal sp'in g'lasses, especial ly when expressed on a

ìogarithmic scale; hov¡ever, this is due to the fact that pdCr does not

order below 7 at. % cr, and consequenily exh'ibjts a measureabl 
" Tt/'

term only above about l0 at.% cr.) In pdcr, the T3/2 coefficient, A,

exhib'its a concentratjon dependence (36 nf¿ cn¡g3/z per decade of

concentration) whjch is an order of magnitude larger than in fuFe
. c /n(3 nc¿cms/K'/' per decade). However, this type of behaviour is not

unreasonable, since there appears to be an inverse correlation [ 53 ]
between A and T., (Tl , Tl¡¡r¡, ând Tro* are all much smaller in PdCr than

'in canonical spin glasses).

One possible mechanism whjch can account for the T3/2 to T2

transition observed jn the 'low temperature incremental resistivìty of

the Pd-14 at.% Cr alloy is the removal of the slowest spin-diffusion

modes from the elementary excìtation spectrum of the spin gìass (possr'bly

due to conduction electron mean-free-path limitat'ions as the impurity
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content jncreases), as suggested I s5 ] for cuMn and Aucr. such an

approach, however, does not seem capab'le of explain'ing the presence of

resistjv'iùy minjma at slìghtìy h'igher cr concentratjons jn both the

present system and jn Aucr [ 58 ]. The presence of weak minjma at low

temperatures (often below the magnetic ordering temperature) jn

reasonably concentrated alloys is not confjned to the two systems

ment'ioned above (AuCr and PdCr) . Such min'ima have al so been observed

in PdNi [ 59 ], PdAg [ 0o 1, and ptco [ 6l ]. l'loreover, the .concentration
and temperature range over which these m'inima occur, coupìed wìth the

magnetic field 'independence I ll ] of the mjn'ima jn pdcr, seems to

suggest that they do not arise from jnelastic spin-fl'ip scatterìng

mechanjsms. However, a crystall'ine anaìog of the recently proposed [ 62 ]
structural source for minima of nonmagnetic orìgin in amorphous

conductors prov'i des a possi bl e al ternatì ve expl anatjon.

3.4.4 Numerical Tests for Spin Glass Behav.iour

Theoretical invest'igat'ions of the electrical properties of spin

gìasses have been confined to "good moment" systems, where To or

Tsf..TtrufL. For these systems, two spin gìass consistency tests have

been suggested [ 55 ], and these tests were appì'ied to the pdcr

resistjvìty data presented here, in sp'ite of the fact that pdcr (with

Tsf-TlrufL) is not a good moment system. The first test is :

TlrufL=2.23T, (3.4-3)
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An inspection of the data in Tables 3.4-z and 3.4-3 shows that, while

the ratio TtrufL/ Tl ìs roughìy constant jn PdCr, its magnitude (-1.5)

is less than that predicted by tq.(3.4-3). However, this discrepancy

between the observed and predicted values for Tlrurl/ Tl is no greater

in PdCr than in canonical spin glasses [ 53]. The second test is :

[¡p(TTNFL) - ¿p(o) ] [¡p(-) - ¡p(0)] (3.4-4)

This test is more difficult to ìmplement than the fjrst. t^,lhjle

^o(Tt*ft) 
-¡p(O) js easìiy extracted from the experimental data,

^p(-) 
- Ap(0) is not. Even in good moment systems (T*, Trf.. TINFL),

the logarithmic nature of single-'impurìty scattering of conduction

electrons (i.e., the Kondo effect) produces a res'istivity maxìmum at

hìgh temperatures (T¡lnx) by depressing the resist'ivity below jts

temperature-independent spin disorder plateau 137 l. (Thjs effect is
observed even when the temperature at which the spin dìsorder plateau

'is attained is several orders of magnìtude larger than the sìngle-

impurity characteristìc temperature, T* or Trt.) This leads to

considerable uncerta'inty ìn estimating ap(-) -ap(0) [ 55 ], but such

uncertainties are substantia'l'ly greater in systems where Tsf - TINFL,

when the high-temperature slopes are up to an order of magnitude larger

than in canonical spìn g'lasses (see Tabl e 3.4-z and the data .in Ref .53).

As a result, Eq.(3.4-4) has been used to "predìct" Ap(-) -Ap(0) in the

present system, using the measured values for Ap(TIrufl) and ¡p(0) ljsted

_l
6
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TABLE 3.4-4. Est'imates for Ap(-) - Ap(0) for pdCr

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)
^p(-) 

- ¡p(0) = 6[ ap(T1ruru) - Ap(0)]
(uCI cm. )

I
l0

ll
12

14

l6

l8

0.24

0. 54

I .38

l.86

2.16

1.44

I .08
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in Tables 3.4-2 and 3.4-3. In canon'ical spìn gìasses, the difference

Ap(-) - ¡p(0) is observed to vary monotonically with ìncreasing

concentration (a'lthough the precise concentration dependence can be

complicated t 55 ]). However, an inspection of Table 3.4_4 shows that

this is not the case for pdcr, wjth Ap(-) -¡p(0) initjally increasing

with jncreasing Cr concentratìon up to l4 at.% Cr, and then decreasing

with the further addition of Cr. Even if an attempt is made to correct

for the presence of the weak minjma in the more concentrated aìloys

by taking ap(0) as the incremental resistivity found by extrapolating

the T3/" dependence to T=0, the "predicted,, values for Ap(*) -¿p(0)

behave in exactly the same way. No comparable effect has been observed

in canonical spin g'lasses. As mentioned above, the most l.ikeìy

expìanation for such differences js the significant'ly larger value of
T^. in PdCr.5t

3.4.5 Summary and Conclusions

The electrical resistivity of pdcr al'loys contaìn.ing between

l0 and l8 at.% Cr exhibíts several features which resemble those of
archetypal noble-metal -based spin glasses : ( i ) the incremental

res'istivity, ¡p(T), exhibjts a T3/2 tenperature dependence at low

temperatures, the coefficient, A, of which varies as _loglOc over the

concentration range examined. (ji) The range of vaìidìty (T<T.,) of
this T3l2 dependence correlates inversely wjth A, being sma'lì in pdcr
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where A is comparativeiy 'large. (jji) At higher temperatures, Ap(T)

passes through an ínflection point (ut Tlnft), and then a maximum (at

TNRX), above which jt falls off wjth increasing temperature. (iv) The

ratio Tlrufl/ Tl ìs roughìy constant over the concentrat'ion range

examined, as pred'icted by recent spin glass theories, although, as in

canonical spin glasses, its magnítude is smaller than the theoretjcal

est'imate. (v) In the more concentrated PdCr alìoys, devìatjons from

the T3/2 1aw begin to appear at the lowest temperatures. in fact, weak

minima (whìch are suspected to be of nonmagnetic origìn) occur in the

resistivities of the most concentrated a'lìoys examjned (Pd-16 and

l8 at.% Cr). Such minima have been observed ìn a variety of reasonabìy

concentrated al'loys, including spìn glasses.

The most strjking dìfferences between PdCr and canonical sp'in

gìasses arise from quantitative comparisons : (vi) Both the temperature,

TMAX, at wh'ich the maximum in Ap(T) occurs, and the difference

ao(Tr4¡) -¡p(0), are nearìy an order of magnitude smaller jn PdCr than

in archetypal spin g'lasses of comparable concentration. (v'ij ) However,

the slope of the'incremental resistivity above TNRx is nearly an order

of magnitude larger in Pdcr than in canonical spin glasses. These

quantitative differences probably arise from the fact that canonical

spi n g'lasses have T* o" Trf .. TINFL, vrhereas i n pdCr, Tsf ^, Tlruf t . po j nt

(vii) above provides strong support for such an argument, since, even

'in "good moment" systems, the logarithmic nature of conduction-electron-

single-impurity scattering (the Kondo effect) depresses the hjgh-temperature
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resistivity below its spin d'isorder plateau, in spite of the fact

that th'is plateau is reached at temperatures several orders of

magnìtude abov. TK. tJ'ith rK(or Tr¡) -Tt¡lrt, such effects are expected

to be more pronounced, and this js jndeed observed.
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3.5 Electrical Resistivjty and Magnetic susceptib.il ity of ptcr

Near the Percolation Limit

The analysis of the PtCr resjstivity data in Sec.3.3 showed that,
in spite of the absence of a resistivity maximum in all of the al'loys

examined (5 to l2 at.% Cr), a trend towards magnetìc order ('in the form

of a decrease in the value of ap(l.sK) -Ap(4.2K)) is begìnning to appear

in the Ptcr system above about l0 at.% cr. As pointed out, the delay

in the appearance of this trend untjl the cr content has increased

beyond 10 at. ?Á, and the absence of a resist'ivity maxìmum below

12 at. % Cr, suggests that the conventional RKKY coupì'ing 'is ineffective

in this system, and hence any magnetic orderìng that does occur js

produced primarìly by nearest-neighbour d-d overlap between Cr jmpuritjes.

In thjs section, the electrical resistjv'ity anc A.c. susceptibil.ity of

several PtCr alìoys contain'ing between l3 and 2l at.% Cr are examined

over the temperature range 1.4 to 300K jn order to determine v¡hether the

ordered ground state resulting from such direct overlap is similar to
that occurrìng in spin glasses. In the ptCr system, the situation is

further compìicated by the presence of an atomic order-disorder

transformat'ion [ 0r 1 which occurs above about lg.5 at. % cr. such

structura'l changes can affect the magnetìc behaviour of the Cr impurities

by modifying the local environment around each cr impurìty.
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3.5. I Features of the Resistivity

FiG.3.5-l shows the measured resist'ivities, p(T), of six ptcr

alìoys containing between l3 and lB at.% cr, plotted as a function of

temperature from 1.5 to 3001(. Table 3.5-l contains a list of varjous

characteristic parameters extracted from these resistivìty p'lots. All
of the alloys shown in FIG.3.5-l were g'iven ident'ical heat treatments :

a 24-hour anneal at 6.10'c'in a vacuum of l0-6 Torr. Furthermore, x-ray

djffraction measurements revealed an FCC structure for all the aìloys,

with no evjdence of superìattice lines.

Starting from the low-temperature reg'ime, for all the alìoys shown

'in FIG.3.5-1, p(T) init'ia'lìy decreases w'ith .increasing temperature,

passes through a resistjvity mìnimum, and then increases with .increasing

temperature. In the concentration range from l3 to lg at. % cr, the

temperatut. TMIN at which this mjnjmum occurs decreases with increasing

cr content from 3BK for 13 at.% cr to lOK for lB at.% cr (see

Table 3.5-l). The concentration dependence of TN*t in ptCr thus m.irrors

that observed in pdcr, in.it.iai ly ìncreasìng with increasìng cr content,

reaching a maximum (at around l0 at.% cr in pt), and then decreasing

with the further addition of cr I ll, 64]. However, ìn the pdcr system,

when the Cr concentratjon is increased beyond that value for which T*r,,

is a maximum' a further anomaly is observed at temperatures well below

Tl,lll,l in the form of a rap'id drop in p(T) rryjth decreasìng temperature,

whích translates into a maximum in the 'incremental resistivity Ap(T).
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TABLE 3.5-I. characteristic features of the alloy resistivit.ies.

Cr concentration
(at. %) IB17l6l514l3

p(T = 300K)
(uo cm. )

p(T = 4.2K)
(ua cm. )

p(T = I .5K)
(uCI cm. )

rMrN (K)

p(TMrN)

(uCI cm. )

Tlrurr (K)

High-temperature
sìope(T > 200K)

(uocm. t<-r)x l02

p(1.5K) - p(a.2K)
(uCI cm. )

p(1.5K) - p(Tul¡r)
(uCI cm. )

p(s00K) - p(Tur*)

53.28

50.29

50. 34

38i3

50. 03

55. 90

52.49

52.53

3lt3
52.32

58. 32

54.59

54. 63

20tZ

54. 5l

60.16

55. 88

55.92

18t2

55 .81

6l .68

56.87

56.90

14tZ

56.79

50r20

1 .70
t 0.01

0.03

0.ll

4.89

63.19

55.39

55.4t

10xZ

55. 37

70!20

2.56
r 0.01

0.02

0.04

7.82

I .45
t 0.01

0.05

0. 3l

3.25

1 .49
t 0.01

0.04

0.21

3. 58

1.50
r 0.0.l

0. 04

0.12

3 .81

I .64
t 0.01

0. 04

0.ll

4. 35
(uCI cm. )

ro (K)

(4.C. susceptibiliry)
26!2 37 tZ
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As the data in FIG.3.5-l shows, no such drop ìn p(T) at temperatures

below T*l* is observed in any of the sjx PtCr alloys containìng between

l3 and l8 at.% cr, 'in spite of the fact that rrr* clearìy decreases

w'ith increasìng cr concentration in this range. Furthermore, an

inspectìon of FIGS.3.5-2 and 3.5-3, in which the incrementar

res'istivjties ¡p(T) = oALL''(r) - pot(T) are plotted as a function of

temperature, shor,rs the absence of a maximum .in Ap(T), even for

lB at.% cr in Pt (a detaiìed plot of ¿p(T) at row temperatures 'is

included at the top of FIG.3.5-3 in order to emphas'ize this poìnt). In

spite of this last result, it is apparent from FIG.3.s-l that the

behaviour of the four more dilute samples (13 to l6 at.% cr) d.iffers

ìn many respects from that of the tv¡o more concentrated alloys ('17 and

l8 at. % Cr), both above and below Trr*.

For example, at temperatures well belo* TMIN, the 'row temperature

sìope åilr-O (represented by the djfference p(1.5K) - p(a.ZK) in

Table 3.5-l) is about twice as 'large for the l3 to 16 at.% cr alloys

as it is for the 17 and l8 at.% Cr samples. However, jt is at

temperatures above Trr* that the djfferences become most pronounced.

As FIG.3.5-l shows, the p(T) curves above T*r,, for the four alroys

containing between l3 and l6 at.% cr are concave up wìth respect to

the temperature axis, so that dp/¿t increases with jncreasing

temperature, before final ly saturating at h'igh temperatures (T > z00K).

Thjs hìgh-temperature s'lope increases s'lightly wjth jncreasìng cr

content from 1.45 x lO-2uCI cmlK for I 3 at. % cr to r.64 x l0-2un cmlK
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for l6 at.% cr (see Table 3.5-l). The resjstivjties of the l7 and

lB at. % cr aiìoys are quite different. For these alloys, p(T)

possesses an inflect'ion point above Trr* fol lowed by a ,'knee,' at h-igher

temperatures, so that dp/dl'initja'lly increases with increasìng

temperature and then decreases as p(T) passes through the.inflection
point, eventually levellìng off at a constant value above the,,knee',.

l'loreover, the value of this hìgh-temperature slooe. qgl- -/vu' drlT>TKNEE '

increases rapìdìy from l.70xl0-2uocm/K for l7 at.% cr to

2.56 xl0-2u0 cmlK for lB at. % Cr. The behav.iour of the I B at. % Cr

aììoy is clearìy anomalous.

The resistivity of these systems at high temperatures is

dominated by three types of scattering events : (i) electron-phonon

scattering, ('ii) 'interband or s-d scatter.ing, and (iji) electron_
'impurity scattering. The addit'ion of up to rB at. % cr to pt is
certainìy expected to cause substant'ial changes in both the phonon

spectrurn and the bandstructure, and hence to contributjons (i) and (ij)
above. However, it seems unlìkely that an increase of I at.% Cr,
from l7 to 18 at.%, would be able to produce a s0% increase jn the

high-temperature value for dpldT, partìcuìarly when sjmjlar addìtjons

at lower concentratjons (over the entire range fronr 5 to l7 at.%,

in fact) show no evjdence for such dìscontinujties. The temperature

dependence of the incremental resistivity ap(T), shown in FIG .3.5-2,
emphasizes this poìnt. Increas'ing the cr concentration .in steps of

I at. % fron l3 to 17 at.% produces rather small changes in the
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hìgh-temperature slope of ¡p(T), yêt on pass.ing from 17 to 1g at.%

thjs slope is noticeably reduced. To reiterate the point r,nade above,

it js not strìctly permìssjble to evaluate Âp(T) bv subtractjng the

pure Pt resist'ivity from the measured aìloy resistivity due to chancles

jnduced in the host resistivity on aì1oying. However, the experimental

data indìcates (via, for exampre, the smooth'ly decreasing hìgh-

ternperature slope of ¡p(T) as the Cr concentration increases) that these

modifications proceed without noticeable discontinu'ity over the entire
concentratíon range from 5 to l7 at.%, and so it appears that a

further I at. ?l increase from ll to 1g at. % is not like'ly to cause

changes in the host resjst'ivity which are sufficient to produce the

observed high-tenrperature differences.

Structural changes, such as an atonric order_disorder transforrnatjon,

can also modify the phonon soectrum and the band structure of the aììoy,
as well as the spatial distrjbution of the Cr impurit'ies, and hence can

affect all three scattering processes referred to above. Moreover, as

the phase dìagram [ 63 ] jn FIG.3.5-4 shows, PtCr undergoes such a spatial
order-disorder transforrnation at around lg.s at. % cr. In order to
detern'ine whether the anomalous behaviour observed in the pt-17 and

18 at. % cr a]loys is due to the presence of atomic order, a set of
Ptcr a'l'loys contain'ing 18, 19, 20, and 2l at. % cr were orepared. For

each concentration, two sanrples were preoared and these were subjected

to different heat treatrnents : one of the sanples was annealed at 650.C

for 24 hours in a vacuum of l0-6 Torr, v¿hile the other sample rvas
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sealed in a gìass tube under an argon atmosphere, heated up to llzOoc,
and then quenched in water. From the phase dìagram in FIG.3.5-4, it
follows that the annealed sample is atomicaljy ordered, while the
quenched sample 'is atomically disordered. This was confirmed by X_ray

diffraction measurements which revealed the presence of superlattjce
lines in the annealed .l9, 20, and 21 at.% Cr sampìes. The absence of
super'lattice lines in the annealed lB al.% Cr alloy suggests that this
alloy is close to the order-disorder boundary in the phase diagram,

that the atomic order is probably of a short range nature. The measured

resìstivities of the eìght ptcr alloys are plotted in FIGS.3.5-5 to
3.5-8 as a function of temperature from r.5 to 300K. In each of these

figures, the curves labeiled "ordered" and,'disordered,, correspond to
the res'istivities of the anneared and quenched samp'res, respectìveìy.
Tables 3.5-2 and 3.5-3 contajn a list of varíous parameters extracted
from the data jn these figures.

An inspection of FIGS.3.s-5 to 3.b-g, arong with Tabres

3.5-2 and 3.5-3, reveals the following differences between the

resistivities of the co*esponding ordered and disordered aì.loys :

l. The residual resistivity, represented by p(1.5K) in Tables

3'5-2 and 3.5-3, is rarger in the disordered ailoys than in the

corresponding ordered alloys. Moreover, the systematic decrease ìn
p(l '5K) with increas'ing cr concentratjon in the ordered al ìoys reflects
the graduaì trend towards periodicity ìn the lattice potentìaì (perfect
periodicity is attained in the ordered sto'ichiometric compound ptrCr).
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FIG'3'5-5' Ih. measured resjstiv'itr'es p(T) of the 0RDERED and DISORDEREDpt-rB^at. 
% _cr qrov¡ protteà ágainit temperature berween r.5and 300K. The inserts in the uóp..-left änd ið*àr-right handcorners of the diagram show the details of in.-io*-temperaturebehaviour of the rðsistivity.
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FIG'3'5-6' Jh. measured resistjvjtjes p(T) of the 0RDERED and DISORDEREDPt-19^at. % 
-C.r 

a'lloys plottàd ágainst temperature bãtween 1.5and 300K. The inserts in the uÈper left änd io*ã"-rtght hanãcorners of the diagram show the detajls of the low-temperaturebehaviour of the resistivÍty.
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FIG.3.5-7. Ih. measured resistivities p(T) of the ORDERED and DISORDEREDPt-20^at. % _Cr a1'loys plotted against temperature bãtween 1.5and 300K. The inserts in the uþper left and lower-rignt franAcorners of the diagram show the details of the lor,i-temperature
behavÍour of the resistivity.
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FIG'3'5-8. Ih. measured resistivitjes p(T) of the ORDERED and DIS0RDEREDPt'21 
^at- % Cr a] i oys pl otted ágai nst temperatur. 

-¡ãt*..n 
I .5and 300K. The inserts jn the u[per left and fõwãr-right handcorners of the d'iagram show the detajls of the low-temperaturebehavjour of the resistÍvity.
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ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

H I GH - TEI4P E RATUR E
sLOPt (T > TK"EE)

(u0 cm. /K)

IB

l9
20

21

2.66 x10-2

3.04 x I 0-2

6.93 x I 0-2

ABOVE 3OOK

TABLE 3.5-2.

p( l.5K)

(uCI cm. )

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

ORDERED PtCr ALLOYS

55.420

54.245

42.825

33.750

Tpulrr

(K)

H I GH- TTMP ERATURE
SL0PE (T t Tr¡¡rr)

(uç¿ cm./K)

p(TMrN)

(uCI cm. )

l0tl.5
.,-:]

IB

l9
20

21

p ( 300K)

(ua cm. )

55.37 4

':_:"

TABLE 3.5-3. DISORDERED ptCr ALLOyS

.50 x I 0-2

.61 x l0-2
ô

.75x10 -
-a.85 x l0 '

p(1.5K)

(uç¿ cm. )

p(1.5K) - p(TNrru)

(ua cm. )

63. 3l 0

64.170

6l .600

58. I 70

TNilrr

(K)

62.121

62.134

62 .610

6s.569

0.046

0.032

p(TMrN)

(uCI cm. )

p(300K) -p(1.5K)

(un cm. )

18.5 r 1 62.02j
tB t I 62.037

16.5 t I 62.533

16.5t1.5 65.490

p( 300K)

(uCI cm. )

7.890

9.925

18.775

24. 380

p(1.5K) - p(Tml¡¡)

(uCI cm. )

66.1t 5

66.710

67. 950

71.100

0.100

0. 097

0.077

0. 079

p(300K) - p(1.5K)

(uCI cm. )

3. 994

4.576

5. 340

s.531 N)Þ
J
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2. The total change in the resistivity between 1.5 and 300K,

represented by the difference p(300K) - p(1.5K) in Tables 3.5-2 and 3.5-3,
is substantialìy larger jn the ordered phase than it is jn the disordered

phase

3. The depth of the minimum in the resistivity at 1ow temperatures

is also affected by the presence of atomic order, with p(1.5K) -p(TNrp)
being smaller in the ordered phase than in the djsordered phase. In fact,
the minimum dìsappears entirely in the ordered 20 and Zl at.% Cr alìoys.

4. The high-temperature srope, *Êlrr, , is signìficanilyutlt/'KNEE

larger, and increases much more rapidly with 'increasìng Cr concentration,
in the ordered alloys than in the correspondìng disordered alìoys.

These differences between the resístivities of the ordered and

disordered alloys suggests that the anomalous behaviour observed in
the Pt-lB at.% cr alìoy ( and to a lesser extent in the pt-17 at.% cr
alloy) in FiG.3.5-ì is probabìy due to the presence of atomic order

although the precise scattering mechanism which is responsible for the

changes (e'lectron-phonon, electron-impurity or interband scattering)
is uncerta'in. However, the changìng character of the low_temperature

(below 60K) incremental resistivity data depicted in FIG.3.b-3 is
reminiscent of the type of structure developed in the vFe system [ 6s ]
at concentrations around zl.5 at.% Fe near the onset of weak

ferromagnetic ordering. In fact, several investigatìons on other
transition metal alloys [54, 66] have correlated the appearance of an

inflection point in p(T) with the occurrence of spin freezing or spin
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g]ass behaviour, the appearance of which also produces sharp peaks in

the low-field A.C. susceptibil ity.

3 .5 .2 Fea tures of the A . C . Suscept i bi I .i ty

Following the rernarks made in the preceding paragraph, jt seemed

reasonable to examine the A.c. susceptibility of these alloys as a

function of temperature.

FIGS.3.5-9 and 3.5-10 summarize the results of such measurements

performed at 2400 hz in an A.c. driv'ing field of .l.6 
0e RMS and in zero

applied static field. FIG.3.5-9 shows the A.C. susceptibilities of the

dtlse¡¿.t.d (or quenched) ¡rCr samples containing between l7 and 21 at.%

Cr plotted as a function of temperature, while FIG.3.5_10 shows the

susceptibilities of the corresponding ordered (or anneaìed) samples.

l'l'ithìn experimental resolution [ 67 ], no peak could be resolved ìn the

A.C. susceptibility of those alloys containÍng between l3 and l6 at.% Cr.

As mentioned previous]y, the samples used in these measurements were

obtained by folding the resistivity strips into a multipìe-hairpìn shape

with contacting surfaces electricaìly insulated from each other. No

attempt was made to correct for demagnetization effects; however, since

the magnetizations of the samples vvere sniall (-.l0-3 to l0-q emu), such

corrections are negìigíble. l{hile the susceptibility js thus presented

in arbitrary units, the relative amplitudes of the curves shown in

FIGS.3.5-9 and 3.5-10 are reliable to within l0%.
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TABLE 3.5-4. summary of A.c. susceptibiì'ity data for
ordered and djsordered ptCr alloys

(a) DISORDERED (QUENCHED) SAMPLES

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

To

(K)

x( ro)

(arbìtrary units )

17

l8
l9
20

21

21 t 0.5

25.5 1 0.5

30 r 0.5
40 rl
57 tl

2.2 t 10%

2.8

3.3

4.9
o7

(b) ONOTNED (ANNEALED) SAMPLES

ALLCY

(at. ?á Cr)

To

(K)

x(To)

(arbitrary units)

17

l8
IB AGED

l9
20

21

26!2
37!2
53t2

256t3
325r3
--- ABOVE

4.2 ! 10%

I 5.8

30. 3

109

ROOM TEMPERATUrc ]:-
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For all the a'lìoys shown in FIGS.3.5-g and 3.5-10, the A.c.

susceptìbi1 ity in zero appl ied fjeld possesses a maxìmum. These maxjma

are not sharp as in canonjcal spin glass systems (4ure, for exampìe [ 68 ])
but are considerably more rounded, thus resemb'ling those observed jn

hydrogenated gìant moment systems [ 69, 70 ]. For both the ordered and

disordered samples, the temperature TO at whjch the maximum in the

susceptibjl ity occurs increases with 'increasing Cr concentration, as

does the heìght of the maximum x(To). Estimates for both To and x(To)
are listed in Table 3.5-4. lloreover, a comparìson of FIGS.3.5-9 and

3.5-.l0 shows that, for the Cr concentratjons examined here, both TO and

x(To) are larger for the ordered aììoy than for the corresponding

disordered alloy. (Thjs effect is part'icularìy noticeable for the l9
and 20 at.% cr alìoys, where To ìncreases by approximately a factor
of 6 on goìng from the disordered to the ordered state.) Also included

in FIG.3.5-10 is the A.c. susceptibility of the ordered lg at.% cr

samp'le after agìng at room temperature for approximateìy a month.

Clearìy, the effect of aging is to increase the peak heìght and to shift
the peak to hjgher temperatures.

The effect of static appìied fÍelds on the A.c. susceptibi.lìty
have also been investigated, and these results are shown in FIGS.3.5-il,
3.5-12, and 3.5-13 for the ordered lB, 19, and 20 at.% Cr sampìes,

respectiveìy. The ordered lg and lg at. % cr samples (FIGS.3.5-ll and

3.5-l 2) behave I i ke canoni car spi n gì asses, wi th the appì ì ed stati c

field simply reducing the peak amp'litude, but not changing its position.
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The behaviour of the ordered 20 at.% Cr sarnple is not so straightforward,
with the application of an applied magnetic fjeld reveaììng the presence

of structure (multip'le peaks) in the A.c. susceptibil ity (see FIG.3.5-13).

However, departures from simple spìn glass-like behaviour are to be

expected at these h'igh concentrations and probably reflect the presence

of a more comp'licated magnetìc ground state.

The ordered pt-20 at. % cr sarnple also exhibíts magnetic

hysteresis, a feature whjch is characteristjc of both sp.in glasses and

ferromagnets below their respective freezing ternperatures (To and Tr).
This is illustrated in FIG.3.5-r4, which shows the susceptibility of
this sample plotted as a function of the applied magnetic field, H, at
several fixed temperatures T. For temperatures above the freezing

temperature To (=325K, from Tabre 3.5-4), x(H) is a s.ingle-peaked curve

w'ith x(0) increasing with decreas'ing temperature. However, berow To,

¡(H) changes into a double-peaked curve, with the peaks symmetr.icaììy

arranged about H=0 and with the distance between the peaks ìncreas.ing

with decreasing temperature.

The A.C- susceptibil ity data thus reinforces the conclusjons

drawn from the resistivity data, nameìy, the onset of anomalous

behaviour jn the PtCr system for Cr concentrations around l7 to lB at.%.
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FIG.3.5-14. The A.C. susceptìbjlìty of the 0RDERED Pt-20 at. % cr altoy
p'lotted as a function ôf the D.C. bjasjng field H (.in 0e. )for several fixed temperatures T.
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3.5.3 Summary and Discussion

The results of the present investÍgation imply that in order to
observe any of the characterjstics traditjonally associated with the

extended freezing of the impurity magnetization, the impurìty

concentration must be raised to a level close to the percolation limjt
(19.5 at.% for an FCC lattice t Zf 1¡. A comparison then with canonjcal

spin glasses or other systems would imply that interìmpurity coupling

of the RKKY type ís very ineffective, and any freezìng that does occur

must result from impurity near-neighbour d-d over'lap. As prevìously

suggested in sec.3.3.3 (see Eq.(3.3-14)), a reduced RKKy coup'l-ing energy

could result from a comparatively high single-impurity frequency

ul, = k'Or/ ñ.

As far as the appearance of extended magnetjc freezìng is concerned,

the present analysis is in agreement urith static magnetization

studies llz1, wh'ich have been interpreted as indicating the presence

of a spontaneous magnetizat'ion (nonlinear M-vs-H pìots at 20K, with the

hìgh-field data extrapoìating to a substantial zero-fieìd magnetizat-ion)

which becomes progressively stronger as the cr content is increased

beyond 18 at.%. For cr concentratjons in excess of l9 al.%, the added

difficulty of a spat'iaì order-disorder transformation has to be

considered. In the ordered phase, the spontaneous magnetizatjon climbs

to a maxjmum value at the stoichiometric compositjon ptrcr (or

Pt-25 at.% cr) and then decreases with the further addition of cr,
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whereas the estimated ordering temperature increases monotonically to
above 1000K for c>40 at.% Cr, at which point the spontaneous

magnetization has decl'ined to nearìy zero, signalling the onset of
antiferromagnetism in ordered ptcr (attributed to two opposing cr
sublattices and virtual'ly zero induced Pt moment). Neutron scattering
data I zs 1 suggests a ferromagnetic type structure for ordered ptrcr :

the Cr atoms occupy the corners of a face-centered cubic structure and

carry a moment of 2.33 UB/utom which is directed antipara.lìel to the
(induced) Pt moments of 0.27 pr/atom resid.ing at the face centers. The

reported behaviour for the spatia'lly dìsordered alloys is quite different.
Here the measured magnetization'in all fjelds is typicaì1y two orders of
magnitude smaller than in the corresponding ordered al1oy, leading to
a comparably sma'ller spontaneous magnetization (which itself may be due

to the presence of smalr residual regions with spatial order) and a

reduced high-field srope (by a factor of 5 to r0) which dispìays a weak

temperature dependence.

From the resistivity and A.C. susceptibiìity data presented here,

along with the observation of a large additjonal contribution to the

linear term in the specific heat of a pt-r7.3 at.% cr aroy l74l of
comparable magnitude to that observed in canonical spin glasses Izs¡,
it is inferred that the nature of the magnetic freezjng observed in the
dÍsordered alloys contain'ing between l7 and zi at.% cr is probabìy of
the spin glass type, principally brought about, however, by near-ne.ighbour

d-d overlap (which also serves to stabilize the magnetic moment at the
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cr site) as opposed to'long-range RKKy type couplìng. cìear'ly, the type

of magnetic order occurring ìn ordered PtrCr and PtCr, discussed above,

yields an antiferromagnetjc Cr-Cr nearest-neighbour interactjon and a

ferromagnetic cr-cr next-nearest-neìghbour .interaction, which js

precisely the spat'ial variation required to provide short-range spin

gìass type "clusters" in the random disordered alloys studied here. That

env'ironmental effects (i.e., the extent of nearest- and next-nearest-

neighbour Cr-Cr interactions) are ìmportant in stabilizing such moments

and determining the nature of the frozen ground state is evidenced by

the I arge 'increase i n magnet j zat'ion (and suscepti bi I i ty) accompanyi ng

the disorder to order transformation'in alloys of composit'ion in the

vicinity of PttCr. This enhancement of the magnet'ic behavìour of the

Cr impurìt'ies in the ordered state can modify the contribution to the

electrical resistivity due to electron-impurity scattering and hence

provides a possib'le explanation for the abrupt increase in the high-

temperature slope of the res'istivitn, å+lT'TfNEE , on passing from the

d'isordered to the ordered state. However, as pointed out previously,

the presence of atomic order can also cause substantial changes in

both the phonon spectrum and the bandstructure of the alloy, and these

changes can also account for the observed increase in the high-

temperature value for dp/dT.
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3.6 Surnnary

The precedìng sect'ions represent an attempt to study, in a

systematic way, the effects of impurity-impurìty 'interactions and the

onset of magnetic freezing in the PdCr and PtCr systems vja rneasurements

of the electrical resjstiv'ity and A.C. suscept'ibiìity. The results of
this investigat'ion can be summarized by plottìng both the characteristjc
temperature 0 and the difference 

^p(1.5K) 
-lp(4.2K) for the two systems

as a funct'ion of the nominal cr concentration (c). Table 3.6-l rists
the values of the tv,io parame*uers 0 and Ap(1.5K) - 

^p( 
4.zK) for the pdcr

and Ptcr alìoys contaìn'ing between .05 and lg at.% cr. FIGS.3.6-r and

3'6-2 show the variation of the characterjstic temperature 0 with Cr

concentration for the PdCr and PtCr systems, respectiveìy. As discussed

in Sectjons 3.2 and 3.3, these est.imates for 0 were obtained by fìtting
the "hìgh" temperature incremental res'istivity data to an expression of
the form ¡p(T) = Ac * BcLn(Tz + o2)% . (At ,,row,, temperatures, the

measured incremental resistivities devìate from the "predicted,, sìng'le-
impurity curve ; in the very dilute alìoys thìs effect was attr.ibuted
to dev'iatjons from Matthiessen's rule, while in the more concentrated

aììoys it was assumed to arise from 'interactìons between impuritìes. )

For the most dilute pdcr and ptcr alloys examined (.05<c<0.3 at. % cr),
0 is independent of cr corrcentration, suggesting a s.ingle-.impurity

characteristic temperature 0, of -44K for cr impurìties in pd and -73K

for Cr impurities in pt. As pointed out in Sec.3.Z, these values for 0,
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TABLE 3.6-I

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

PdC r

0 ap( 1 . 5K) - 
^p(a. 

zK)
(K) (uCI cm. )

PtCr

e Ap(1.5K) - Ap(a.2K)
(K) (uCI cm. )

ALLOY

(at. % Cr)

.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

4

5

6

ôo

l0

ll
12

14

l6

IB

43.5 + 0.0001

45 + 0.0001

43 + 0.001

44 + 0.002

25.4 + 0.390

28.2 + 0.41 9

33.4 + 0.337

57 .7 - 0.040

80.4 - 0.078

- 0.065

- 0.059

- 0.032

+ 0.0001

+ 0.01 2

.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

5

6

8

l0

12

l3

14

l5

l6

17

IB

73

71 .5

74

72.5

52.5

56

60

73

B5

+ .000.l

+ .0001

+ .00.l

+ .001

+.0218

+ .0290

+ .0435

+ .0633

+ .0550

+ .0465

+ .04.l 3

+ .0394

+ .0355

+ .0?96

+ .0212
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are intermediate between typical Kondo and LSF temperatures and as a

resul t there is some uncertainty as to r,rhether Crimpurities dissol ved

in Pd and Pt should be regarded as hav-ing a well-defined spin with a

relatively high l(ondo ternperature T*, or a fluctuating spin with a

comparatively low LSF temperatur. Trf. For higher cr concentrations,

0 injtia'l1y decreases with'increasing Cr concentration, passes through

a minimum, and then increases with a further increase in Cr content.

The behaviour of 0 as a function of c thus resembles that ouilined in
the "phase" diagram in FIG.3.l-3.

In FIGS.3.6-3 and 3.6-4 the differeirce 
^p(1.5K) 

- Ap( 4.zK) is
pl otted as a funct'ion of the nom'inal Cr concentrati on for the pdCr and

Ptcr systems, respectìvely. From these fìgures it can be seen that

^p(1.5K) 
- Ap(4.2K) exhib'its a peak as a function of ìmpur.ity concentrat.ion,

with the peak occurring at approximately 5 ai.% in pdcr and ll at. % in

!!cr. Th'is type of behaviour has also been observed .in pdNi [ 9 ],
RuFe I l0], and RhFe [76 ], and can be interpreted by referr.ing to

FIG.3.6-5 v¡hich shows the effect of interactions between impurìties on

the incremental res'istivity, 
^p(T), 

in various concentration regìmes.

FIG'3.6-5(a) shor¡¡s the resistivity due to the scattering of conduction

electrons from a s'ingìe (or isolated) impurity and has the form

^p(T) 
= Ac * Bc Ln(r'* e3)L' , where 0, ìs the single-impurity characterist.ic

temperature. Above 0, the impurity behaves as if it possesses a well_

defined static local moment, v¡hile below 0, the Ímpurìty becomes

progressively 'less magnetic. In this latter regime (T.0s), the impurìty
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spin may be regarded as fluctuat'ing v¡jth time (whether the systern is
described by the s-d model or the LSF mode.l), so that the t.ime_averaged

value of the local moment van'ishes. As the impurity concentration is
increased above the dj lute (c + 0) 'lìmít, the impurit jes beg.in to interact
and the measured incremental resistjvity deviates from the jsolated-
'impurity curve at low temperatures, i.e., at temperatures where the

thermal energy, kBT, is ress than the interaction energy. The effect of
interactions at low temperatures will be twofold. Initiaì.1y, the
'interactions vlill tend to slow down or stabjlize the spìn fluctuations
at ind'ivjdual ìmpurìty sites, thus increas.ing the tjme_averaged vaìue

for the z-component of the ìmpurity spir (tr). such moment

stabil ization is equivalent to lowering the singìe-'impurity characteristic
temperature 0r, âfld this leads to an increase in both the low-temperature

incremental resist'ivity, ¡p(T << e) * (Bc/zezr)T2, and the low-temperature

sìope' d [^p(T << o)]Zor = (eclo!)T, over their isolated-impurìty vaìues.

This effect is ir rustrated in FIG.3.6-s(b). As the corcentration is
increased, the interactions also incluce correlatjons between fluctuating
spins on different impurity sites, and this leads to a decrease .in the

resistivity below the isolated-impurity curve due to the,,freezing out,'

of second-order 5p-¡i¡-fl ip scattering processes t I ] (urhich are responsible
for the logarìthm'ic increase in 

^p(T) 
v¡ith decreasing temperature), as

shown in FIG.3.6-b(c). simpìe mean-free-path considerations suggest

that, as the solute concentration is increased from the jsolated-impurity

regime' moment stabilization will dominate initially, wìth further
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'increases'in the concentration enhanc.ing the role played by inrpurìty_

impurity correìations. In fìgures (b) and (c), c* denotes the crjtjcal
concetltration at which correlation effects begin to dominate noment

stabilization effects. Fina'lìy, increasìng the solute concentration
eventually results in an extended (or ìong range) freezing of the

impurity rnoments into a ferromagnetic or spìn glass structure at low

temperatures, and this is characterized by a maxìmum in the íncremental

resistìvity due to the removal of f.irst order lpin-flip scattering
processes [37 ], as shown in FiG.3.6-5(d). Clearìy the type of behaviour
outlined in FiG.3.6-5 for the ìncremental res'istivity inpìies that the
difference 

^p(1.5K) 
- Ap(4.2K) should 'initiaììy .increase w.ith jncreas.ing

impurity concentration as 'interactjons stabil ize the sp.in fluctuations
at indìviduaì irnpurity sites, pass through a maximum around c*, and then

decrease as interactions induce correlations between fluctuating spìns
at different impurity s'ites, with negat.ive values for 

^p(1.5K) 
_ ¿p( 4.zK)

signal'ling the onset of an extended freezing of the'impurìty sp.in system.

FIGS.3.6-3 and 3.6-4 show that both pdcr and ptcr exhibit th.is type of
behaviour, with c* =s at. % for pdcr and ll at. % for !!cr. l,loreover,

from these figures jt can be seen that, for Cr concentrations c<lB at. %,

only the PdCr system exhibits features characteristic of an extended

freezing of the ìmpurity moments, i.e., negative values for ¡p(1.5K) -

^p(4.2K) 
and a maxinum in the'incremental res.istivity. r-rowever, the

delay in the appearance of a resistivity maximum in pdCr untjl the Cr

concentration has reached g at. %, and the absence of any such anomaìy
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in PtCr below 18 at. %, sr-lggests that the conventional , long range RKKy

coup'lìng ìs relatively ineffect.ive jn these systems, w.ith any magnetìc

freezing ari sing prinrari'ly from di rect d-d overl ap between nearest-

neighbour Cr irnpuritjes. The resistivity measurements on pdCr in Sec.3.4

suggest that the ground state resulting from such direct overìap r.s

similar to that occurring ìn spin glasses. In !!Cr, the appearance of
extended magnetìc freezìng (manifested by the presence of a peak in the

low-field A.c. susceptibility) coincides with the onset of an atom.ic

order-disorder transformation, from whjch it is ìnferred that local

environmental effects (j.e., nearest- and next_nearest_neighbour Cr_Cr

interactions) pìay an 'important role in stabilizing the impurity moments

and in determining the nature of the frozen ground state.
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